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(ABSTRACT)

Sports organizations, like other businesses, have a need
l

to ingest data and therefrom to produce serviceable

information for purposes of communications and decision-

making. However, sports personnel and general business

personnel typically differ in educational background and

computer experience, the sports person often unaware of the

advantages offered by computers. Consequently, this

thesis's purpose is to:

l. Introduce sports organizations to the potential
usefulness of small computer systems,

2. Present a definitional review of basic small computer
hardware components and software concepts,

3. Provide a methodical procedure for planning and selecting
a computer system appropriate for the organization's data
processing requirements, and

4. Illustrate, via case study, use of the proposed
methodology in an actual organized sports environment.
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The proposed small computer planning and selection

methodology is a flexible, iterative procedure adaptable to

' the various, unique constraints of individual organizations

e and their computer requirements. While this study

specifically addresses the data processing needs of sports

organizations, it is generic enough to be successfully

applied to other types of businesses.

The accompanying case study examines potential small

computer utilization in the Virginia Tech Women's

Intercollegiate Basketball Program. Following those

procedures suggested in the small computer planning and

selection methodology, an attempt is made to match the

· organization's data processing requirements with currently

available software and hardware products. Problems or

exceptions encounted during the case study are documented.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1-1§EME.B.„ALGame
strategy, tailored training programs, skills

assessment, scouting, and recruiting are just a sample of

the applications which have brought small computers into

focus for the organized sports environment. Indeed, modern

technology has fostered a management tool which sports

programs can no longer ignore. Small computers with their

reputation for expeditious and accurate production have the

potential to aid in making those decisions which may

determine the success or failure of simple projects or

entire organizations. Timely and accurate information, long

cherished in the business world, is just as important for

survival in the world of organized sports. Hence, computers

have been recognized as valuable assets for sports

management not only in those areas directly related to

sports but also in the financial areas of accounting,

budgeting, and forecasting.

Assuming that sports career persons know little regarding

computers, acknowledging the computer's usefulness and

familiarizing oneself with the basics of computer hardware

and software are the first steps toward successfully

1
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automating a sports program. Beyond these first steps is

the determination of whether or not a small computer system

would be advantageous (functionally and economically) for a

particular organization, and if so, what software and

associated hardware would be most appropriate. Addressing

these issues and answering these questions in a structured,

researched fashion will hopefully provide the inquirer with

a method for enhanced data control and thus a premise for

more confident decision—making.

This research assumes an audience within an organized

sports environment. Organized sports is herein defined as

any sporting activity conducted on a continuous or seasonal

basis, governed by predetermined rules, supervised according

to a predetermined power structure, and requiring some form

of financial support perhaps for rent, equipment, referees,

awards, travel, etc. The activity may be profit or

nonprofit, professional or amateur. For example, an

organized sports environment would nonexclusively encompass

professional sports organizations, academic institution

athletics, community recreation departments, and private

sports facilities.

Within the above defined environment, this research is

written for an audience of sports management personnel.

That is, those persons involved in organized sports in a
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supervisory and/or support capacity. Such an assemblage

would include owners, managers, directors, coaches,

assistant coaches, statisticians, and trainers. Note that

although this research specifically addresses sports

applications, the small computer planning and selection

methodology proposed in Chapter 5 is fundamentally generic

and thus could be successfully applied in other disciplines.

The intended audience, as described above, is assumed to

consist of first—time computer users with only a casual

knowledge of computers not exceeding that information

provided by advertisements and articles in society's

communications mediums. Because the typical sports person

lacks computer knowledge, there appears a predominant fear

and apprehension toward the computer and its influence on

day to day operations. Hence, although a need for computer

speed, accuracy, and efficiency might be reluctantly

acknowledged, the security of tradition and unwillingness to

change will often repress any progression toward automation.

Increasingly, however, modern computer systems are

featuring user-friendly environments; that is, software

programs prompt response from the user through a sequence of

queries and listed options. Consequently, nontechnical,

nonexperienced individuals, with a minimum of instruction

and training, can successfully operate a small computer.
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This is not to suggest that one need not attempt to learn

the more technical aspects of computer systems for indeed,

any amount of added knowledge will aid in communicating with

computer vendors and in planning for, selecting, and

implementing a functional computer system. In brief, the

idea is to merge two traditionally separate disciplines,

that of sports and that of data processing. The harmonious

synthesis of the two disciplines will largely depend on the

ability of the system coordinators, those responsible for

acquiring and developing the proposed system, to

proportionately combine knowledge of the two fields.

[74,39,95]

For purposes of this thesis, the recently adopted term

"small computer" requires clarification; thus, a brief

explanation is offered. Computers are commonly divided into

three groups: (1) mainframes, (2) minicomputers (minis), and

(3) microcomputers (micros). Mainframes are not small

computers. They are relatively large, powerful machines

usually costing hundreds of thousands of dollars and are

generally employed by multimillion dollar institutions;

hence, mainframes are not directly relevant in this

discussion. Minis and micros, however, are much smaller

than mainframes in size, power, and price, and are both

considered to be small computers. The class of small
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computers covers a broad range from the largest minis,

similar to the smallest mainframes, to the smallest micros

commonly sold to video game enthusiasts.

The middle range of small computers is the area of

interest in this research. Within this area, there is

considerable overlap between mini and micro capabilities.

In other words, between the largest micros and the smallest

minis, architecture and performance differ only slightly,

and the basic hardware is quite similar. In fact,

microcomputer capabilities are expanding so rapidly that

micros are expected eventually to replace minis.

Consequently, for purposes of this research, rather than

attempting to make a rigid distinction between minis and

micros, the term "small computer" will be used throughout.

Small computer systems considered range in price from

approximately $3,000 to $25,000, including software, and

range in internal memory capacity from approximately 64K to

1M bytes. The notations "K" and "M" are defined in Section

3.3. [62,86]
Possible small computer uses in sports are beyond

enumeration. Many sports organization functions are

equivalent to small business functions; hence, application

programs in those areas are readily accessible. For

instance, accounting and budgeting software packages, being
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among the first made available for small computers, are

extremely diverse, reliable, and user-friendly at this point

in their development. File management systems can

completely replace file cabinets providing information on

current players, recruits, and alumni in a matter of

seconds. In addition, reports can be instantaneously sorted

not only by name, but also by any item of data kept on file,

such as height, weight, player position, scoring average,

and number of penalties. Statistics sheets on specific

games, seasons, or players can be updated, sorted, and

output in a fraction of the time previously committed. Word

processing is a godsend for the recruiter. No longer are

form letters necessarily more advantageous for output; each

letter can be customized as easily as old data can be

edited.

Though perhaps not as plentiful as business—type

application software programs, there are programs written

specifically for the sports environment. Increasing in

popularity are scouting programs which organize data for

analysis of team and individual play indicating strengths

and weaknesses. Hence, coaches can study various game

situations and develop practice plans and counterplays.

Small computers are also being used for self—evaluation

purposes. For example, the women's basketball program at
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George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia uses the

computer extensively to compare performances of individual
players or of the team as a whole on a game to season basis

and/or on a game to game basis. Not only are comparisons

made on per game averages but also on per minute played

averages allowing the coach to evaluate equally those

individuals who play for different amounts of time. Also

available are programs which offer information on the
productivity of different player combinations. [95]

Although small computers can not yet actually make

decisions, they can provide a wealth of accurate, well-

organized information and can save valuable time for sports

personnel. Table 1 displays a more extensive list of common

small computer uses in sports organizations, [37,16,60]

For most small to medium size organizations, purchasing a

small computer system is a substantial investment, probably

more substantial than initially anticipated given the

recurring and hidden costs inherent in all systems.

Therefore, early decisions which set the stage for computer

acquisition should be given primary consideration. Robert

Rinder stresses the importance of planning in the following

statement.

Mistakes made in the early phases of computer
planning have a way of coming back to haunt you
well into the future. The programs and system
that you select, and the way you plan to use your
system will start you on a path that is not easy
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to change and you will not find it easy to retrace
your steps. Hence, it is crucial that you do as
much as reasonably possible in the early stages to
get off on the right foot. This means that you
must start with a system that is right for you,
that meets your needs, irrespective of how great
the same system might or might not be for others.

Granted, it is often easy to underestimate task complexity

and often difficult to anticipate future problems; however,

complexities and problems can be minimized by following

conscientious, methodical planning procedures. A

serviceable computer system must fit the task, and to assure

a fit, one must start to plan well in advance of any

purchase. Allow enough time for planning;
it’s

the most

crucial step in acquiring a small computer system. [86,30]

Computer usage in sports is a challenge of modernity. As

with the shot clock in basketball, one either adapts or

fails. Though the computer is not yet crucial for survival

in organized sports, it will be. Word processing functions

alone can save hundreds of man-hours a months, hours that

could be freed for tasks other than mundane paper-pushing.

Sports management personnel need not feel pressure to become

technical computer experts, rather the objective should be

to become experts in the process required to thoroughly plan

for and thus successfully select a small computer system.
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TABLE 1

Common Small Computer Uses In Sports Organizations

V--_—-_—___—-————____—__-—___—_————”——""—'—_'_'_—""“"'7
I I
I Accounting and Budgeting I
I General ledger I
I Purchasing I
I Accounts Receivable I
I Accounts Payable I
I Payroll I
I Financial reporting I
I Budgeting and forecasting I
I Inventory I
I Player/student financial aid reports II II I
I General Sports Management I
I Word processing (letters, memos, reports, manuscripts)I
I Random assignments of officials to athletic events I
I Training programs I
I Summer camp management I
I Mailing lists and address label printing I
I Information files (recruits, current players, I
I support groups) I
I Locker assignments I
I Award lists I
I Player/student grade tracking I
I Communications I
I Promotional posters, brochures, and circulars II II I
I Recruiting I
I Recruiting letters I
I Prospect records I
I Record of contacts I
I Reporting by characteristics II II I
I Sports Education/Instruction I
I Fitness assessment I
I Skills assessment I
I Instruction lessons/strategies I
I Biomechanics II IL...........................................................J
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TABLE l (cont.)

Common Small Computer Uses In Sports Organizations

I I
I Sports Information I
I Individual and team statistics I
I Team rosters I
I Game schedules and standings I
I Player evaluations I
I Eligibility reports I
I Injury reports II Scouting I
I Game strategy planning I
I Percent body fat from skinfold measures I
I I
I I
I Sports Research I
I Exercise equipment design I
I Player technique and movement analysis I
I Sports apparel and equipment design I
I I
I I
I Ticketing I
I Customer records I
I Order entry I
I Seat allocation II Ticket printing I
I IL...........................................................J
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the advent of the first electromechanical computer

in the early 1940s, the progress of the computer industry

has been explosive. Now in its fourth generation of growth

and improvement, computer technology has steadily evolved

from the vacuum tubes in the massive mainframes of the 1940s

through the transistor development in the smaller, more

efficient computers of the 1950s and 1960s to the integrated

circuit chips constituting today's microcomputers. Indeed,

the past four decades have seen major enhancements in
computing speed and memory capacity, but perhaps the most

significant changes have appeared in component cost and

system usefulness.

Decreased prices and increased usefulness have given the

small firm ability and reason for entering the computer

market. Purchasing a computer, however, is still a task of
A

considerable cost both in dollars and time. Hence, the

potential purchaser is advised to study some lessons from

the past and to consider some predictions for the future for

the computer industry. Towards this end, the following

paragraphs provide a brief history of computer technology

beginning in the 1940s and a glimpse at the future computer

market.
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1.2.1 194Qs
The late 1930s, early 1940s signaled the beginning of the

modern computer era. Nineteen forty-four saw the emergence

of the first automatic, general—purpose digital computer

(electromechanical) at Harvard University. Developed by

Professor Howard Aiken and financed by the IBM Corporation,

the Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator, as the machine

was called, was composed of telephone relays and mechanical

wheels. During the same time period, another

electromechanical automatic digital computer was developed

by George Stibitz of Bell Laboratories.

Between 1943 and 1946 extensive research was performed in

the area of digital computing. Leading researchers included

John Von Neumann of Princeton University and John W. Mauchly

and J. Presper Eckert both of the University of

Pennsylvania. As a result of this research, the first

electronic digital computer was perfected and built in 1946

by the team of Mauchly and Eckert. The computer was called

ENIAC (Electrical Numerical Integrator and Calculator) and

utilized 18,000 vacuum tubes, weighed approximately 30 tons,

and cost ten million dollars.

Like ENIAC, all computers built in the 1940s were

titanic, slow machines which gorged electrical power and

dissipated enormous amounts of heat. These first generation
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computers were relatively immobile and inflexible in terms

of their use. In fact, the first computers were used

primarily to calculate and to generate extensive

mathematical tables and were limited to one process at a
time. [91,74,45]

1.2.2 195Q;
The 1950s represented a decade of discovery not only in

technology but also in marketing computers and in organizing

data processing departments. Studies by Professor Jay

Forrester of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

indicate that computer performance during the l950s

experienced a tenfold increase each year over the year

before in terms of speed, memory capacity, and reliability.

Never before has such a brief time period witnessed such

expeditious advancements in a technological product. [74]

Computer equipment of the early 1950s was first

generation equipment primarily built with vacuum tubes.

These were very large machines often occupying an entire

office building floor, and they were affordable only to the

largest corporations and of course to the federal

government. Thus, small businesses and organizations with

limited space, and more importantly limited funds, were

excluded from early computer technology.
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During this decade, there were no packaged programs;

hence, the only option was to buy computer hardware, hire

programmers, and develop in-house the systems needed by the

Aorganization. Because there was very little to choose from,

purchasing computer hardware was not a problem; however,

hiring, training, and managing data processing personnel was

a serious problem. Data processing was a new technical

field, therefore, few experienced programmers or managers

were available. Consequently, training, a slow and costly

necessity, became a major function in the establishment of

data processing departments.

In the 1950s, computers responded exclusively to machine-

oriented computer languages. Unlike today's high-level,

English-type computer languages, machine-oriented language

was difficult to comprehend and tedious to work with. As a

result, even the simplest systems required the labor of

large programming teams. To complicate matters, the

computers of this time period could accommodate only one

programmer at a time; hence, system development was slow,

and substantial overruns in time and money were experienced

in essentially every scheduled project. Needless to say,

managerial duties were not glamorous. [26]

Technological progress continued, and in the late 1950s,

the transistor became the nucleus of the computer. These
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were the second generation computers. They were more

sophisticated, more reliable, faster, smaller, and less

expensive. With transistor development, more large

organizations, such as insurance companies and banks, could

afford to experiment with automation. Small establishments,

however, still could not justify the cost of equipment or

staff. [91,26] e

1.2.3 126Qs

The 1960s saw an elevated interest in computer

applications by the business community. Thousands of
companies recognized the potential of computerization;

however, the high cost of equipment and personnel remained

an obstacle. As a solution, computer service bureaus
emerged allowing businesses to share data processing costs.

Along with service bureaus came the concept of packaged

programs with emphasis on accounting functions such as

general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and

payroll. Software, rather than hardware, became the major

consideration in selecting a service bureau, and

manufacturers began to offer predeveloped software as part

of a system package. This combination hardware-software

package was known as "bundling." [26]
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The introduction of the microtransistor and integrated

circuits in the 1960s made it possible to produce yet

smaller, more energy efficient computers. These machines,

developed under strict control of the government, were the

first minicomputers (minis). Minicomputer hardware was soon

made available to private business and industry at a price

range of $20,000 to $50,000. Primary storage capacities

ranged from 1,000 to 4,000 characters.

One of the first minicomputer models was the PDP/8 system

weighing 100 pounds and marketed by Digital Equipment

Corporation. By the mid 1960s, even smaller versions

appeared marketed by companies such as Hewlett—Packard, Data

General, General Electric, Motorola, Interdata, and

Raytheon. By the late 1960s, over 30,000 minicomputer

systems had been purchased and installed in the United
States. Applications were split approximately equally

between process—control functions and business data

processing functions. [91]

Operating systems and high-level computer languages began

to replace the original machine-oriented languages; hence, a

lesser number of programmers was needed in system

development. Users were losing their fear of computers, and

their awareness and input began to aid programmers in

identifying new computer applications. Data processing
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problems were still visible, but with the combination of

better trained personnel, increased user awareness and

decreased equipment costs, the industry was displaying

irrepressible signs of growth and maturity. [26]

1.2.4 191Qs

Mistakes and successes from the past were beginning to

effect the future. System development methodologies of the

1960s proved themselves in the 1970s and data processing

successes became commonplace. Nearly all large to medium

businesses were advancing into the computer market. Even

many small businesses were exhibiting interest and

intrique. Not only was there excitement among computer

users, but manufacturers were starting to anticipate rapid

expansion and financial gain.

The minicomputer was an unquestionable success. By 1972,

the minicomputer had captured a 54 percent share of the

total computer market in number of units sold. Over 53,000

machines were operable in 1972, and that year registered

more than 30,000 unit orders. These computers were used

primarily for accounting and process-control applications

with minor emphasis given to communications, education,

medicine, and the analytical sciences. By 1973, over 73

companies were producing minicomputers.
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Nineteen seventy-five marked the debut of the

microcomputer. The product of evolution and reduction, the

typical microcomputer processing unit was contained entirely

on a single, 1/16 inch wide silicon chip. This "computer on

a chip" was the result of a construction technology known as

large—scale integrated circuitry (LSI). Using LSIs

substantially reduced hardware costs making entry to the

computer market more feasible for the small user. In fact,

by 1978, over 700,000 microcomputers had been installed, and

unit sales exceeded that of all other computer types.

[91,26]

The microcomputer, with its simplistic reputation and

toyish facade, birthed a new type of curious, innovative

user.] This user challenged the computer with more difficult

and diverse problems, and hence helped to broaden the scope

of computer applications. The 1970s offered only a limited

variety of packaged programs, therefore users were largely

dependent on creating their own software and on modifying

existing packages. Fortunately, improved techniques and

high-level languages such as BASIC and Pascal made the

programming burden more tolerable. Although packaged

programs were neither as plentiful nor as versatile as might

have been desired, for the first time, the purchase of

hardware was secondary to software acquisition. [26]
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The 1980s is and will be the decade of the small computer

user, i.e. small businesses, professionals, sports

organizations, public service organizations, and

individuals. Hundreds of packaged programs and

corresponding computer models have been developed

specifically for the small user. Almost every conceivable

business—oriented function has been automated in some form.

Because of the anticipated limited technical knowledge of

the small user, most modern systems have opted to provide a

user-friendly environment making the computer a more casual

conversationist. For example, menu-driven programs are

available which display input options on screen, hence

prompting the user simply to choose the appropriate function

or action from a given list. Also, errors may be detected

immediately allowing the user to correct oversights before

they actually enter the system. The tremendous importance

of procuring serviceable, reliable software has been

recognized and has established a firm trend in the 1980s:

first select software and then select hardware. [26]

Nearly all computer needs of the small user have been and

can be fulfilled using the relatively inexpensive

microcomputer. Since infancy in the 1970s, the micro

industry has grown and is now approaching a celebrated
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maturity. Microcomputers have gained the stature and

legitimacy only recently reserved for larger computers and
have become effective, respected business tools. A

complete, functional microcomputer assembly of hardware,

software, and supplies suitable for a small business can be
purchased today for approximately $5,000. At this price, a

microcomputer purchase can often be justified in a matter of

weeks. [103]

The microcomputer market is experiencing spectacular

growth. In 1982, more than one million microcomputers were

sold in the United States. This translated to over $4

billion in sales and represented a 70 percent increase over

1981 sales. One must recognize, however, that in 1982

microcomputer sales constituted only a small portion of the

total computer market. The mainframe market, with units

priced from $400,000 to $100 million, held a substantial

lead in total dollar sales, but claimed only a few thousand
of the number of units sold. The minicomputer market, with

units priced from $20,000 to $400,000, claimed another large

percentage of dollar sales. In all probability, however,

the mini market will be the one to be squeezed out as the

micro market share continues to expand into homes and

businesses. [103,64]
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In 1985, the number of microcomputers sold increased to

an impressive 7.2 million. Of this amount, a surprising

43.5 percent were purchased by home users for uses ranging

from entertainment to job supplement. [61] Indeed, the

microcomputer is becoming an accepted home appliance, no

more unusual than the microwave oven or the video cassette

recorder (VCR).

Of the 3.5 million microcomputers sold to all businesses
in 1985, 43 percent were sold to small businesses. The

foreseeable future is expected to sustain sales grouth in

the small business market as overall unit sales increase to

approximately 14 million by 1990. [61]

How have the microcomputer industry and associated

software satellites maintained an expanding market

considering the obstacles of today's economy? Simply

stated, the major factors for success have been declining

costs, increased usefulness, and constant technological

breakthroughs. From 1980 to 1982, there was a tripling in

the number of micro manufacturers and in the number of

computer models. New technology was and is being

implemented so rapidly that all models produced in 1980 have

since been discontinued, replaced, or significantly

modified. The following, taken from a 1983 article in

Elcccglcgl Ecrlc, testifies to the expeditious advancements
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which have become indicative of the computer industry.
[103,64]

The costs of computer logic devices--mainframe,
mini, and micro--are falling at the rate of 25
percent a year, and the costs of computer memories
at the rate of 40 percent a year. Computational
speed has increased by a factor of 200 in 25
years, and during the same period, the cost,
energy consumption, and size of computers of
comparable power have decreased by a factor of
l0,000!

So far, the 1980s have seen the small computer industry

become a highly lucrative business for the manufacturers and

the sales outlets. Many models have come and gone as new

technology quickly fosters faster, more efficient, more

diverse systems. While the consumer market is presently

strong enough to support the many computer models and

manufacturers, a problem has developed which is being and

must be addressed--system compatibility. With the myriad

models availables, trading software or peripherals among

them or communicating between them is often either difficult

or not possible. Consequently there is an effort underway
I to evoke some standardization among models. IBM

specifications have generally been accepted as the

industry's de facto standards; thus, many legitimate IBM

clones have appeared in the market usually hoping to attract

customers via two features--compatibility and lower price.
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1.3Within an organized sports environment, as in a typical

business environment, management must make numerous

decisions based on information provided from within the

organization and must communicate those decisions both

inside and outside the organization. Consequently, there is

a need for timely data gathering, orderly data storage,

efficient data processing, and serviceable report writing.

Experience has shown that small computer systems, when

properly applied, have the potential to fulfill these needs.

Typically, however, sports career persons, i.e. athletic

directors, coaches, assistant coaches, do not possess a

competent understanding of small computer usage and/or

selection procedures. Such individuals certainly understand

the operational functions of their sports programs and

hopefully can imagine how a small computer system might aid

in organizing data and reporting information. Sports

personnel are not expected to display a knowledge of small
’ computers beyond the normal exposure to such information

provided by broadcast mediums of modern society. Hence,

this research addresses the problem of limited computer

knowledge both in terms of hardware/software familiarity and

in terms of planning for and selecting a small computer

system to satisfy a sports organization's particular needs.
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1.4 E§S§ARC§ OBJECTIVE

Given that the "potential user" is defined as a sports
manager interested in the sports applications of and

possible procurement of a small computer system, the primary

objectives of this research are:

1. To educate the potential user in the following areas:

(a) overall system usefulness, (b) system hardware

components, (c) computer software, (d) computer

terminology, (e) systematic computer planning and

selection procedures. (

2. To develop for the potential user a methodical procedure

which may be followed to plan for and to select a small

computer system.

3. To illustrate, via case study, use of the above mentioned

methodology in an organized sports environment.

1.5 QASE STUQX QREVIEW

The case study, fully presented in Chapter 6, exists to

demonstrate use of the small computer planning and selection

methodology formulated in Chapter 5. The organization

examined is the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University (Virginia Tech) Women's Intercollegiate

Basketball Program, a division of the Virginia Tech Athletic

Association. Principals involved, including the team coach,
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assistant coach, secretary, and academic advisors, can be

considered first-time computer users and possess limited

knowledge of current computer technology or usage. These

qualities adhere to the thesis assumptions stated in Section

1.6. In short, the basketball team represents a small

organization with a definite need to control large amounts

of data and to present that data in useful form. There is

also a critical need to communicate information both inside

and outside the organization primarily in some form of typed

letter. Toward the effective fulfilment of these needs, the

case study is dedicated.

The case study attempts to follow the planning and

selection methodology as stated in Chapter 5 with emphasis

given to problem areas as encountered in the course of the

study. All significant factors are discussed, and

explanations of decisions are provided. This particular

case study is intended not only to benefit the Virginia Tech

Women's Basketball Program but also to illustrate the

general problem of planning for and selecting a small

computer system in a sports oriented environment.
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1.6 IHESIS ASSQMEIIONS

In an effort to limit the scope of this research and to
provide a foundation for the reader, the following governing

assumptions are given:

1. The intended environment is one of organized sports as

defined in Section 1.1; however, the small computer

planning and selection methodology presented herein is

generic enough to be successfully applied elsewhere,

i.e. small business.

2. The intended audience consists of first-time computer

users.

3. The audience possesses little knowledge of computer

technology, programming, or usage.

4. The minimum hardware configuration composing a small

computer system consists of a central processing unit,

video monitor, keyboard, disk drive, printer, and power
source. Exceptions may arise when discussing portable

computer systems.

5. Small computer systems considered (unless otherwise

stated) range in price from approximately $3,000 to
$25,000 (in 1987 dollars), including software, and range

in internal memory capacity from approximately 64K to 1M

bytes.
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6. Within the small computer planning and selection

methodology found in Chapter 5, hardware is purchased

new.

7. Within the small computer planning and selection

methodology, software is purchased from an authorized

vendor. This software may require some modification to

satisfy customer specifications.

8. Hardware selection is secondary to and dependent upon

software selection.

9. All possible sources of computer hardware and software

will not be provided.

10. Contract negotiations for the proposed small computer

system will not be discussed in-depth.

11. Conversion to and post-evaluation of the established

small computer system will not be discussed in-depth.

12. Additional personnel need not be permanently employed to
plan for, select, program, operate, or maintain the

established small computer system.

13. Service bureaus and timesharing services will not be

considered. 9
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1-7 T.HEiI.§@H'.L.«lAE ·
This thesis' primary purpose is to present to the novice

computer user in the organized sports environment a

systematic method to plan for, to evaluate, and to select a

small computer system to satisfy a particular set of data

processing requirements. Such a methodology is given in

Chapter 5. Other chapters in this thesis are presented in

support of the small computer planning and selection

methodology and are summarized as follows.

Emphasized in Chapter 1 are the various potential uses of

computers in sports organizations and the advantages offered

therefrom. A brief and concise history of computers is

provided beginning with the massive mainframes of the 1940s

to the miniaturization processes of the 1980s. Also in

Chapter 1 is the problem statement defining the thesis'

purpose and a list of objectives to be achieved in the

research. Section 1.5 previews Chapter 6's case study with

the Virginia Tech Women's Intercollegiate Basketball Program

which documents practical application of the methodology

given in Chapter 5. Section 1.6 lists a set of assumptions

which define the intended audience, research environment,

and scope of the thesis.

Chapter 2 is the thesis literature review which is

segmented into three literary areas: (1) small computer
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hardware and software, (2) small computer planning and

selection, and (3) small computer applications in organized

sports. Because automation is a highly dynamic, technical

subject, the literature review concentrates on directing the

reader to current sources of material rather than to

particular, dated publications. Especially in the area of

hardware and software, literature on specific products is

obsolete in a matter of months. Conversely, hardware and

software planning and selection methodologies are more

stable in content. Sports application literature is found

primarily in the sports oriented periodicals. The reader

might gain insight and incentive from any of these sports

application articles.

Chapter 3 provides a concentrated overview of small

computer hardware components. The chapter is intended to

acquaint the novice computer user with the various hardware

component operations and with some criteria to consider when

evaluatng computer systems. In short, the following

subjects are discussed: (l) the central processing unit

(CPU) and internal memory, (2) mass storage devices, and (3)

input/output devices such as the keyboard, monitor, and

printer.

Presented in Chapter 4 is a general review of computer

software. The chapter°s purpose is to familiarize the user
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with software development and with various software

applications which might pertain to a sports organization.
Topics covered include: (1) programming languages common to

small computers, (2) system programs, e.g. the operating

system, utilities, and language translators, and (3)

application programs related to general business operations

and sports-specific operations.

Chapter 5 provides sports personnel with a methodology

for small computer system planning and selection. This

methodology quides the user through three major steps

leading to a system acquisition: (1) needs assessment, (2)

software evaluation, and (3) hardware evaluation. The

proposed procedure attempts to optimize the fit between the

computer system and the organization‘s requirements while

considering constraints inherent in the organization and

those imposed by management.

A case study exemplifying use of the planning and

selection methodology is given in Chapter 6. The study was

conducted with the Virginia Tech Women's Intercollegiate

Basketball Program. Steps proscribed in Chapter 5 were

followed as closely as possible to assess the basketball

program's needs and to select a computer system to satisfy

those defined needs.
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Chapter 7 presents a thesis summary and several
concluding remarks evolving from situations encountered

while conducting the case study. Also in Chapter 7 are the

author's recommendations to the planning and selection

methodology user and recommendations for further research in
the area of small computers in sports.
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Chapter II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2•1In
1975, the microcomputer was invented and made

available to the public in unassembled, kit form. Two years

later, in 1977, the first preassembled micros were
introduced by Apple Computer, and since that time, the

micro/small computer market has exhibited growth beyond that

of any other consumer product market in history. [15] New

manufacturers are constantly entering the market providing

new computer models, new software, and new ideas to appease

the small computer user of the 1980s.

Consumer interest has been relentless; hence, a deluge of

information is being published in response to inquiries

concerning small computer hardware, software, and planning

and selection procedures. In fact, so many self—proclaimed

computer experts are publishing that the potential consumer,

already baffled by myriad hardware components and

application programs, likely becomes more confused rather

than more enlightened. Hundreds of magazines, general

reference books, and buyer's guides are available to aid the

customer in the search for the "right" small computer
system, "right" meaning that system capable of satisfying a

particular customer's needs.

32
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Small computers have expanded to encompass a very broad

range of applications; therefore, it is important to

recognize one's distinct needs and thus to classify one's

position within a certain range of computer usage.
Specifically, sports organizations are generally comparable

to small businesses; hence, one would seek out reference

materials related to the small business world. Furthermore,

the degree of technical language used in publications tends

to correspond to the level of computer usage being

addressed. For instance, over-simplified language

accompanied by cute pictures typifies a publication which
focuses on the lower range of small computers dedicated to

home use and video games. In contrast, highly technical

language, often incomprehensible by the general public,

generally signals a discussion devoted to the upper range of

small computers commonly employed for scientific/research

applications. Consequently, by briefly skimming a

publication, the reader can usually sense the anticipated

audience's level of knowledge and thus can determine whether

or not the reference material in question is applicable to

the range of usage being considered.

This chapter is intended to familiarize the reader with

published works in three topical areas within the broad

subject of small computers: (1) hardware and software, (2)
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planning_and selection procedures, and (3) organized sports

applications. Only within the last five years has the small
computer been given serious attention in the organized

sports environment. Most, if not all, professional

organizations have opted to automate at least some aspects

of their operations; however, smaller sports organizations

typically have been reluctant to accept the inevitable

arrival of small computers. Hopefully, the current increase

in articles directly relating computers to sports will help

convert this apprehension to enthusiasm.

2.2 AI~lQ
The sports manager's first task in investigating a small

computer purchase is to become familiar with available

hardware and software products. One of the best ways to

accomplish this task is to review current literature. The

small computer market, however, is presently in a severe

state of flux. That is, advancements and/or changes in

computer technology and releases of new software are

occuring so rapidly that the publishing industry 'is

struggling to stay abreast of the latest developments.

yebeterie Miereeemputer Buyer’e guide, for example, nearly

quadrupled its listings of manufacturers and models in just

one year, from 1982 to 1983. [103] Indeed, all such guides
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to specific brands of small computer hardware and software
are essentially obsolete on their respective publication
dates. [93] Generic publications on basic hardware

components and software capabilities are more resistant to
obsolescence, but even these works require regular update.
Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis discuss small computer
hardware and software in just such a generic manner.

Consequently, designating specific articles or books as
being classic in the area of small computer hardware and
software would be a disservice to the reader. Rather, this
author recommends that the reader examine the most current

issues and editions of specific periodicals and books in an

attempt to minimize ingestion of outdated information.

Table 2 alphabetically displays a listing of recommended
sources of hardware and software reference materials.

Within these sources one can typically expect to find

reviews on specific brands of small computer hardware

systems and software packages, generic articles on what to
° look for in various hardware components and software

packages, lists and addresses of manufacturers, vendors,
clubs and users groups, book reviews, new product previews,

and letters from readers giving feedback on articles and

products. Appendix B provides publisher, subscription, and

pricing information for each source listed in Table 2.
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I II TABLE 2 II I
I Suggested Sources of Hardware and Software Reference II Materials II II I
I I
I Periodicals: II II Business Software II BYTE I
I CAP: Computer Accessories and Peripherals I
I Computer Buyer’s Guide and Handbook I
I Computer Decisions I
I Computer and Electronics I
I Computer Retail News II Computerworld I
I Creative Computing I
I Datamation I
I Infoworld II Interface Age I
I LIST I
I Mini-Micro Systems I
I New in Computers Magazine and Buyer’s Guide I
I The Office II PC week I
I Personal Computing I
I Personal Software I
I Popular Computing I
I Software Supermarket II I
I I
I Books: II I
I The Personal Computer Buyer’s Guide by Murray Bowes I
I Bowker/Bantam 1984 Complete Source Book of Personal I
I Computing I
I The Beginner's Guide to Computers by Robin Bradbeer, I
I Peter DeBono, and Peter Laurie I
I Personal Computer Buyer’s Guide by Patrick Plemmons II and David Myers I
I Micro Computer Buyer’s Guide by Tony webster I
I Terminals and Printers Buyer’s Guide by Tony webster II II I
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The observant reader may notice that some very prominant

computer magazines are absent from Table 2. Regretfully,

the list is not all—inclusive; there are many periodicals

just as beneficial as those given. Some magazines, however,

have been intentionally excluded because of their respective

focuses on particular brand names. This author does not

recommend such magazines as sole reference materials to the

potential small computer consumer. However, once a specific

brand name has been decided upon, a magazine promoting that

brand may be quite serviceable and reassuring. Table 3

exhibits a sample list of brand name-specific periodicals.
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I I
I TABLE 3 II I
I Brand Name—Specific Periodicals II II I

I A+: the Independent Guide for Apple Computing II I
I Antic: the Atari Resource II I
I The Color Computer Magazine: for Users of TRS-80 I
I Color Computers II I
I Commander: for all Commodore Computer Users II I
I Hi-Res: Specifically for Atari and Commodore Users II I
I PC: the Independent Guide to IBM Personal Computers II I
I PCjr.: the Independent Guide to the IBM PCjr. in I
I Education, Home and Business II I
I PC World: the Comprehensive Guide to IBM Personal I
I Computers and Compatibles II I
I RUN: the Commodore 64 and VIC-20 Magazine II II I
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2.3 ELANELMQ AQQ SELECTION MATERLAL

With the multitude of hardware and software available,

finding a reliable, efficient, affordable small computer

system is no problem. However, finding a system capable of

fulfilling the user's particular present and future needs

can be a lengthy, frustrating endeavor. Hence, identifying

dependable planning and selection procedures is essential

for the potential small computer user.

Current literature is saturated with suggestions on what

to look for and what to avoid when purchasing a small

computer system. So much material is accessible and

forthcoming that the potential comsumer could easily be

absorbed for months in articles and books. To date,

however, this author has discovered no published material
specifically addressing small computer planning and

selection procedures for organized sports organizations.

Thus, one can guardedly assume that there are none other

than this one.

Fortunately, the procedures presented in Chapter 5 are

quite similar to those applicable to small business;

therefore, the reader can be confident in referencing

methodologies as given in recent literature. The following

paragraphs serve to inform the reader on what to expect when

searching the literature for planning and selection
methodologies.
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Large computers/mainframes originated in the 1940s, and

planning and selection methods have been developed, studied,
and revised in an ongoing process since the 1950s. Early

computers were exclusively purchased by large corporations
and governmental agencies who employed computer/management

consultants to make the acquisition decisions. Computers
were monumental investments not to be embarked upon without

expert consultation. Consequently, little computer planning
and seleciton material was published in the literature for
the general public for two reasons: (1) the general public

was not acquiring computers, and (2) computer acquisition

was seen as a consultant's concern.

Since the 1950s, technological breakthroughs have forced

dramatic price drops making today's small computer decidedly

affordable for the small user. Consultants are not

inexpensive; therefore, small computer customers are

increasingly opting to make planning and selection an in-

house operation. The steps to take and the alternatives to

evaluate are virtually the same whether one is considering

the purchase of a large or small computer. [77] Hence,

consultants are publishing the procedures that they have

used for years in the form of do-it-yourself quides to small

computer acquisition. Not to be entirely excluded, most

Ccnsultauts do include in their methodologies a step
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suggesting consultant utilization. Two sources are noted as

excellent quides to securing professonal advice. [86,87]

These publications, by Schold and Rinder, counsel the

potential client on whether or not a consultant is
necessary, how to select and use a consultant, what to

expect from a consultant, and how to minimize consulting

costs.

As can be deduced from the above discussion, computer

planning and selection is not a new subject, but rather a

relatively old subject with a new, independent audience, the

small computer user. This audience does require education

and quidance, hence the present wave of small computer

planning and selection material. The currentness of the

literature has prevented the emergence and recognition of

any classic, repetedly referenced writers or articles.

Consequently, the reader is faced with yet another area of

decision, whether or not authors are indeed competent in

their supposed expertise and accurate in their advise.

Though authors do vary in the ordering of and emphasis

given to steps within their respective methodologies, there

appears agreement on the order and content of three major,

encompassing steps to small computer planning and selection:

1. Define application needs,

2. Select software to satisfy those needs,

3. Choose hardware as the selected software dictates.
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Prior to Step 1, some authors advise an orientation of the

potential small computer consumer to the basics of hardware
and software. [26] This suggestion, as an initial step, is

rarely found in magazine articles. Most general planning

and selection books, however, do make this suggestion,

implicitly if not explicitly, by offering generic hardware

and software reviews in initial chapters before needs

identification is discussed. [59,86]

Largely due to space limitations, planning and selection

magazine articles typically provide scant outlines for the

reader. That is, authors list suggestive statements

followed by brief clarifying paragraphs, but little detailed

explanation is given as to how the suggestions should be

implemented or evaluated. These lists are often mere

segments of a total methodology revealing what the authors

consider to be pitfalls in planning and selection or "tips"

on issues which frequently evade small computer prospects.

[30,48,63,69,78]

Also, articles tend to specialize. Specifically, they
[

will either express the need to define requirements and then
go on to discuss software selection or they will focus on

hardware selection criteria. Few articles give equal

attention to each of the three major steps stated in the

previous paragraph.
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As an illustration of the material one can expect to

encounter in magazine articles, this author has developed a

composite list of planning and selection suggestions taken

from articles by five authors. These suggestions are:

--
?§gign

someone in—house to be in charge of the project.

—- Define application requirements. [30,48,63,69,78]
-— Compile a list of deliverables. [30]

-- Devise an EDP business plan. [69]
-— Decide what areas will be computerized and in what order.

[69,78]

-- Consider the future. [78]
—- Consider a consultant. [30,63,78]
—— Identify software that meets the requirements. [78]

-- Define the total system capacity needed to perform the
job. [78]

-— Consider service bureaus. [30]

-- Compose a request for proposal. [30,69]
—— Do not indicate budgetary constraints. [30]

-- Do not request proposals if it seems the project might
not be undertaken. [30]

—— Evaluate vendor proposal responses. [48,63,69,78]
—- Investigate and compare vendors. [48,69,78]

-- Perform a cost/benefit analysis. [48,69]

-- Negotiate with vendors. [69]

-- Establish progress payment schedules. [30]

-- Insist that all information be proprietary. [30]
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—— Consider hardware performance capabilities. [48]
—- Consider hardware flexibility. [48]
—- Consider hardware operational ease. [48]

-- Consider hardware maintenance support. [48]
-— Avoid being one of the first user's of new equipment.[48]
-— Choose a vendor who delivered similar systems before.

[30,461
-- Make a choice. [63,78]

-- Set up a support system. [78]

Small computer planning and selection is a time consuming

effort which easily extends beyond the twenty-eight

suggestions given above. Magazine articles simply can not

adequately cover all the issues. They are, however,

valuable in that they provide concise information, stimulate

interest, and promote questions.

The answers to questions which magazine articles provoke

can usually be found in the currently abundant general

planning and selection guidebooks. Whereas articles provide

planning and selection outlines, these books supply the

detail needed to fill the voids. Most, if not all,

bookstores have established computer literature sections and

these quidebooks are prevalent. When purchasing a

guidebook, and one should do so, be cautioned to select a

generic guide, not one catering to a specific brand of

computer.
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There are numerous, excellent books available. One of

notable superiority is Robert Rinder's A Practical Sugug uu

Small Computers. Rinder's book is a easily understood, well

organized, complete guide which goes beyond planning and

selection to the areas of conversion and post—purchase

evaluation which this thesis does not cover. One could read

this book, or a comparable book, and be confident of

acquiring a better than average knowledge of computers and

the capability for selecting a serviceable small computer

system. ‘

Small computer planning and selection articles are found

not only in computer-oriented magazines, see Table 2, but

also in business/industry magazines some of which are listed

in Table 4. In addition, Table 4 exhibits a sampling of

suggested planning and selection guidebooks. Publisher and

pricing information for these books is given in Appendix C.

2.4 ORGANIZSD SPQRTS APPLTQATTQQS MATERLAL

As suggested earlier, many functions within organized

sports may be equated to those of small business, especially

service organizations. Most small computer publications

address small business; thus, the sports manager can gain

considerable insight from those publications. Recently,

however, the sports world has taken a decisive interest in
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I I
I TABLE 4 II I
I Sources of Planning and Selection Reference Materials II II I
I I
I Periodicals: II I
I Accountancy I
I The Accountant I
I CA Magazine I
I The CPA Journal I
I Dun's Review I
I Electrical World I
I Employee Services Management I
I Journal of Accountancy I
I Purchasing II I
I * These periodicals are in addition to those listed in I
I Table 2. II I
I I
I Books: II I
I So You Are Thinking About a Small Business Computer I
I by R. G. Canning and N. C. Leeper I
I How to Microcomputerize Your Business I
I by Jules A. Cohen and the Staff of Orbis I
I How to Find and Buy Good Software I
I by Jess W. Curry, Jr. and David M. Bonner I
I How to Buy and Survive Your First Computer II by Carolee Nance Kolve I
I Microcomputer Software Selection Guide '

I
I by William E. Perry I
I A Practical Guide to Small Computers I
I by Robert M. Rinder II I
I I
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those computer applications specifically directed toward

sports, such as scouting, statistics calculating, strategy

planning, and game scheduling. Hence, there has been a

current influx of literature revealing and describing the

various ways in which sports personnel are using small

computers. Table 5 lists some specific applications

detailed in the literature.

Sports management is a relatively new application area

for small computers; hence, outstanding authors and articles

have yet to be widely recognized. Nonetheless, Dr. Gidean

Ariel, sports researcher and computer scientist, does stand

out as a key figure in promoting computer usage in sports.

Ariel's primary interest is in biotechnology which combines

"computer science, physiology, biocybernetics, biomechanics,

and neuroscience in the field of sports science." [3] In

short, Ariel studies athletic movement and performance with
the aid of the computer. In late 1983, he initiated a

series of articles in Schclaccic Qcach under the heading

"High Tech in Sports." To date, this series is ongoing.

Three of Ariel's articles are referenced in the bibliography

to this thesis.

Another major contributor in the effort to automate

sports functions is Mr. Jim Finstad, former football coach

and president of Microscout. Finstad was performing
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TABLE 5

Small Computer Sports Applications

I I I
[ AUTHOR/DATE [ COMPUTER APPLICATION(S) [
I I I|———————··iI
[Williams (Oct 1977) [Team Rankings & Game [
[ [Scheduling [I——·————————l—II
[Ward & Ward (Feb 1978) [Movement Analysis |Il——·———·———I
[Ariel [Biotechnology (movement & [
[(Jan, Aug, Sept 1983) [performance analysis) [I——————·——·l——————II
[Kalkstein (Jan 1983) [Lacrosse Player Rating [I·———————I
[Miller (Apr 1983) [High School Athletic Admin. [
I------————l—II
[Frazier (May 1983) [Football Scouting [I—i—————————[Finstad

(Sept 1983) [Football Scouting [I———————————————I
[Graham & Wooldridge [Body Fat Percentages from [
[(Sept 1983) [Skinfold Measurements [I——·——————···————II
[Barlow & Bayalis [Computer Facilitated Learning [
[(Nov/Dec 1983) [ [

[Donnel1y [Computer Controlled Fitness [
[(Nov/Dec 1983) [Testing [I—————————-—I
[Stein (Feb 1984) [Basketball Statistics [I——————————·-——I
[Downing & Heimer [Computer Enhanced Football [
[(Apr 1984) [Training [ [|l—————————I[Lewis

(May 1984) [Pro Baseball Strategy Planning [I·——————l—lI[Brasch
(Dec 1984) [Pro Football Strategy Planning, [

[ [Scouting, & Training Programs [I·——————————I[Freedman
(Jan 1985) [Ticket Allocations, Hotel Reser- [

[ [vations, & Travel Arrangements [
I I IL......................................................J
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TABLE 5 (cont.)

Small Computer Sports Applications

I I I| AUTHoR/DATE | COMPUTER A1>PL1cA1·1oN(s) II I I|Mott (Apr 1985) |Footba1l Contract & Agent |
| |Evaluation |I·————————l—·——II
|Ho1zinger (Aug 1985) |Marathon Management |I·——·————l———————II
|Sullivan (Aug 1985) |Tennis (USTA) Player Rankings |I·—···——i—···————·——II
|Mott (Sept 1985) |Health Club Management |
I——··—l—····lII
|Se1igman (Sept 1985) |Basebal1 Batting Orders |
I I I
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football scouting and analysis for Stanford University when
small computers became popular consumer products. He

accordingly merged his football expertise with computer

technology to develop the first small computer football

scouting system. Soon afterward, he established Microscout,

a software company dedicated to sports applications. [38]

Finstad's featured software packages are Gridscout, a

football scouting program, and Hoopstat, a basketball

statistics program. Microscout systems are discussed

further in Section 4.5.

Computer/sports articles are generally published in

sports oriented periodicals such as Athletic Journal,

and
Scholastic Qcach. Publisher, subscription, and pricing

information for these magazines is given in Appendix D.

Typically, authors of computer/sports articles are coaches,

athletic directors, or physical education instructors. As

such, they recognize the need to orient their peers to the

benefits which small computers can provide to sports

programs. Consequently, the majority of articles are

concerned not only with the applications they present, but
also with the overall usefulness of small computer systems.
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Two articles referenced herein, one by Finstad, October

1983, and another by Frazier and Hatfield, May 1983, are

entirely dedicated to educating athletic coaches on what

small computers are and how they can be successfully

utilized in the organized sports arena.

Though not ordinarily identified with sports, EMTE3
Magazine, published by Children's Television Workshop, has
presented informative articles describing the use of small

computers in professional football and baseball in its

December/January and May 1984 issues. [16,60] These

articles are notable in that they reveal a controversy
concerning the extent of computer use in sports. There

apparently exists a fear that coaches will become
excessively reliant on computer-generated information, and

thus sports activities will degenerate to impersonal

encounters, battles of technicians and machinery. This fear

is objectively dealt with in the articles so that the reader

is aware of the issues and can weigh the opinions of those

interviewed.
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2•5All the reference material needed to adequately educate
the small computer prospect in the areas of hardware and

software, planning and selection procedures, and sports

applications is readily accessible in current literature.

The sports manager probably will not find planning and

selection methodologies specific to organized sports

programs. Planning and selection methods for organized

sports, however, are quite similar to those used in small

businesses. Therefore, reference to small business planning

and selection procedures should prove satisfactory.

In the case of hardware and software material, one should

keep in mind the rapid progression of the computer industry

and try to stay as current as possible in the readings. One

month of technological advancement could make a difference

in one's acquisition decisions. Currentness is not as

crucial for seeking planning and selection material;

planning and selection procedures are relatively stable.

The reader is advised to consult periodicals on the subject,

but more importantly, to obtain a planning and selection

guidebook, such as this one, which fully explains the steps

needed to acquire a desirable small computer system.

Sports applications are multiplying rapidly. These

materials are not as easily located as those mentioned
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above; however, they are becoming increasing prevalent in

the sports-oriented periodicals.

The inquirer's only problem may occur in sorting through

the massive amounts of available literature. A large

portion of the literature is brand name-specific which the

reader initially should try to avoid; this practice will

help to cut down on choices of materials. Also, the reader

should be careful to stay within the range of literature

addressing small business/organized sports organizations.

Admittedly, this chapter has but scratched the surface of

small computer literature, but hopefully it provides a

helpful starting point in the search for reference

materials.
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Chapter III

HARDWARE COMPONENT REVIEW

3-1A
computer system can be conveniently segmented into two

fundamental elements--software and hardware. Software is a

term encompassing the programs which orchestrate computer

operations. Chapter 4 reviews the various types of software

and concerns thereof. The present discussion focuses
onsmallcomputer hardware.

The term "hardware" refers to the physical components of
a computer including all mechanical, magnetic, electronic,

and electrical devices. [109] To become proficient in

planning for, selecting, and operating a small computer

system, one need not acquire a technical competance for

these devices. However, a fundamental understanding of the

basic units and how they relate to each other will certainly
serve to strengthen judgement when evaluating components in

search for the most appropriate system configuration. This

chapter presents a nontechnical description of the basic

hardware components common in small computer systems. In
addition, latter sections provide brief discussions of

portable computers, used equipment, and hardware acquisition
options.

54
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As illustrated in Figure 1, computers comprise five basic

hardware units: (1) the central processing unit (CPU), (2)

storage devices, (3) input device(s), (4) output device(s),

and (5) power supply. [86] Arrows in Figure 1 depict data

flow direction. These hardware units are essential in all

computer systems and hence are examined in distinct sections

in this chapter. Not all hardware components, excluding the

CPU, can be strictly classified as either storage, input, or

output devices; some components perform more than one of

these functions. Therefore, be aware that hardware

components are classified herein according to their most

distinctive function, not necessarily their sole function.

Note from Figure 1 that within the CPU there is a section

labeled "memory." The concept of memory is a very important

one for the potential consumer; thus, a separate section,

Section 3.3, is devoted to the topic of memory.

Specialized equipment is available to perform the

functions projected in Figure 1. Figure 2 exhibits some
[ specific hardware conponents common in small computer

configurations. Arrows, once again, depict possible data

routes via a cable network.

Terminology used in the computer marketplace can be quite

confusing. For example, the terms "mass storage device" and

"secondary storage device" are generally interchangeable;
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however, the computer layman might naturally suspect two

distinct pieces of equipment. Hence, an attempt is made to

provide for the reader the most common synonyms for terms

used in this chapter.

Due to rapid technological advancements in the computer

industry, information conveyed in this chapter, particularly
pricing information, is susceptible to obsolescence.

Nonetheless, some pricing data is presented to give the

computer prospect basis for establishing a tentative budget.

Note that all cost figures are estimates and are given in

1987 dollars. The reader is urged to consult buyer's guides

and hardware vendors for more current, precise figures.

3.2 s:.ENI@LLz1~lI.I (CEL!)
The central processing unit (CPU), a common component in

all computers, controls all system operations including the

execution of all instructions and the manipulation of all

peripherals, such as printers, disk drives, and monitors.

[15,103] In other words, the CPU is the computer; all other

hardware, known as peripherals, are accessories to perform

communication and storage functions.

Notice in Figure l that the CPU consists of three

sections: the memory section, the arithmetic/logic section,

and the control section. These units work together to
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perform the functions of the CPU which are simply to receive

input data, to process data, and to output data. Memory is

a vital part of the CPU; however, the actual processing work

is performed by the control unit and the arithmetic/logic
unit. These two units, in combination, are often referred

to as "the processor." The processor (the control unit and

the arithmetic/logic unit) and memory are usually marketed

as a single component, encased in a single cabinet.

There is, however, a marked distinction, which the reader

should note, between the processor and memory. The

processor "will not change during its lifetime; it will be

neither modified nor expanded." [86] Conversely, the memory

unit is often expandable depending on the manufacturer's

design of the CPU. As stated earlier, the topic of memory

is particularly significant to the potential small computer

purchaser; hence, the following section, Section 3.3,

examines memory, its functions, types, and capacity

measurement.

The processor's control section acts as a data traffic
"

controller for the computer system. Simply put, the control

unit obtains and interprets instructions from memory and

then directs their execution sequence in the

arithmetic/logic section. The control unit also governs all

data transfers between internal and external components.

[109,103]
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The arithmetic/logic section of the processor is the true
heart of the computer, the center of all data processing.

The computer novice may be encouraged to learn that despite

its indispensability, the arithmetic/logic unit is modestly

little more than an electronic adding mechanism.

Subtraction is the addition of negative numbers;

multiplication is repeated addition; division is repeated

subtraction; comparison evolves through subtraction. Thus,

complex arithmetic and comparison operations are broken down

and accomplished via myriad simple additions. The

arithmetic/logic unit can perform millions of operations per

second; hence, speed compensates for its limited ability.

[661
Stated as succinctly as possible, the working

relationship between the three sections of the CPU unravels
as follows. For each particular processing job, two types

of data are loaded into the CPU's memory unit: data to be

processed and programs or instructions for processing the

data. The control unit fetches and interprets the first

instruction from memory. This instruction informs the
control unit of what is to be done and where to locate the

needed data for processing. The data is gathered and

transfered to the arithmetic/logic unit where processing is

performed in accordance with the previously procured
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instruction. Afterward, the control unit directs the data's

return to memory. The next instruction is then read from
memory, and the process is repeted until all instructions

have been effected. Eventually, these small increments

result in a completed job. Output from the procedure is
either displayed via monitor, placed in storage, or printed

for extended reference. [86]

The CPU's power is generally determined by its processing

speed as well as the amount of information it can process at
once. This latter feature is called "word size" or "word

length" and is described by the number of bits that the

processor manipulates at one time. Bit is an acronym for
Binary digIT, and thus a bit represents either of two binary

states--1 or O. A processor is a device of electronic

circuitry; hence, to the processor, a 1 means that a circuit

is "on," a voltage is present, and a O means "off," no

voltage is present. Using the binary numbering system,

alphanumberic characters (letters, numbers, or symbols) are

represented by strings of Os and ls or on and off impulses.

For instance, it takes 4 bits in combination to represent a
decimal digit and 8 bits to represent an alphabetic

character. [15,92,22] More detailed explanations of the

binary numbering system can be found in introductory

computer books under such headings as binary arthimetic,

binary code, and machine language.
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There are several types of CPUs manufactured for small

computers. These are usually grouped according to word

size, and for small computers, there are three major kinds:

"8-bit," "16—bit," and "32-bit." It is important to note

that these terms refer to how memory is arranged, not to the

amount of memory available.

Most low—end small computers, as well as many more

advanced models, have 8-bit processors. A CPU with a 8-bit

word size is capable of performing the same operations as a

16-bitter or 32-bitter; however, the time required is

longer. For instance, a 32-bit processor can handle four

pieces of information for every one piece handled by an

8-bitter. Similary, a 16-bitter is twice as efficient as an

8-bitter. Hence, greater "bit values" signal potentially

greater operating speeds and correspondingly higher prices.

The price for an 8-bit processing unit with a small amount

of memory will start at about $500. Popular 8-bit

processors include the Intel 8080 and 8085, Motorola 6800,

Zilog Z80, and Synertek and MOS Technology 6502s. There are

also many variations to these models. [109,90]

CPUs with 16-bit word sizes are common in minicomputers

and are becoming increasingly popular in smaller computers.

Sixteen—bit processing units range in price from about

$1,000 to over $20,000. Common brand names include the
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Intel 8088, 8086, 80186, and 80286, Motorola MC68000, and

Zilog Z8000. [103,109]

Found mostly in multiuser system, thirty-two-bit

processors presently signify "the ultimate in small computer

power." Large computers (mainframes) use 32-bit words, and

these are extremely fast, efficient machines. [109]

Consequently, 32-bit small computers should be capable of

handling the most complex sports organization applications.

Currently available 32-bit processors include the Intel

80386, Motorola MC68020, DEC 32-bit, HP 32-bit, and IBM
32-bit.

While it is true and important to understand that higher

bit values indicate greater processing speed, this

information can be misleading. All small computer

processors are quite fast, probably faster than necessary

for most applications. Consequently, the user would likely

notice little difference between an 8-bit and 16-bit

processor. Therefore, CPU speed, while noteworthy, should

not be the determining factor when making a purchasing

decision. Two factors, to be addressed, are certainly more

significant: (1) software availability (Chapter 4), and (2)

memory size (Section 3.3).
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3-3 @@1
3.3.1 Mem9.:1D.e.fi.¤.e.d

During job execution, the processor can manage only a

limited amount of data at one time. Therefore, a holding

facility is needed to store impendent data and instructions.

The CPU's memory unit provides this service. In addition to
storing programs and data for jobs in-process, memory

retains system programs (see Chapter 4) and often holds data

to be transferred out to external devices. [103]

Unfortunately, the term "memory" is frequently employed
‘

as a general expression to describe virtually all data

storage devices. Consequently, there is often

terminological confusion between the CPU's memory unit and
those storage devices external to the CPU such as magnetic

disks and cassettes (see Section 3.4). For purposes of this

thesis, either the term "memory" or "internal memory" is

used when referring to the storage unit within the CPU.

Other commonly used synomyms include main memory, main

storage, primary storage, working memory, and semiconductor

memory.

To adequately communicate with vendors and computer

users, the potential small computer user must become

conversant with the two primary types of internal

memory——RAM and ROM. These memory types are structurally
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and functionally similar; however, there are notable

differences of which the reader should be aware.

Characteristics and functions of RAM and ROM are discussed

in subsections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 respectively.
The amount of memory offered in small computers varies

among models and is generally not fixed within models. That

is, there is usually the capability for expansion depending

on the manufacturer's design of the CPU. Memory size is a

major contributor to performance, and thus is a crucial

consideration when planning for and selecting a small

computer system. Subsection 3.3.4 examines internal memory
expansibility.

3.3.2 RAM

RAM is an acronym for Random Access Memory. RAM is a

volatile type of temporary storage meaning that when power

is turned off or denied, all data stored within is

irretrievably lost. Therefore, each time power is initiated

to the system, RAM must be "loaded." Load means to enter

data either via direct user input or storage device

exchange. The user can both read from and write to RAM,

thereby altering its contents at any time. RAM's primary

function is to store programs, sometimes termed

instructions, and data being immediately used in the CPU;
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thus, as applications change, RAM will usually be reloaded.

[90,22]
Both RAM and ROM capacities are usually measured in "Ks."

K is an abbreviation for Kilobyte which equals approximately

1,000 bytes, precisely 1,024 bytes. Recall from Section 3.2

that a bit is the smallest unit in memory storing either a

zero (0) or a one (1). Eight consecutive bits constitutes a

"byte," and a byte can be interpreted as representing one

alphanumeric character. Hence, for example, a computer
featuring 64K of RAM has a storage capacity of 65,536 bytes

or alphanumeric characters which is equivalent to roughly 32

pages of text. [15,86]

Memory amounts are quoted in fixed size modules. Typical

values for small computer memory include 64K, 96K, 128K,

256K, 512K, 640K, 896K, and 1M. "M" is an abbreviation for

Megabyte and represents approximately 1,000,000 bytes,

precisely 1,048,576 bytes.

When comparing the capacities of small computers, RAM

rather than ROM is normally the focus of discussion. Often
buyer's guides will quote memory capacity simply under the

heading "internal memory." Unless ROM is specified,

reference is to RAM.
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3.3.3 RQM

ROM is an acronym for Read·Only Memory. ROM is a

permanent data storage device which once programmed by the

manufacturer, cannot be altered or erased by the user.

Unlike RAM, ROM is non—volatile, meaning that power denial

will not effect it's contents.

RoM's primary use is to store system programs which

dictate the computer’s standard behavior. System programs

are discussed in Chapter 4. Application programs, also

discussed in Chapter 4, are usually fed into RAM as specific
applications are desired. However, some computers provide
special slots for inserting ROM modules which have been

preprogrammed with application programs. This option may be

more convenient when certain application programs are

frequently run.

Unfortunately, there is a limit on the total combined RAM

and ROM memory capacity; hence, larger ROM implies smaller

RAM. Keep in mind that sufficient RAM is still needed for

data storage as a program is executing and_ for those

programs and data not in ROM. Adequate memory space is .

always an imposing concern. [90]

All small computers have RAM and/or space for RAM, but
this is not true for ROM. ROM is not a necessity, but

system programs, normally stored in ROM, are. when ROM
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space is not provided in the CPU, system programs must be

stored on external storage units and loaded into RAM each

time the system is repowered. Consequently, a substantial

amount of RAM is diverted from its normal dedication to

application programs, data, and program results. Indeed,

system programs may occupy as much as 32K of RAM when

executing. Such a situation, if not anticipated, could

induce a crippling inconvenience.

As stated earlier, ROM is not alterable by the user;

thus, changing system programs which reside therein is

difficult and sometimes impossible. The typical, sports-
oriented user will probably never find occasion to question

the system programs; nonetheless, if so desired, it might be

feasible to have the ROM completely replaced. Also, it may

be possible for the resident system programs in ROM to pass

control to a second set of programs kept on an external

storage device. [90]

3~3-4When
discussing internal memory expansibility, reference

is usually to RAM. Different application programs require

different amounts of RAM depending on the size, complexity,

and use of the program. Software guides and vendors can

provide storage requirement specifications for particular
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software packages. Inadequate memory space can severely
hamper or render useless a small computer system. Therefore,
it is imperative that the user recognize both his needs and
the memory needs of the corresponding software before

seriously evaluating small computer hardware.

Some RAM units are not equipped for expansion, but

fortunately these are in the minority. Most RAM units are
fully capable of expanding upward from their standard

capacities. Hence, it is feasible to begin computer

operations with a merely adequate memory and to expand
toward the manufacturer's designated maximum as user needs

increase. Buyer’s guides will usually state a system's

standard RAM capacity and the maximum to which it may be

expanded.

Typically, the user's computer literacy will increase
rapidly along with his desire to implement additional, more

extensive programs. Thus, the purchaser should liberally

consider system growth, either acquiring greater than

necessary memory now or purchasing a system capable of

expanding to estimated future memory requirements. ’

The affordability of today's small computers is largely

contributable to the recent development of semiconductor RAM

and ROM memory. Compared to core memory, which was

displaced in the mid 1970s, semiconductor memory is faster,
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is less expensive to produce, requires less power, and is
physically smaller. These attributes have allowed memory
prices to drop tremendously; nevertheless, memory cost is
still a significant portion of the hardware expense. While
it is indeed important not to underestimate memory size, it
is probably also important to control costs. Consequently,
the conscientious purchaser should opt for a reasonable
compromise between performance and memory cost. As a
general guideline, one should expect standard memory to cost

$15 per 1K and add—on memory to cost $8 to $12 per 1K, based

on 1984 prices. [7,86,109]

3-4 1L*.§§I2EjLLQE.$
3-4-1 Maä&r.;@q.eDgLi;e.sQs.f.in.<ä1

Recall from Section 3.4 three characteristics of internal

memory: (1) RAM is volatile meaning data is lost when power
is denied; (2) ROM is nonvolatile, but also inalterable; (3)
each memory unit has a distinct limit on storage capacity.

These concepts permit permanent storage of system programs

and temporary storage of in-process instructions and data.
But, they do not permit permanent storage of all the

application programs and data which must be fed to RAM. The

peripherals which solve this problem are known as mass
storage devices.
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Mass storage devices are large capacity, nonvolatile

storage mediums external to the CPU. Their principal

function is to act as auxilary storage units to complement

internal memory. Common synonyms for mass storage include:

external memory, peripheral memory, secondary storage, and

disk or tape storage.

Three properties are particularly notable when

considering mass storage devices: (l) storage capacity, (2)

access time, and (3) transfer rate or baud rate. Storage

capacity refers to the total quantity of data maintainable

by the storage device. This is generally measured in

kilobytes (Ks) and megabytes (Ms). Access time is that time

required to locate— specific stored data. This rate is
usually measured in seconds or some division thereof, such

as milliseconds where one millisecond equals one thousandth
of a second. Transfer rate or baud rate refers to the speed

with which data is communicated between two devices. Here,

these two devices are assumed to be a mass storage device

and the internal memory unit of the CPU. Transfer rates are

commonly expressed in bits or bytes per second. [86,103]

While the above definitions describing storage device

properties are important, they may provoke varying degrees

of attention from different users. For example, all users,

for even the smallest applications, must be attentive to
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storage capacity, but transfer rate may not be a highly
significant factor except in the larger, more complex
applications and/or for more demanding users. For each mass
storage device introduced in this section, an attempt is
made to provide an approximate range for storage capacity,
access time, and transfer rate. Data will vary depending on
the model and source of individual products.

Mentioned here purely for historical reasons are paper
tape and punched cards. These storage devices were among
the earliest types utilized in computer systems. For
practical, realistic applications, they have become obsolete
due to their physical bulk, low storage density, and slow
access times. Their usage in today's small computer systems
is virtually nonexistant. [103]

Mass storage devices discussed in this section are
magnetic tape, magnetic disk (floppy and hard), and magnetic

bubble. Also included is a section describing how data is
organized for storage.

3-4-2From
the user's viewpoint, there are three levels by

which data is stored: (1) fields, (2) records, and (3)
files. These levels are not unique to the computer
environment; they are the same ones applied when organizing
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information in a file cabinet or a desk drawer. To assist

in defining these terms and to illustrate how they are

related, the following example is provided for reference in

this section. Established is a list of 50 prospective

players from which recruiting is conducted. Information on

each player includes:

Name
Address
Birthdate
Height
Weight
Position
High School I

A data field is the smallest of the three data storage

levels. Contained in a field is one specific unit of

information, such as points scored, number of assists, or

number of errors. Referencing the example, each of the

seven player information entries, e.g. name, address,

birthdate, etc., constitutes a data field. Fields may vary

in length and may consist of either alphabetic characters,

numbers, or a combination of both. Field lengths are

typically less than thirty characters and may contain only

one character. [86]

A record is a logically related group of fields; i.e. the

fields within a record should pertain to one unique subject.

For the example, the combined seven data fields for one

prospective player would constitute a record.
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order for the computer to locate a specific record, a

member field is designated as a key field. A key field is

one which stores data unique to its presiding record. In

the recruiting list example, the field storing "name" would

be the logical choice for a key field because each

prospective player has a distinct name. Fields storing

social security number, player number, and document number

are also commonly appointed as keys. It is possible, and

often necessary, to designate more than one key field within

a record. [86]

A file is a collection of logically related records, such

as inventory records, game statistics records, and weight

training records. Referring again to the recruiting list

example, data recorded for all 50 prospective players forms
a prospective players file. Each file, when created, is

given a unique name by which it is referenced thereafter.

This name may be altered by the user at any time.

Records within files are usually systematically arranged

in either ascending or desending order according to the

characters in the record's key field(s). In the event that

individual records are not in exact order, file indexes,

which are kept in exact order, insure proper processing by
pointing to each record's actual position in the file.

[86,59]
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Envision the entire prospective player file,

alphabetically arranged by player name, in a file cabinet

drawer labeled "recruits" with a separate folder dedicated

to each player. This conventional filing procedure

parallels the data storage method used in computer mass

storage devices. Each information unit depicts a field,

each folder depicts a record, and the complete file drawer

contents depict a file. Notice that records are arranged in

ascending order, alphabetically, by key field, and the file

is identified by a unique name, "recruits."

Files generally are, or will, grow to be too large to be

manually typed into internal memory each time they are used.

Therefore, mass storage devices, such as those described in

this section, are employed to permanently store files

outside of the CPU. As desired, files can be retrieved from

storage and transferred to the CPU for processing.

3.4.3 Magnetic Tape §to;age

Magnetic tape units provide an inexpensive, high volume

form of mass storage. Unfortunately, however, extremely

slow access times and transfer rates severely limit their

performance. These problems are largely attributable to the

inherent structure of tape. Access to taped information is

necessarily sequential in nature rather than random. That
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is, in order to find a particular information item, the file
has to be searched record by record until the item is found.
Therefore, if the pursued item is near the end of the tape,

as much as two minutes might lapse before the item is

located. Two minutes utilizing a tape unit may not seem

exceptionally long until compared to disk units which,

through the process of random access, could retrieve the

same data item in a fraction of a second. [92] Random

access data retrieval is explained in Section 3.4.4.
When speaking of magnetic tape storage in small

computers, reference is generally to audio cassette tapes,

similar to those used for conventional audio entertainment.

While adequate for home computer use, audio cassettes are

not appropriate for serious commerical applications such as

those addressed in this research.

Despite their shortcomings, high—capacity (approx. 2OM to

8OM) cartridge tape devices do present an inexpensive means

for storing large amounts of data. Thus, rather than being

used as primary mediums for storage, they may be effectively

employed in a contingency plan to backup important data from

disks or utilized simply to preserve old data.
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3.4.4 Magnetic Disk Storage

3.4.4.1 Magnetic Disk Basics

Magnetic disks presently are the most prevalent small

computer mass storage devices. The purchase of a small

computer system for a sports organization would probably

involve investigating and acquiring of some type of disk

storage device. Consequently, to insure adequate

understanding, disk hardware is herein given a

disproportionately large amount of attention.

The disk unit is composed of three basic components: (1)

the disk drive, (2) the disk controller, and (3) the disk

itself. The disk drive is that hardware unit into which the

magnetic disk is inserted for processing. Housed within the

drive are the mechanisms for rotating the disk and for

positioning the read/write head. The read/write head,

contained in the disk drive, is a movable electromagnet

which either reads, records, or erases information on the

surface of the disk. Figure 2 pictorially displays two

types of disk drives, hard and floppy.

The disk controller is an electronic device which

controls positioning of the read/write head and controls

data transmission between disk and CPU. The user need not

be concerned with the intricacies of the controller;

however, one should note that a single disk controller can
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be used to monitor the operations of more than one drive
unit. Thus, the cost of multiple-disk systems can be

reduced. [86,109]

Disks are flat, circular magnetic data storage devices

which physically resemble phonograph records. Different

models of these magnetic platters vary in size, composition,

recording density, and overall storage capacity. However,

there are some consistant fundamentals about disk storage

which should be addressed at this point.

Information is stored on disks in concentric data paths

known as tracks. These tracks perform in the same manner as
grooves in phonograph records except that tracks are not

physically etched into the disk. The disk surface is coated

with tiny magnetically sensitive particles of iron oxide.

Tracks are created as the magnetic read/write head passes

over the particles aligning them in different directions.

These iron oxide particles represent binary data. As the

disk rotates within the disk drive, the read/write head,

attached to a movable arm, can swing back and forth across

the disk radius, thus eventually reaching any point on any

track. [31,91]

In addition to tracks, the disk surface is radially

divided into uniform angular sections known as sectors.

Information may be placed on the disk in any sector and in
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any order. Directory tracks are used to index precisely on

which track and in which sector specific data is stored.

Thus, the disk controller can reference the index and direct

the read/write head to the proper location for reading or

recording data. Note that recorded data is not necessarily

permanent; it may be written over or erased as desired by

the user. [31]

This indexing arrangement allows rapid random access to

any data point on the disk. That is, unlike sequential

access, the read/write head need not scan each track of

recorded data before identifying its proposed distination.

Rather, after obtaining a data address (track and sector),

the head can move directly to the proper track and wait for

the desired sector to rotate into position. Disks rotate at
very high speeds; therefore, the waiting time for the proper

sector to appear, called latency, is generally a mere

fraction of a second. [31,86]

In the case of disks, data access time, defined in

Section 3.4.1, is composed of two factors: (l) read/write

head movement time, and (2) latency. Compared to tape
storage access time, burdened by sequential processing, disk

access time is significantly less. Correspondingly,

transfer rates for disks are markedly greater than those for

tape. Therefore, one could justly conclude that random
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access, rather than sedquential access, is a faster, more

efficient, and possibly more advantageous procedure.
[86,103] More specific data on disk access times and
transfer rates are given in following sections.

Total disk storage capacity is measured in bytes and can
range into the millions of bytes. The storage capacity

value is an important indicator for any disk user. Hence,

the user should be aware that a large number of bytes on
each disk must be reserved for indexing or formatting

purposes, and therefore, are not available for storing

entered data. In fact, only about 90 percent of the total

capacity is actually available for usable data. To aid the

user, storage capacity ratings will usually provide two
figures: (1) the unformatted capacity which indicates total

bytes of storage before formatting, and (2) the formatted

capacity which indicates the number of bytes available for
occupation by user data. The user should be primarily

interested in the disk’s formatted capacity. [86]

Basically, there are two classes of disks: metal disks
called hard disks, and flexible disks commonly known as
floppy disks. These two disk classes are discussed in the

following two sections. The disk products examined here are

not the only ones available; however, for small computer

use, they presently are considered to be the most reasonable
products in terms of price and efficiency.
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3.4.4.2 Floppy Disks

Floppy disks, commonly know as diskettes, were developed

by IBM in 1973 as substitutes for punched cards. Since that

time, these disks have become the most widely used small

computer mass storage devices. [109]

The floppy disk is a thin sheet of flexible plastic,

usually mylar, coated with the same iron oxide material as a

hard disk. Floppies weigh only a few ounces and are

relatively inexpensive, depending on the quantity, model,

source, and quality. Because of their construction and
application environment, floppy disks are considerably more
vulnerable to wear than are hard disks. Thus, disk quality

should be a decisive factor when valuable data is be stored.

Also, since floppies are so inexpensive, it is advisable to
make copies of important disks. For instance, when a new

program is purchased, make a backup copy. Use the backup

for processing, and safely store the original. [31]

Unlike some hard disk drives, floppy drives can
accommodate only one disk at a time and are made to accept

only certain disk sizes. Primarily, floppies are available

in three sizes: (1) the 8-inch diameter disk, (2) the

"minif1oppy" 5.25-inch diameter disk, and (3) the 3.5-inch

diameter disk. The 8—inch disk was the first floppy to be

introduced, but the computer industry soon developed the
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less expensive 5.25-inch disk which is now the de facto
standard for small computers. Recently, however, even

smaller "microfloppies" have entered the market, the most

popular at present being Sony's 3.5-inch disk.

The actual mylar floppy disk is permanently encased in a

protective cardboard—like cover or jacket with holes which

allow access to the disk surface. Figure 3 depicts a

typical floppy structure with its various parts labeled.

The center hole in the disk , the hub, attaches to the

turning spindle in the disk drive which rotates the disk.

Another oval opening in the jacket allows the read/write

head to contact the disk surface. The small circular hole

in the disk cover near the hub, labeled index hole access,

is used to time disk rotation. As the disk revolves, this

timing hole aligns with another similar hole, the index

hole, which actually exists in the mylar disk. [31,103]

Disks containing only one such index hole are referred

to as "soft sectored" disks. These disks identify their

different sectors via format data recorded in breaks between

sectors. "Hard sectored" disks, on the other hand, identify

each sector by a hole located at the sector's boundary.

Therefore, there may be as many as 50 small holes in a hard

sectored disk. The method of sector identification used

would be of little consequence to the typical user except
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that the two types are generally not interchangeable. That
is, a given disk drive can accommodate one of the two, but

usually not both. The soft sectored disk is by far the more

prominent type, being utilized in over 90 percent of all

small computers which use floppies.

Referring again to Figure 3, the small slot at the edge

of the disk cover is the write protect tab or notch. For
5.25-inch floppies, when the slot is open, data can be read
from and recorded on the disk. When the slot is covered,

perhaps by adhesive tape, the disk becomes a read-only

medium, protected from accidental alteration or erasure.

The write protect procedure on 8-inch disks works in

reverse. The increasingly popular 3.5-inch disk employs a

switch recessed in its protective case to replace the

conventional write protect tab. This switch can be slid

back and forth using any pointed instrument. [31]

The recently developed 3.5-inch floppy does possess some

other notably unique features making it more durable than

the 5.25-inch and 8-inch models. Rather than a flexible
A

paper protective jacket, the 3.5-inch disk dons a rigid

plastic casing. The disk’s hub is bound with metal to

resist wear and the read/write head access hole is covered

with a spring-loaded metal shutter which opens only upon

insertion to the disk drive. [31]
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Floppy disk models are further differentiated depending
upon the amount of information they can safely store. This
is determined by the disk recording method which in turn is
determined by two factors: (l) disk type, and (2) recording
density rating. There are two disk types-- single-sided and
double-sided. As one would suspect, single-sided indicates
that only one side of a given disk is accessible by the disk
drive for data storage and retrieval. Double-sided
indicates that both disk sides are accessible by the disk
drive.

There are two primary recording density ratings--single-

density and double-density. Single-density is the industry
standard for formatting data on disk. Double-density

recording simply doubles the standard number of bytes per
sector. Some disk drives are designed to pack twice the
normal amount of data in a defined space, and thus, these

drives require double-density disks.

There is a less common procedure called half-tracking

which also will increase disk density. Half-track recording
doubles the number of tracks per side by reducing the tracks
to half their previous thickness.

The disk type (single- or double-sided) combined with the

recording density rating (single- or double-density) defines

the disk recording method of which there are three
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standards: (1) single-sided, single-density (SSSD), (2)
single—sided, double-density (SSDD), and (3) double-sided,

double—density (DSDD). In addition to these three recording

methods, using two read/write heads with a double-sided disk

again doubles the original capacity creating what is called

quad capacity. Note that a given disk drive generally

conforms to only one of the above recording methods.

Therefore, the user should be careful to match

characteristics between disk and disk drive. [27,31,103]

Given below are typical storage capacities for 5.25-inch

and 3.5-inch floppies. Notice that the ranges presented are

quite large. The lower bounds represent single—sided,

single-density disk capacities, and the upper bounds
represent double-sided, double-density capacities. Access

times and transfer rates shown for floppies are vastly

superior to those of tape storage devices, but are markedly

inferior to those tof hard disk devices. This is true for

two major reasons. First, unlike hard disk read/write

heads, floppy disk heads actually make contact with the disk
surface. Hence, floppies can rotate at only about a tenth

of the speed of hard disks. Secondly, the floppy disk's

plastic base is inherently less stable than the hard disk's
metal base. Consequently, on a floppy, less data can be

safely stored in a designated area. [27,31,103]
Storage Capacity:

5.25—inch 360K to 1.2M
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3.5-inch 720K to 1.44M
Access Time: 250 to 350 milliseconds
Transfer Rate: 30,000 to 60,000 bytes per second
Price/Floppy Disk: $2.75 to $5
Price/Drive

and Controller: $400 to $1,000

In spite of their popularity and efficiency, floppy disks
are not without their problems. Like all hardware
components, floppies will eventually wear out, but there are
some precautions which the user can take to reduce or

eliminate problems which threaten a disk's useful life.
Listed in Table 6 are five problems commonly encountered

with floppy disk use. Also listed are some probable causes

for the problems and some suggested preventive procedures.
[31]

3.4.4.3 Hard Disks

Hard disks are so called because of their rigid metal

base, usually aluminum. This construction provides for a

very precise, stable storage medium. In relation to floppy

disks, hard disks are more reliable, offer more storage

capacity, exhibit faster access times, and project greater
transfer rates. Figures (approximated) given below testify

to the hard disk's superiority in these categories. Note
that the stated capacities, rates, and prices relate to

internally mounted hard disk units (inside the CPU cabinet).
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TABLE 6

Five Commonly Encountered Floppy Disk Problems

I I I I
I PROBLEM I CAUSE I PREVENTION II I I II——I——·—···——ll··I————————————I
IDisk contaminationIDirt and/or smoke IKeep disk in I
Icausing errors andlparticles or Iprotective cover. I
Idata loss. Ifingerprints on theIDo not touch disk I
I Idisk surface. Isurface. I
I I IPeriodically blow I
I I Iout cover with I
I I Icompressed air. IIi——i——Il——·————I———l———————I
IDemagnetization IExposure to outsideIKeep disk away froml
Icausing data Imagnetic fields Imagnetic or I
Ierasure. Iproduced by Ielectrically I
I Ielectric motors, Ioperated devices. I
I Iphones, monitors, I I
I Ietc. I I|———·————I—·—·————·——··i——I————————iI
IDeformation IExposure to IProtect disk from I
Irendering the disklmoisture or Imoisture and heat. I
Iuseless Iexcessive heat. IAvoid direct I
I IMylar disks will Isunlight and hot I
I Imelt and warp. Icar interiors. I

IDeformation of thelwear caused by |Use a hub I
Iturning spindle Ithe hub of the Ireinforcement ring I
Iaccess hole Idisk drive. Ito strengthen the I
Icausing the disk I Iaccess hole. I
Ito load off centerl ISome disks come I
Iin the disk drive.| Iwith rings I
I I Iinstalled. II———————lI—————————I——————l·—I
IDisk's magnetic IWear caused by INo sure prevention.I
Ioxide coating Icontinuous contact |Keeping read/write I
Iwears off making Iwith read/write Iheads clean can I
Ithe disk unusable.Ihead. Iprolong disk life. II I I IL.........................................................J
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Externally mounted units are available which can provide

from approximately 10M to 2SOM of additional on—1ine

storage. Such unit are primarily utilized in applications

beyond the scope of the discussion. [98,103,109]

Storage Capacity: SM to 120M
Access Time: 28 to 80 milliseconds
Transfer Rate: 300,000 to 800,000 bytes per sec.
Price/typical unit: $1,000 to $6,000

Internally mounted hard disks are available in two types:

(1) removable, and (2) nonremovable or fixed. Removable

disks are stored in cartridges or packs and may be removed

or inserted in the drive as desired by the user. These

disks allow for unlimited off-line storage, off-line meaning

away from the computer, as well as high-capacity on-line
storage. [103]

The read/write head in a removable disk unit floats on an

air cushion immediately above the surface of the disk. This

process eliminates read/write head wear which is a common

problem for floppy disks, but it presents yet another more

threatening problem. If, due to vibration or power failure,

the read/write head ever makes contact with the disk

surface, a "head crash" could result, causing permanent

damage to the head and disk.

All hard disks are sensitive to shock, temperature and

comtaminants. Consequently, they cannot be handled or
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transported in the casual manner afforded to floppy disks.
Thus, before purchasing a removable disk unit, the user

should give careful consideration to the working

environment. [31]

Nonremovable or fixed disks are not designed to be

physically removed from their respective drives, and hence,

cannot provide off-line storage. The data thereon, however,

can be electronically transferred to backup storage mediums,

such as magnetic tapes, floppy disks, and removable hard

disks. [103]

The most popular fixed disk available for small computer

use is the Winchester drive disk. "Winchester" is not a

manufacturer's name; rather, it stands for a relatively new

(since 1973), more reliable type of hard disk technology.

These disk units are less prone to mechanical difficulties

and usually cost less than comparible removable disk units.

The Winchester disk is hermetically sealed within its

drive unit to insure against contamination. A featherweigh

read/write head lightly presses against a lubricated disk

surface virtually eliminating head crashes. Hence,

Winchesters provide a more enduring reliability necessary

for operation outside a special computer room. [86]

Currently, internally mounted 20M, 30M, and 40M hard disk

units are quite popular in the small computer market. Many
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small computer systems offer a hard disk as standard

equipment while others offer systems configured to

accommodate a hard disk drive as an option. One very

typical and convenient configuration includes one hard disk

drive and one floppy disk drive commonly housed.

3.4.5 Magnetic Ennble Menoty

Compared to disk storage, bubble memory is competitive in

storage capacity and faster in terms of access time. In

addition, mechanical deterioration and failure are

diminished by the absence of moving parts. Nevertheless,

while becoming increasingly prevalent in portable computers,

bubble memory is not yet a major mass storage medium for

small computers. [86]

The operation of bubble memory is not as easily

conceptualized as that of magnetic tape and disk because

there are no consumer products, like audio tapes and

phonograph records, which parallel the bubble's function.

Although the process among storage devices may differ, the

objective is still the same, to provide nonvolatile data
storage. Following is a brief description of how bubble

memory accomplishes this task.

Encased in the bubble memory unit are thin, magnetic,

crystalline films containing randomly shaped domains. Two
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magnets, permanently installed on opposite sides of the

memory device, pass a bias magnetic field perpendicular to

the film. This field causes the magnetic polarity of the

film's domains to change and causes the domains to shrink

into "bubbles" or cylindrical domains of fixed volume.
Data paths are formed by a permalloy pattern of chevrons

applied to the film's surface. Two coils within the bubble

memory device create a rotating magnetic drive field in the

same plane as the thin film. This drive field prompts the

bubbles to move along the paths which are formed as loops.

The presence or absence of a bubble in a certain loop

position represents binary code. [103]

Bubble memory eliminates the need for tape or disk drive
units, and thus provides a means of minimizing the physical

space used for mass storage. This feature has made bubble

memory an attractive alternate to disk storage in portable

computers. Further discussion of mass storage devices used

in portable computer models may be found in Section 3.9.

3-5 ll~lEIlIl2E1Ll§.E.$
An input device is a peripheral hardware component used

to enter programs, data, or commands into the CPU for

immediate processing or for transfer to a storage medium.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, perihperals are classified and
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assigned sections within this chapter according to their

most distinctive function, i.e. storage, input, or output.

Therefore, such multifunctional components as mass storage

devices and touch screen monitors, which could claim input

as one of their functions, are discussed in the mass storage

and output sections of this chapter. To inquire into the

input capabilities of these components, refer to Sections

3.4 and 3.6, respectively.

This section will focus on two devices utilized

exclusively for input, the keyboard and the mouse. Granted,

there are other modes of input available to small computers,

namely light pens, optical readers, and voice recognition

programs. However, these are not yet considered practical

for most small business applications. By far, the most

prominent input device in current use is the keyboard.

[56,93]
A keyboard is a typewriter-like device used to manually

convey data to the CPU. Most persons are familiar with

typewriters, and thus can envision the general scheme of a

typical keyboard. A computer keyboard is usually operated

in direct connection to a monitor which displays data as

typed and may display prompts or messages. A keyboard and

monitor are shown in Figure 3 of this chapter.
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High rates of production should be the primary

consideration when evaluating a keyboard. That is, the

keyboard design should facilitate, not hamper, data entry.

Typists' preferences and abilities vary as do keyboard

designs; hence, keyboard selection is a largely subjective

process. In any case, one should opt for a keyboard which

will enhance typing speed and accuracy and reduce fatique.

The efficiency of a keyboard, and thus input production,

is dependent on three factors: (1) key arrangement, (2)

mechanical performance, and (3) user comfort. Key

arrangement is visually perceptable, but its impact on the
typist's proficiency can only be evaluated through trial.

Mechanical performance and user comfort also must be tested,

preferably by the anticipated primary user of the system.

Do not purchase a keyboard without first trying its

performance in relation to the three above factors. Given

in Table 7 are several points to consider in keyboard

evaluation.

Most people are familiar with the standard typewriter

"QWERTY" key arrangement. Therefore, it would probably be

best to acquire a keyboard with such an arrangement,

especially if the typist plans to occasionally alternate

between a typewriter and a computer keyboard. Numeric keys,

found across the top row of a typewriter, might be more
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TABLE 7

Keyboard Evaluation Points

I II KEY ARRANGEMENT II II —- "QWERTY" arrangement or other I
I —- Placement of special function keys I
I -- Placement of numeric keypad I
I -- Placement of cursor control keys II —- Presence/absence of a mouse I
I -— Presence/absence of programable keys I
I -- Presence/absence of shift keys for upper and II lower case typing I
I —— Presence/absence of alleys between rows allowing I
I the insertion of templates I
I -- Presence/absence of LED indicators on lock keys II II I

I MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE II I
I —- Pressure required to depress keys I
I -- Distance a key must be depressed before engaged II (.15 inch is normal) I
I -- Recovery speed of a struck key to its normal II position. II II I

I USER COMFORT II II -— Detachability II -- Weight of keyboard I
I -— Size and shape of keys I
I -- Distance between keys (.75 inch centers is II normal) I
I —— Sound of keys I
I -- Adjustability of keyboard’s angle II -- Palm rests |
I -- Non-glare finish on keys II II I
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conveniently located to the right of the alphabetic keys

grouped in a calculator-like keypad. This would allow the

typist to enter numbers as if using a conventional adding

machine. [22,58]

The type and number of special function keys and
programmable keys Vary tremendously among computer and

keyboard models. In general, these keys are used for "one-

punch" commands to the CPU, controlling activities such as

printing and graphics. Programmable keys operate much like

those on programmable calculators. They may be programmed

by the user to perform Various, frequently needed functions.
These specialized keys are usually grouped to the left of

the regular keys and/or across the top of the keyboard. In

any case, they should be located so as not to interfere with

the alphabetic keys. [22,56,58]

Entering data normally involves a cursor which indicates

where the next typed character will appear. The cursor may
appear as a shaded or blinking square or underline on the

display screen. Because the cursor is frequently

manipulated by the user, its direction control keys should

be easily accessible and logically arranged. There are

usually four keys which allow the cursor to reach any point
on the display screen. [22]
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In lieu of cursor control keys, cursor movement may be

performed by a "mouse." A computer mouse is a small, box-

shaped device which, when moved along a table top, directs

cursor movements. Mice may replace or suppliment cursor

control keys. Supposedly, mice enhance data entry and

create a more friendly learning environment. However, mouse

opponents argue that once the computer is mastered, the

mouse is more a hindrance than a help. Also, there are

those who feel that the mouse reserves valuable desk top

space which could be more productively utilized by the

dedicated professional.

Poor mechanical performance in a keyboard can be severely
irritating and anti-productive. The hunt-and—peck typist

may casually overlook mechanical deficiencies. However, a
proficient typist probably would be seriously restricted by

keys requiring excessive pressure to depress or recovering

slowly from depression. Test the keyboard at a rapid pace

to check the device‘s mechanical response. [56]

An ergonomically designed keyboard permits the typist to

work comfortably for longer periods of time and helps to

reduce errors made due to fatique. Table 7 lists eight

points to consider in the ergonomic evaluation of a

keyboard, two of which are particularly notable. First, the

keyboard should be detached, allowing movement to a correct ·
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and comfortable position. Secondly, keys should be of a

standard typewriter size and sculptured to reflect their
position on the keyboard. Sculptured keys are invaluable

for the touch typist. [58,106]

The keyboard is usually sold as part of a basic small

computer hardware configuration. That is, it probably is

made specifically to interface with a particular computer

system and is included in that system's base price.

Neverthless, when evaluating a hardware system, if some

feature(s) of the keyboard is(are) deemed decisively

objectionable, do not purchase that hardware package as it

stands.

Given that a particular keyboard proves unsatisfactory
and assuming that it provokes the only adverse opinion of

the hardware package, there are alternative actions to

pursue. First, investigate the possibility of replacing the

keyboard with another, less objectionable, model.

Alternative keyboards typically range in price from $200 to

$400. [56] This action may or may not be feasible depending

on the universality of the total system in question. If not
feasible, find out whether or not the previously chosen

software will function properly on another hardware system.

Finally, if an acceptable keyboard cannot be obtained, renew

the small computer system search starting with a re-
evaluation of software options.
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Normally, the keyboard is the primary interface between

user and computer. Therefore, every effort should be made

to obtain a reliable, ergonomical keyboard. User/keyboard

compatibility could be a determining factor in the success

or failure of the computer venture.

3-6 @J.'.1Pl1I12E5LI.QE.$
3.6.1 Qutput Qeyiges Qgjingg

An ouput device is a peripheral hardware component used

to receive data from the CPU for display, storage, or

transmission to other hardware components. Information is

released from the computer in one of four forms: (1)

electronic binary signals, (2) recorded binary code, (3)

English or other human-readable characters, and (4)

graphics. Electronic binary signals require an interpretive

device to render the transmitted data meaningful. One such

device, often used with small computers, is the modem. In

brief, modems convert computers' electronic signals to

audible tones which may be transmitted via telephone lines.

By reversing the process, a modem may become an input

device. A modem is not essential for a small computer

system unless there is a need for data transmission to

and/or from a remote location. A more thorough discussion

of modems is presented in Section 3.8.1.
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voice synthesizer. This device permanently stores patterns

for words and phrases, and upon request, electronically
constructs the words and audibly transmits them through a

speaker. While early voice systems produced a deliberate,
mechanical sound, current technology is advancing rapidly

and producing much more natural-sounding voices. Voice

synthesizers are being successfully utilized in office and

military applications, in manufacturing, and as aids for the

handicapped. Currently, voice synthesizers are undergoing

extensive research and development and should be prominent

output devices in the future. [100]

Binary code is machine-readable language, that which the

CPU directly understands. Thus, when outputted data is

recorded in binary code form, it generally is intended for

storage rather than for immediate evaluation by the user.

In such cases, the mass storage devices, discussed in

Section 3.4, act as output mediums to receive and store

binary code from the CPU.

Human-readable characters, English or otherwise, are

created and output by the computer to provide immediately

comprehensible information to the user. These characters
may be displayed as hard copy or as soft copy. Hard copy is

output which is printed on a medium, such as paper, for
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permanent storage and user reference. Printers and plotters

are output devices which can provide hard copy. Soft copy

is output displayed on a video monitor for temporary visual

inspection. Soft copy can be very quickly displayed and

just as quickly dispelled. Therefore, it is convenient for

checking the correctness of data and for gaining information

when a permanent record is not necessary.

Graphics are pictorial representations, such as pie

charts, bar charts, and histograms. These are quite useful

for summarizing and conveying numerial information, such as

frequencies and percentages. Graphics are usually output to

the user via video monitor, printer, or plotter. While not

all monitors or printers are graphics capable, plotters are

specially designed for the graphics task. Using a pen

controlled by the computer, plotters automatically draw on

paper those designs dictated by the controlling software.

Plotters are expensive, and they foster additional

expense for supporting software, storage, and memory. They,

however, can produce attractive, beneficial output for

reports and presentations. If the sports organization

regularly outputs advertising materials or graphic

presentations, a plotter might be a worthwhile investment.

If graphics is not a regular application, a graphics capable

printer, selected to satisfy the organization's graphics
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needs, could be purchased for considerably less and could
supply general printing capabilities beyond those of a

plotter. Therefore, barring an explicit need for a plotter,

a graphics-capable printer might be preferable.

Output must exist to make the small computer system a

worthwhile effort. How that output is presented depends on

the type, quality, and capabilities of the output device.

Choosing an appropriate output device can be a complicated

endeavor; however, the task can be simplified through proper

planning. In short, know the output needs of the

organization, and know what is available to choose from.

Needs assessment is covered in Chapter 5. What is available

to choose from is examined here.

The following paragraphs discuss the major features of

two predominant output devices, the monitor and the printer.

To date, one or both of these devices exists in every

independent, functional small computer system. Hence, the

small computer purchaser should expect and prepare for the

eventuality of selecting the right monitor and/or the right

printer to fit the organization's defined needs.
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3.6.2 Monitor;

A monitor is an output device which temporarily displays

data for the user's inspection. Monitors provide fast,

reliable access to stored information without the noise and
clutter usually associated with printers. This access,

however, is temporary; thus, if a permanent record is

required, the user must either copy the information manually

or dispatch it to a printer or mass storage device.

Attempts have been made to photograph data from monitor

screens, but the camera flash effectively washes out the

screens leaving pictures of monitors but no data. [92]

When evaluating a computer monitor, keep in mind two

factors: (1) the basic application requirements, and (2)

the anticipated frequency and duration of use. While many

determinations in selecting a monitor are subjective

depending on how the user prefers to view information, there

are applications which are better served by particular

monitor features. As with keyboard selections, user comfort

can also be instrumental in effecting the production rate

achieved with the computer system. Attention given to

ergonomic concerns should depend on the amount of time the

user plans to spend in front of the monitor.

Initially, the monitor purchaser must decide on the type

of video screen to view. Basically, there are two choices:
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television set or a monitor designed specially for

computer use. Obviously, given that the chosen computer

system can be connected to a television, utilizing a

presently owned television set is the least expensive route

to pursue. Also, if television use is acceptable, the

system becomes more portable in that it can be attached to

any television whether in another office or a hotel room.

However, while televisions are economical and can provide an

adequate display, they generally will not produce an image

as clear or sharp as will a computer dedicated monitor.

[15,22,90]

A computer dedicated monitor is usually the preferred

choice for professional applications, especially when the

computer system and monitor are extensively used. Current

literature, saturated with hardware review articles, has

given several names to the computer monitor including

cathode ray tube (CRT), visual display terminal (VDT), video

monitor, and display. While some articles attempt to

distinguish between the terms, for practical purposes, they

may be considered synonymous. Herein, the computer

dedicated monitor is referred to simply as a monitor.

Generally, a monitor search can be successfully conducted

giving attention to four basic considerations: (1) color

capabilities, (2) screen size, (3) graphics, and (4)
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ergonomic concerns. Given that an adequate needs assessment

(see Section 5.4) has been performed, selecting an

appropriate monitor should not pose a major difficulty. The

defined needs, together with user preference, should make

evaluating the four above stated monitor features a

relatively simple task. Recognize that monitor image

quality parallels hardware costs, and those costs can mount

rapidly. [52]

In terms of color, three choices are available:

monochrome, composite, and RGB (red, green, blue).

Supposedly, monochrone or single color units are best suited

and often preferred for such applications as word

processing, inventory, and financial work. Granted, the

more expensive color monitors also provide excellent

resolution, but in general, monochrome screens offer greater

individual character sharpness and thus reduce eye strain

when large amounts of text are displayed. Monochrome

screens are generally available in three color combinations:

white on black, green on black, and amber on black. In

theory, less contrast is less stressful on the eyes. Of the

three variations, white on black is reportedly more

fatiguing while amber on black is most pleasing in long

processing sessions. [22,90] Monochrome monitors are usually

substantially less expensive than composite and RGB

monitors.
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are more expensive and usually exhibit superior color
clarity. The difference lies in how images are formed. RGB
monitors transmit three separate color images which merge on
screen to convey pure, sharp colors. In contrast, composite

monitors receive one premixed color signal resulting in less

distinct images. Unless subtle differences in color are

important, lower price may be a decisive plus for composite

monitors. Full-color monitors, whether composite or RGB,

are regularly preferred for games, graphics, and

instructional programs. [15,22]

Monitor screen size refers to both the screen's physical

dimensions and to the number of characters exhibitable at

one time. Note that physical dimensions and number of

characters do not necessarily fluxuate proportionally. That
is, a larger screen does not guarantee more characters per

screen. The quantity of characters is controlled by the

CPU, not the monitor. A larger or smaller screen merely

varies the size of the characters concordantly. [90]

Nevertheless, the screen size should be large enough to

insure comfortable, clear viewing. Standard monitor

dimensions vary from l2—inch to 15-inch screens. Given that

resolution is suitable, these are normally sufficiently

large to minimize eye strain. Prolonged viewing of 5-inch
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or 9-inch screens often causes fatigue, but other factors,
such as infrequent usage, portability, and cost, can offset
the fatigue factor.

Typically, small computers print 24 or 25 lines per
screen, and characters per line range from 32 to 160. The

most common conbination is 25 lines with 80 characters per

line, resulting in 2,000 character positions per screen.
This matrix size is adequate for most small business .
applications. If word processing is a planned application,

it would be convenient to display, on a sufficiently large

screen, at least 25 lines with 64 characters per line or

enough characters to simulate a normal typewritten line.

Graphic applications also benefit from larger display
screens. [86]

Graphics capability can be a very valuable feature in a

computer system. Quantitative text often presents a

cumbersome reading effort, whereas graphics, i.e. charts and

graphs, usually provides a much more vivid, readily

comprehensible conveyance of the proposed message. Sports

organizations, which collect mounds of quantitative data,

have many intrinsic graphics applications. For example,

points scored or errors committed may be charted within

games, across games, or across seasons. Regardless of the

application, if the user deems that graphics is of
conceivable use, there are several points to review.
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Although the media would have one believe so, a monitor

need not be color capable to support graphics software.

Indeed, color monitors do provide a more aesthetically

pleasing image, but color is not necessarily essential.

Graphic images are most commonly formed via small blocks

of light which divide the Viewing screen into a matrix of

squares or rectangles. These blocks may reflect different

colors, or in the case of monochrone monitors, lightened or

darkened shades. As the colors or shades Vary, numerous

designs can be portrayed. [90] .

The degree of resolution provided by the monitor is an

important consideration in graphic applications. Resolution

refers to image clarity and is usually measured in pixels.

The term "pixel" stands for picture element which refers to

the smallest screen element addressable by the computer.

Obviously, the smaller the individual pixel, the more pixels

will fit on the screen. The more pixels per screen, the

higher the resolution of the graphic image. The degree of

resolution is most apparent in diagonal lines and curves.

Low—resolution images may appear choppy and show obvious

discontinuities, whereas high—resolution images are more

fluent and natural in appearance.

The number of pixels per screen is usually stated as

horizontal pixels by Vertical pixels. For example,
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resolution given as 640 by 240 pixels means that there are

640 horizontal positions and 240 vertical positions

resulting in 153,600 usable picture elements on the screen.

[52,90] 1

Ergonomic considerations can be grouped into two

fundamental areas: (1) positioning or adjustability of the

monitor, and (2) display clarity. Basically, the user

should be comfortable. Granted, determining comfort is

subjective and personal, but there are some considerations

worthy of notice by all users.

Ergonomic studies conclude that for maximum comfort and

productivity, the monitor should be positioned slightly, 15

to 20 degrees, below the user's normal line of vision. That

is, the user's eyes should be level with the top of the

display screen. [106] If there is only one regular user, a

stationary screen, properly positioned, will serve

adequately. If, however, there are multiple users, chances

are that they are neither the same size nor have the same

preferences. Therefore, a tiltable screen or an adjustable

stand would aid in supplying a comfortable environment for

all users. [58]

Glare from the screen can be a fatiguing impediment for

the monitor user. When possible, position the screen to

avoid harsh lighting both from outside and inside sources.
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A swivel monitor can be easily rotated to reduce glare.
Also, antiglare screens and optical filters are available
which can significantly lessen glare. Simply installing
curtains or blinds or turning off some light fixtures may
prove more practical solutions. [106]

Display clarity, another important ergonomic factor, can
have a profound impact on the user’s productivity.
Characters should be sharp and easy to read, and the
character font should be distinct. Look for fonts with
clear below-line descenders; the "j," "g," and "q" are often

mistaken for the "i" and "a." [58]

Long, continuous sessions of monitor viewing have been

known to induce discomforts such as eye fatigue, neckaches,

and headaches. Environmental adjustments and precautions

such as those discussed above can aid to reduce or eliminate

these problems. There has been, however, a more serious

charge launched at video monitors, radiation exposure. The
question of radiation emission has been explored by such

organizations as the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health, the National Center for Devices and

Radiological Health, the American Academy of Opthalmology,

foreign governments, and independent researchers. All have

reached the same reassuring conclusion: "there is no

radiation danger." [44]
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As a final note on monitors, one might consider a

relatively new monitor feature, the touch screen. To date,

few small computer systems offer a touch screen monitor.

But, with the computer industry continuously opting to

provide a more friendly environment for the user, the touch

screen is almost sure to eventually establish a position in

the marketplace.

Given that the software is menu driven, to activate the

touch screen, one simply lightly touches the display screen

over the desired menu option. The computer senses this

input and automatically acts on the chosen option.

What actually detects input are sensors on the screen's

boarder which detect breaks in emitted infrared beams.

Thus, one need not physically touch the screen to activate a

command; breaking the light beam is sufficent. Although

users do habitually touch the screen, the screen does not

become smudged due to a specially treated surface.

Nonetheless, occasional cleaning is recommended. [25]

3.6.3 Printer; A

Printers have been described as the "weak link in small

computer systems." [86] Compared to other peripheral

devices, printers are typically noisy, slow, unreliable,

expensive, high maintenence machines. Nevertheless, they
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are indepensible in many small computer applications.
Informative output is the computer system's ultimate goal,
and hard copy, supplied by a printer, is often necessary to
effectively communicate that output. There are more models
of printers on today's market than any other major
peripheral. Thus, selecting the proper printer for a
particular set of applications can be a confusing
enterprise. Printer information given in this section,

combined with that given in Section 5.3.5, should guide the
user to a properly researched printer selection decision.

[86,88]

When evaluating printers, two selection criteria should
be given particular attention: (1) print speed, and (2)
print quality. [88] Printers cover a wide range of speeds

and printing capabilities. Therefore, the output needs
assessment outlined in Section 5.3.5 should prove invaluable
in narrowing the field of printers for consideration.

Typically, equipment costs parallel equipment quality and

flexible. This is particularly true with printers. Low-
cost printers, i.e. less than $1,000, generally pose a
quality/speed dilemma. That is, to obtain high print

quality, one must sacrifice speed and vice versa. [82] Some
higher priced printers offer both high print quality and
high speed, but cost may make their selection infeasible.
Be prepared to compromise rather than to optimize.
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Printers may be conveniently divided into two types: (l)

impact, and (2) nonimpact. Impact printers operate

similarly to typewriters. They create characters by

striking a character molded implement or a series of pins
against inked ribbon to form a character on paper. Rather

than actually striking the paper, nonimpact printers create

characters through processes of ink shooting, electrical

current, or heat. These often require specially treated

paper or ink. [88]

Due to their printing procedure, impact printers

generally can produce three to five carbon copies, whereas

most nonimpact printers can produce only single copies.

Nonimpact printers, however, can claim two significant

advantages: quieter operation and superior mechanical

reliability. [82] In fact, one can expect the mean time

between failures (MTBF) for nonimpact printers to be two to

five times greater than that for comparable impact printers.

[86]

Tables 8 and 9 exhibit some evaluative characteristics of

various types of impact and nonimpact printers,

respectively. [88] Note that prices shown are current as of

1987. The wide price ranges are indicative of the wide

variety of models within each printer type. Notice that

approximately half of the printer types described in Tables
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8 and 9 are probably priced out of the range for a first-

time computer system. Consequently, the following printer

operational descriptions are confined to those types most

likely to be serviceable for a sports organization and
obtainable for less than $1,000. These include the dot

matrix and solid font types from the impact printer

category, and the thermal, electrosensitive, and ink-jet
types from the nonimpact category. Abbrevations used in the
tables are cps (characters per second), lpm (lines per

minute), and ppm (pages per minute).

Dot matrix printers represent the most common printer

technology and the most popular, least expensive impact

printers. The printhead, or print element, consists of a

two-dimensional array of pins which strike in various
combinations against an inked ribbon to form characters on

paper. By closely examining dot matrix print, one can see

that each character comprises small ink dots. The number of

pins or dots available to produce each character defines the

printer’s "print matrix." The matrix is usually expressed

as horizontal dots by vertical dots, such as "7 x 9" or "9 x
9." All else being equal, the more dots composing each

character, the better the print quality. Print matrices

commonly range from a low density 5 x 7 to a high density 24

x 18. [88,90]
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TABLE 8

Impact Printer Characteristics

V“"‘""""°‘““""‘“‘"”'“"“‘““""‘”“”"“"““""“""“““"""““"7
I I I I I
I TYPE I SPEED I COMMENTS I PRICE II I I I II·—l··—I——lI—··—···———l——————I——·i-I
|Dot matrix I5O to IPoor to good print qualityI$3OO to I
I I6OO cps IGraphics capable I$6,000 II I IMedium speed I I
I I IColor capable I I
I I |Many fonts I II I I I II··l———I—·l·—I·—····—·————·——-I—··———I
|So1id font:I15 to IExcellent print quality |$7OO to IIdaisywheel,I8O cps |Little graphics I I$5,000 Ilthimble, I ILow speed I IIglobe I INo color I I
I I IInterchangeable fonts I II I I I II—·——————I———————I—·l·———i————-I—i—·——·I
ILine dot I15O to IPoor print quality I$5,000 toI
Imatrix I6OO lpm IGraphics capable I$l7,000 I
I I IMedium speed I I
I I IColor capable I I
I I IMany fonts I II I I I II————·——I—————|I————I
ILine band/ I15O to IGood print quality I$7,000 toI
Ibelt I3,000 lpmILittle graphics I$30,000 I
I I IHigh speed I I
I I INo color I I
I I IInterchangeable fonts I II I I I II———·——I——i—II————I
ILine chain/I3OO to IGood print quality I$15,000 IItrain |2,000 lpmILittle graphics Ito I
I I IHigh speed |$60,000 I
I I INo color I |
I I IInterchangeable fonts I II I I I IL........................................................J
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TABLE 9

Nonimpact Printer Characteristics

V""““"“““""“'"“"""""””""“‘“"“'“""'“""“““"“'“‘"‘7
[ TYPE [ SPEED [ COMMENTS [ PRICE [|i——·———|1··————I————·i———·———————|——————|
[Ball-point [10 to [Good print quality [$200 to [
[pen [20 cps [Graphics capable [$300 [
[ [ [Low speed [ [
[ [ [Color capable [ [
[ [ [Many fonts [ [
[ [ [Narrow paper [ [I——————·|————lI·—···—l——·———l-————-I————[
[Electro- [100 to [Good print quality [$400 to [
[sensitive [960 cps [Graphics capable [$1,500 [
[dot matrix [ [High speed [ [
[ [ [Little color [ |
[ [ [Many fonts [ [
[ [ [Special paper [ [|———————|l———·—|——··———————·————lI—————I
[Ink-jet [50 to [Excellent print quality [$500 to [
[dot matrix [500 cps [Graphics capable [$5,000 [
[ [ [Medium speed [ [
[ [ [Some color [ [
[ [ [Many fonts [ [
[ [ [Special ink needed [ [|——·——|—·———i|——·—·———·————————|—l—·|
[Thermal [50 to [Fair print quality [$200 to [
[dot matrix [350 cps [Graphics capable [$2,500 [
[ [ [Medium speed [ [
[ [ [No color [ [
[ [ [Few fonts [ [
[ [ [Special paper [ [|—————I—··————·I————i—·————————l——·—————|
[Thermal [100 to [Excellent print quality [$3,000 to[
[transfer [500 lpm [Graphics capable [$10,000 [
[dot matrix [ [High speed [ [
[ [ [Some color [ [
[ [ [Many fonts [ [
[ [ [Special paper [ [I——————|l————I··————————————·——|·—————·|
[Xerographic[8 to [Excellent print quality [$3,000 to[
[(laser) [80 ppm [Graphics capable [$50,000 [
[ [ [High speed [ [
[ [ [Some color [ [
[ [ [Many fonts [ [
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Unfortunately, compared to typewriter print, dot matrix
printers, in general, produce substandard quality print.
Characters created by series of dots simply cannot compete
with those which are stamped or drawn. There is, however, a
technique known as multistrike or multipass which can
greatly improve dot matrix print quality. Using this
method, the printhead passes over each line two or three

times filling in gaps between dots with each pass. While
increasing print quality, be aware that multistriking
reduces the printer’s total throughput and doubles or
triples wear and tear on the printer and the ribbon. Most

printers are capable of multistrike, but to save time and

maintenance expense, the mode should be used only for final

drafts. [72]

Solid font printers, often referred to as letter-quality

printers, create fully formed characters by depressing a

molded print element against an inked ribbon and paper.

This stamping process produces typewriter or letter quality
characters, but print speed is relatively slow. In fact,
solid font printers costing less than $1,000 are among the

slowest printers available. [82]
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Although their basic functions are the same, solid font
print elements vary in form and technology. The daisywheel,
thimble, and globe are the three primary types, the
daisywheel being the most common. Their names are
indicative of their shapes. The main difference among these
three print elements is speed. Globe or "golf ball"
printers are usually the slowest, printing 15 to 17
characters per second (cps). Daisywheel printers are next,
yielding an average 20 cps, and thimble printers average the
fastest speeds of 50 to 60 cps, Solid font print elements

are generally removable, and replacable with the same type
element of a different font or character set. [88]

Both thermal and electrosensitive dot matrix printers
produce characters by burning dots into specially treated
paper. Thermal printers do so by subjecting heat-sensitive
paper to a hot metal tab while the printhead passes over.
Rather than using heat, electrosensitive printers create

characters with mild electric current. This current
vaporizes dots from specially coated paper revealing the
dark paper base. Electrosensitive printers generally have
finer dot matrices, and thus the print quality is sharper

than that of thermal printers. [82,88]

Because the print elements do not actually strike the

paper, thermal and electrosensitive printers operate in
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require special paper which may cost as much as ten times
that of regular paper. [90]

Ink—jet is another type of dot matrix nonimpact printer.
Ink—jet printers squirt ultrafine streams of colored or
black ink onto paper. The ink falls in dots which
collectively form characters. Print quality is generally
quite high, and again, operation is very quiet. .

Printer speed is generally expressed in characters per
second (cps), lines per minute (lpm), of pages per minute
(ppm). The lpm and ppm ratings are given for line printers
which print a full line of text at once. These printers are

usually impressingly fast. Impact line printers, while
indeed fast, are not typically known for quality print;
however, nonimpact line printers, such as the xerographic

and thermal transfer types, produce the highest quality
print available.

Most printer specification sheets list cps or lpm, but
these ratings can be misleading. A more realistic, viable
speed measurement is "throughput" or the number of
characters output on a per-page basis. Two printers may

list the same cps or lpm, but other factors can make their

throughputs notably different. These factors include

bidirectional print capability, logic-seeking print
capability, slew rate, and express tabbing capability.
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In brief, bidirectional printers can print backward
(right to left) as well as forward. Unidirectional printers
print only left to right, and consequently, their throughput
may be as little as half that of the bidirectional types.

Those printers with logic-seeking print functions
increase total throughput by looking ahead to the next line
to find the shortest, most direct printing route. Slew rate
simply defines the time required to advance the paper to the
next line. The faster the slew rate, the greater the
throughput. Horizontal tabbing is often needed, especially

when printing forms. Express tabbing allows the print
element to move to the proper position much quicker than
regular print speed.

If speed is important to the user, the above described

factors should be investigated along with cps or lpm. Taken

together, the user can get a better feel for the printer's

actual throughput. Unfortunately, manufacturers seldom

publish their printers' true throughput; hence, it is
largely left to the user to make such a determination. [88]

The term "print quality" has been referred to throughout
this section, but has not yet been formally introduced.

From the text and from Tables 8 and 9, the reader has, no

doubt, determined the print quality expectations of the
various types of printers. At this point, a few definitions
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and explanations are given to further aid the user in a
print quality evaluation.

Computer printer output is typically judged against that
of an electric typewriter, and it usually proves somewhat
inferior. Print which falls pitifully below the typewriter
standard is referred to as draft quality, and print
comparable to the typewriter's is known as letter quality.
Correspondence quality print occupies that broad range
between draft and letter quality. [72]

The appearance of an individual character constitutes one
type of print quality evaluation. Another type of
evaluation is concerned with character alignment in relation
to the paper and to other characters. Before purchasing a
printer, obtain a sample of its output and examine the
character alignment. Given in Figure 4 are several
reference points to check concerning each character's
relative placement. [35]

Deficiencies in pitch and point are the most noticeable
textual flaws. Pitch is the horizontal measurement of
character placement. Pitch can be fixed or constant meaning
that all characters take up the same horizontal space no
matter their widths, or pitch can be proportional meaning
that horizontal space is dependent on the width of the

individual character. As a example of proportional spacing,
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Cap and _
ascender line

Waistline __
EoBaseline °·. Descender line

Pitch

Figure 4: Print Alignment Guide
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notice in Figure 4 that the "j" occupies less than half the

space of the "A." Proportional printing is supposedly more

natural and readable.

Point is the vertical measurement of character placement.

It extends, as shown, from the capital and ascender line to

the descender line. Defects in point control will cause

horizontal lines to roll aimlessly across the page.

The capital and ascender line marks the uppermost point

that any character should reach which extends above the

waistline. All capital letters should touch the line as

should all lower case letters which extend above the

waistline except for the "t." For some undetermined reason,

the "t" traditionally falls shorts.

The waistline indicates a point approximately sixty

percent of the distance from the baseline to the capital and

ascender line. The waistline is in effect a horizontal,

tangent line which touches the tops of the round parts of

lower—case letters such as the "d," "q," "c," and "e."
Upper-case letters should sit squarely on and not range

below the baseline. Lower-case letters with flat or pointed

bottoms also should not extend below the baseline, but those

with rounded bottoms may locate just slightly below the

line. Of course, the lower—case "g," "j," "p," "q," and "y"
may venture beyond the baseline to, but not exceeding, the

descender line. [35]
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Poor print quality is not always the fault of the

printer. The user has a responsibility to maintain the

printer's proper adjustment, ribbons, paper, and other items
as dictated by the individual printer.

Three other items are of importance when evaluating a

printer: (1) the printer's interface, (2) the need for a

buffer, and (3) the paper-feed mechanism. The interface is

that peripheral, usually a cable, which connects the printer

to the CPU. A printer buffer is an overload device which

holds information to be printed, and thus frees the CPU for

other activities. Interfaces and buffers are further
discussed in Sections 3.8.2 and 3.8.3, respectively.

The paper-feed mechanism is simply that device which

directs paper through the printer. Two types are available:

(1) friction feed, and (2) tractor or pin feed. The output

needs assessment, outlined in Chapter 5, should dictate what

is needed in regard to a paper-feed mechanism.

Friction feed moves paper in the same manner as does a

standard typewriter. The paper is pressed between two

rubber rollers, and as the rollers rotate, the paper

advances or recedes. Friction feed is necessary when

working with letterhead, roll paper, or regular sheets.

Tractor feed mechanisms use tractor sprockets or pins

which fit into specially perforated paper to pull the paper
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into proper print position. Tractor feed is often used with

fan-fold bond paper, mailing labels, and preprinted checks.
The mechanism is usually adjustable and allows precise paper

alignment.

Making a choice between the two paper feed procedures may

not be necessary. Some printers offer both friction and

tractor feed built in. Of those that do not, the tractor

mechanism can often be added on. [88]

3-7 RQHEBEJLBELX
The power supply is a vital part of any computer system:

no power, no computing. Most systems are operational when

connected to a standard 120 AC power source, and some

systems, especially portables, are equiped to use

rechargable battery packs. [ll] As long as the electric

current is running continuously, the system should operate

smoothly. However, AC power interuptions are not uncommon,

and they can have devastating effects on equipment and data.

Power protection devices are designed to guard against

two types of power interuptions: (1) transients, and (2)

power outages. A transient is a short duration, undesired

fluctuation in voltage or current. It may be caused by a

power surge or high-frequency interference also known as

line noise. The degree of damage incurred depends on the
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transient's duration and cause. Damages may include data

transmission errors, data loss, and equipment malfunction.

Lightning induced transients can cause serious equipment

damage.

Power surges generally stem from conditions in the

immediate environment such as motors running in

refrigerators, air conditioners, and elevators. Often power

surges create slight, sharp Voltage overloads known as

Voltage spikes. These transient spikes can scramble data

transmissions and harm sensitive equipment.

EMI (Electronmagnetic Interference) and RFI (Radio

Frequency Interference) are high—frequency interferences

possibly caused by other computers, continuously operating

motors, nearby radio stations, or citizen band (CB) radios.

Like Voltage spikes, these interferences can disrupt and

confuse data transmissions.

Subtle power inconsistancies may go undetected by the

user, but the computer will be effected. Consequently,

protection devices have been developed to detect and

intercept Voltage spikes and to filter out EMI/RFI line

noise in small computer systems. Prices generally ranges

from $50 to $150.

Complete power failures, blown fuses or blackouts, can

pose more extensive computer problems. Power denial can
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cause entire files to be irretrievable lost. In the event

of power loss, battery-operated uninterruptible power

supplies are available which take over instantly and supply
full power for certain periods of time. Protection against

power outage, however, is expensive, typically costing

anywhere from $500 to $3,000. Many large computer users,

with valuable files to maintain, view this as an unavoidable

expense, but smaller users probably find the cost hard to

justify. Regular file backup can less expensively ease the

inconvenience of power failure.

Under normal conditions, power protection devices will
not make the computer system operate or look any better;

thus, power protection presents an inviting area in which to

cut initial system costs. Granted, power failure is not the

most pressing matter to address when planning a small

computer system, but the eventuality is there to be dealt

with at some point. [21,86]

3.8 EN
3.8.1 Modems

Modem is an acronym for M0dulator/DEModulator.

Essentially, a modem is a device which allows a computer to

talk to other computers via telephone lines. Such a

computer linkage is known as telecommunications, and it can
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access to multitudes of data which otherwise might

be difficult to obtain. At present, feasible, small
computer telecommunications can be divided into three areas:

(1) two-way computer communications, (2) information

retrieval or one-way access to public data bases such as Dow
Jones, The Source, CompuServe, and Knowledge Index, and (3)

electronic mail. [94]

These areas compose a science in themselves which is

beyond the scope of this thesis. They are, however, areas

which the small computer user might wish to investigate

further, and that are made possible by the modem.

The transmitting modem converts the computer's electronic

signals which are in binary code form to an analog system of

two audible tones which can be transmitted over standard

telephone lines to other computers. At destination, the

receiving modem reconverts the tones to binary code and

feeds the code to the receiving computer. In short,

electronic binary signals are modulated to sounds, and

sounds are demodulated to signals. [75,94]

In purchasing a modem, there are several considerations

to address: (1) transmission speed, (2) transmission

protocol, (3) internal versus external modems, (4) computer

and telephone interfacing, (5) communications software, and

(6) compatibility. Each consideration is defined and

discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Transmission speed is usually expressed as a baud rate

meaning bits per second (bps) transmitted. The term "bit"
is defined in Section 3.2. In today's modem market, users

may choose from units operating at speeds ranging from 300

bps to 9600 bps. In the early 1980s, 300 bps (about 37

characters per second) was a popular data transfer speed.

But, with speeds now approaching 20,000 characters per

second, the 300 and 600 bps speeds are used mostly for home-

business data transmission.

Twelve hundred baud data transfer is four times faster

than 300 baud and closely simulates real-time computing.

For office microcomputing, 1200 bps is considered the

present standard, but the 2400 bps rate is now gaining wide

acceptance and is expected to become the standard rate in

the near future. A 1200 baud modem may be purchased for as

little as $125 to $250, while 2400 baud devices range in

price from $300 to $750. While initially more expensive,

the 2400 baud modem can produce telephone—connect savings if

high volumes of data are regularly transmitted.

While 1200 and 2400 baud represent the current standards,

4800 and even 9600 baud modems are making rapid advances.

These high-speed modems are considerably more expensive, and

are used chiefly to support high-volume, micro-to-mainframe

data transfer. [36]
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Transmission protocol is that set of rules by which two

computers agree to interact. It is important to select a

modem adhering to a popular, standard protocol. This will

greatly enhance the number of possible communications

connections.

In transmitting and receiving data, computers must agree

on such matters as parity or error-checking, data

Verification, transmission speed, and one or two-way data

flow also known as half- or full-duplex. Most U.S. made
modems adhere to protocols established by Western Electric

for American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T). Foreign made

modems have their own standards, not usually compatible with

those of the U.S. [14]

The next question to address is whether to purchase an

internal or an external modem. Internal modems are printed

circuit boards mounted within the computer. They are

usually designed for specific computer models, and not all

computers are designed to accept an internal modem.

External modems are stand-alone devices and are generally

connected to the computer Via a cable.

There exists substantial disagreement as to which type of

modem is most advantageous. Those supporting the internal

modem list its attributes as:

1. Deceased desk clutter,

2. Generally less expensive, and
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Increased computer/modem/softwarecompatibility.Those

arguing the advantages of external modems propose the

following:

1. All computers can support an external modem,

2. Increased portability,

3. Increased hardware flexibility, and

4. Increased resell value.

If the selected computer system will not support an

internal modem, the choice becomes obvious; purchase an

external modem. If, however, the internal modem option is

feasible, one must consider the above listed factors,

particularly the factor of increased computer/modem/software

compatibility. A ready·made telecommunications system can

save time and expense. [14]

Interfacing is yet another matter to explore. There are

two interface points to consider: (1) the computer/modem

interface, and (2) the telephone/modem interface. Internal

modems are directly connected to computers via supporting

expansion boards. External modems, on the other hand,

require cables to make the connections. The majority of

stand-alone modems interface with computers through RS-232C

serial posts which are standard on many small computers.

RS-232C interfaces are further discussed in Section 3.8.2.

Most RS-232C port connectors are of the DB-25 type. This
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type of connector has 25 pins or sockets, but usually only

five or six need be internally connected to support a modem.

The telephone/modem interface may be accomplished in one

of two ways: (1) acoustically, or (2) directly.

Acoustically—coupled modems are the easiest to connect.

Simply, properly place the telephone handset or receiver

into the modem cradle known as an acoustic coupler. This

being done, the telephone/modem connection is made. Be

aware that the rubber cups on the modem cradle are designed

to accommodate a standard desktop telephone handset. Hence,

many streamlined, decorative phones may not fit snugly

enough to make a sufficient connection.

Direct-connect modems usually are operative with any type

of telephone, but generally are more expensive devices. To

connect the modem, disconnect the telephone line from the

telephone and plug the line into the modem. This is

assuming that the proposed telephone and telephone line

attach with a modular connector or small plastic snap—on

plug. If such is not the case, modular adaptors can be

purchased at most electronic supply stores that market

telephones.

There is also a cable connection which may be made

between the telephone and the modem. Note that if the

telephone is single—line, rather than multi-line, it cannot
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be used for voice communication while the modem is active.

Usually, however, there is a data transfer switch on the

modem to direct which device, the telephone or modem, is on-

line at any given time.

Most established sports organizations employ multi-line

telephones. Multi-lines, unfortunately, pose a slight

problem with modem installation. The problem lies in
[

determining which line to tap into and how to do it. The

simpliest solution is to purchase an adapter or single-line
phone tap which allows the user to tap into the main line of
the telephone. These adapters are relatively inexpensive,

and again, may be found in electronic supply stores that

have telephone affiliations. [94]

In telecommunications, as in the overall small computer

selection process, software is the ruling factor. Microcom

marketing director, Greg Ferguson remarks, "People shouldn't

look for modems. They should look for communications . . .
Most of the intelligence now is in the software." [14]

Communications software spands a broad spectrum of

complexity. Less sophisticated programs simply instruct the

computer to send and receive signals and to display

information. More complex programs can take advantage of

the special features available with many modems, including

auto-logon, auto-dial, auto-redial, auto-answer, auto-
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disconnect, touch-tone/pulse dialing, and programmability.

For example, with the proper communications software and

modem, the computer can automatically call a remote computer

at a specified time, request information, file the

information on disk, and terminate the connection. Without
adequate software, such performance would not be possible.

Know what telecommunications applications are desired, and

then search for software to satisfy the defined needs.
[14,94]

Incompatibility is the main problem to overcome when

constructing a telecommunications system. Rather than

purchasing bits and pieces in hopes that they will fit

together, one should plan the entire system as a whole.

Assuming that the computer has been selected and installed,

be sure that the communications software is compatible with
both the computer and the modem. Search first for programs

specially written for the proposed computer, and when match

the modem to the system. Not only must the modem be

compatible with the computer, but the connecting cable, if

applicable, must also integrate properly. [94]

Information is a valued commodity, and telecommunications

is a rapidly expanding field. In the near future, modems

will no doubt be as standard to small computer systems as

are printers today. Consequently, even if a modem does not
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fit in immediate system plans, a familiarity with modem use

and selection factors probably will eventually prove

beneficial.

In the United States, one can purchase an electrical

appliance, take it home, plug it into an outlet, and be
boldly confident that the appliance will function correctly.

Such blind assurance is the result of government and

electronic industry efforts to set standards for plugs,

sockets, and voltages. The small computer industry,

unfortunately, has not yet established such universal

standards for electrical connections between CPUs and their

peripherals. All peripherals simply will not work with all

CPUs or other peripherals. Thus, the user, with Vendor

assistance, must make the effort to insure proper

CPU/peripheral interfacing. [86]

An interface is simply an electronic connection, usually

via a cable, between two computer components. For instance,

notice in Figure 3, Section 3.1 that each peripheral is

connected to the CPU. In order for the Various unions to be

successful, the peripheral and the CPU must be compatible,

and the interface or connection is part of that system of

compatibility.
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Official standards have been slow to develop in the

computer industry because of rapid technological changes and

because manufacturers are reluctant to change those methods

in which they have vested interests. Dominant companies,

however, have managed to establish some de facto standards

which have been largely accepted by the industry. One such

standard is the RS-232C interface. [86]

RS-232C is the name given to a serial input/output port.

A port is a channel which transfers data to and from the

CPU. A serial port supports serial data movement. That is,

data is transmitted and received via one line, one bit at a

time. A RS-232C serial port or interface is often standard

on small computers, and if not, a serial port expansion

board can usually be added.

RS-232C interfaces are used with most modems and with

many printers, monitors, and other peripherals. However, be

warned that a RS-232C connection does not always guarantee

compatibility. As mentioned in Section 3.8.1, most RS-232C

port connectors are of the DB-25 type. While the serial

port uses only one line for data transmission, the DB-25
connector specifies 25 lines for various other purposes, and

those purposes vary among manufacturers. Hence, even

RS-232C connections must be investigated before purchasing.

[88,94]
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will use a Centronics parallel-type interface. Parallel

input/output ports are capable of faster data transmission

because, whether than one bit at a time, that can move eight

bits at a time over multiple wires. [88]

Besides the RS-232C serial interface and the Centronics

parallel interface, other interfaces are present in the

market, including the RS-170 and the IEEE-480. Regardless

of the interface, peripheral and CPU must be compatible.

Always consult the computer's user manual, and check with

the vendor or manufacturer before purchasing.

3-8-3 P.r.in1:.¢.:B14.ffs.r.s
A computer can transmit data much faster than a typical

printer can print it, and the majority of small computers

are single-task units, meaning that they can perform only

one function at a time. Consequently, while data

transmission to the printer is backed up, the computer, for

all practical purposes, must stand idle. Not only does the

computer stand idle, so does the user. Hence, if a lot of

text printing is projected, substantial, valuable production

time will be lost. A solution which allows the computer and

printer to operate concurrently is realized in a device

known as a printer buffer.
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A printer buffer is essentially a data reservoir which

mediates between the CPU and the printer. The CPU rapidly
transmits data to the buffer where it is temporarily held

before being trickled out to the printer. Thus, the

computer is freed for other activities while the buffer

directs data flow to the printer.

Because printer buffers have no moving parts, they are
normally long-lasting, reliable, low-maintenance devices.

Their ability to pay for themselves is generally quite

impressive, depending of course on the printing load, the

printer's speed, the user's time value, and the buffer

price.

Different buffers exhibit different special features

including multiple copy capability, data compression, self-

testing, pause capability, and forms control. These enhance

the usefulness of the buffer and should be considered once

the field of buffers has been narrowed. To narrow the

field, three factors are of primary importance: (1) memory

or storage size, (2) interfacing, and (3) internal versus

external installation. [12,83]

A printer buffer is a temporary data storage device, and

as such, it utilizes random access memory (RAM) as does the

CPU. Recall from Section 3.3.2 that RAM is specified in

kilobytes (Ks), one kilobyte equaling 1,024 characters.
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The amount of memory required depends on the typical

document length and the number of documents generally

submitted for printing at one time. The purpose of the

buffer is to free the computer; therefore, to be effective,

the buffer should be able to store at least an entire

document. As a general guideline, the typical, professional

user with moderate printing demands, will need at least 16K

of buffer memory. [12] The chart shown below approximates

the number of textual pages one can expect to store given

various buffer memory sizes. Pages are assumed to be

double-spaced, 250 words per page. [83]

I I
I BUFFER MEMORY PAGES STORED II I
I 8K 4.5 I
I l6K 9 I
I 32K 18 I
I 64K 36 I
I 128K 75 I
I 256K 150 I
I 512K 300 II IL................................................J

Most buffers can be expanded from their original memory

sizes by adding memory chips. On the buffers' printed

circuit boards are empty chip sockets; hence, adding memory

is usually a simple plug-in process.

As discussed in the previous section on interfaces,

printers require either serial or parallel connections. One
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should opt to match the buffer interface with the printer
interface. For example, if a parallel printer is being

used, purchase a parallel buffer.

There are buffers which can intercede and correct

differing interface requirements between CPUs and printers.

These are known as unmatched interface buffers. If, for

example, there exists a serial printer but no serial port on

the CPU, a parallel-to-serial buffer can make the conversion
and complete the data link. Parallel—to—serial and serial-

to-parallel buffers, however, are about 25 percent more
expensive than normal serial-to-serial and parallel—to-
parallel buffers.

Printer buffers may be installed one of two ways,

internally or externally. Internal buffers are plug-in

boards which fit into internal expansion slots in specific

computers or printers. Operating power is generally derived

from the host component. These buffers take up no desk

space and usually can act as printer interfaces as well as

storage devices. Plug-in board models are limited as to the

computer and printer models they can occupy, and they

typically lack many of the special features often provided

with external buffers.

External buffers are stand-alone models, and thus are

more versatile in terms of the number of computers and
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printers with which they can interact. They usually boast

their own power supplies and tend to be more intelligent

devices. That is, their abilities generally exceed those of

internal buffers. [12,83]

Internal and external buffers differ not only as

described above, but also in price. Internal buffers, being

simplier and less decorated, tend to cost less, $140 to

$600. External models typically range in price from $200 to

$1,900. [12]

3.9 Egßlgßgß COMEQIEES

A portable computer is one that can be easily transported

by hand and and used not only at destination points, but

also while en route. These totable computers are the result

of a continuing miniaturization trend in the computer

industry and of consumer demand. While traveling or working

at home, many small computer users have discovered their

developed dependence on the fast, accurate information

supplied by their desktop computers. In today's mobile

society, the portable computer provides a way to mobilize,

as well, that computing power previously confined to the

workplace.

Many sports oriented organizations often conduct

activities at remore sites away from the conveniences of the
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home office and associated facilities. The portable

computer can supply some of those conveniences typically

left behind. For instance, coaches, instead of vegetating

in airline terminals and hotels rooms, can continue the

office paper work. Also, a portable system can be utilized

at the game site to calculate statistics and to keep track

of individual player contributions.

Portable computers are commonly divided into two size-

descriptive varieties: suitcase and briefcase. Suitcase

portables are ·often little more than slightly scaled down

desktop computers with handles. Consequently, like desktop

models, they tend to be bulky and a bit too heavy for

comfortable portability. Typical weights range from 15 to

40 pounds. While priced less than desktop computers,

suitcase portables are usually more expensive than briefcase

portables. Starting prices are around $1,000 for an entire

suitcase system including some business oriented software.

[80]
Typically weighing less than 15 pounds, briefcase

computers offer true portability, and computing power

comparable to that of much physically larger desktop models.

They are usually small enough to fit in the user's lap, and

many have built-in battery packs allowing them temporarily

to function away from an AC power source. [11]
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The effects of miniaturization, while evident in suitcase

models, are most obvious in briefcase portables. Most size

reduction in the CPU is derived from shrinking the size of

circuit elements. This process has been ongoing since the

early nineteen—sixties. The CPU, however, is not where the

main bulk problems lie. Size reduction limitations are most

apparent in components which interface directly with the

user, such as the keyboard, display screen, and mass storage

devices. [6]

The keyboard poses the most resistence to size reduction.

Applications, such as word processing, which require large

amounts of data entry, are better served by a regular size

keyboard. Hence, the keyboard will often appear as the

largest component in a briefcase computer. [ll]

Unlike the keyboard, the display screen has met with a

variety of designs to aid miniaturization. Nearly all

suitcase portables continue to use the traditional, bulky

cathode-ray tube (CRT) discussed in Section 3.6.2.

Briefcase portables, however, have adopted a technology for

flat-panel displays. The majority of briefcase models use a

liquid crystal display (LCD) panel. Other flat-panel

displays are based on electroluminescent materials and gas

plasmas. These displays provide brighter, more detailed

images than LCD panels, but they are expensive and require

abnormal amounts of power. [6,81]
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Flat-panel color displays have yet to emerge in the

computer market, but their debut. is imminent. On June 8,

1984, at the Society for Information Display conference in

San Francisco, engineers from Japan's Suwa Seikosha and

Epson firms presented a paper disclosing the successful

production of a 4 1/4-inch, diagonal, full—color LCD. To
h

date, this is the largest flat—panel color LCD and

represents a decisive step toward color flat—panel computer

displays and wall-hanging televisions. [24]

Suitcase portables almost exclusively use either 3

1/2-inch or 5 l/4-inch floppy disks or small hard disks for

mass storage. These are examined in Section 3.4.4. The

small size of briefcase portables, however, precludes the

use of 5 1/4-inch floppies and hard disks. Rather,

briefcase models must rely on less bulky mediums including

3- or 3 1/2-inch floppies, microcassette tapes (see Section

3.4.3), bubbles memory (see Section 3.4.5), and solid state

CMOS RAM.

CMOS is an abbreviation for Complementary Metal Oxide

Semiconductor, a modern, very low power transistor

technology. CMOS RAM is much like the standard RAM

described in Section 3.3.2 except for its low power

consumption. Standard RAM is not considered a mass storage

medium because when the main power source is turned off, all
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recorded data is erased. CMOS RAM, on the other hand, can

be used for permanent mass storage. A tiny lithium battery

can power CMOS RAM for years. Therefore, when main computer

power is denied, the CMOS RAM retains its independent

battery power source and its recorded data. [80]

Most portables, especially the suitcase models, are

composed of the same ingredients as are desktop computers.

However, they tend to be less flexible in terms of hardware

component choice. This thesis focuses primarily on small

computer systems in which components can be purchased

separately, creating the possibility for hybrid systems.

Nevertheless, the selection methodology given in Chapter 5,

certainly may extend to portables.

3-10Ll$.E„DNew
computer technologies and enchanced versions of old

computer models are appearing daily from the computer

industry. As computer owners elect to expand applications

and/or to advance to more sophisticated systems, their old

equipment moves into the used-computer market.

The term "used" naturally assumes a negative connotation,

and in some cases, the negativity may be justified. Most

small computer resales, however, are not attributable to

equipment failure or obsolescence. Rather, for 30 to 40
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percent of the regular price, the user can often acquire a

perfectly functional, neoteric machine. [17,42]

Typically, major small computer retailers will not accept

trade-ins. [79] Consequently, at present, most resales are

conducted through classified ads. There is an effort

underway to establish used—computer equipment dealerships.

Reduced cost, while attractive, is not sufficient reason

for purchasing used equipment. As with new equipment,

planning for the investment is still a necessity. The

prospective buyer should follow the planning and selection

procedure outlined in Chapter 5; determine what software is

needed, then search for used equipment that will support the

software being considered. Quite often accompanying

software is offered with used equipment.

Not all used equipment is flawless, and it will

eventually require maintenance; hence, there are some unique

areas to investigate when considering a used computer

equipment purchase. Check the service history of the

equipment in question. When possible, ascertain the owner’s

computer literacy and determined how well the machine has

been maintained. If the equipment has been under service

contract, find out how that service might extend to a second

owner and where service can be attained. Also, insist on a

free-trial period during which the equipment can be

adequately evaluated. [42,79]
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As previously mentioned, software may be part of the

resale agreement. Be cautioned that software is often

licensed to the original purchaser. Consequently, for the

buyer to derive the benefits of software ownership, such as

free updates, the owner must inform the software Vendor of

the intent to sell. The Vendor will usually impose a

transferal fee and register the new owner. Not all software

carries such restrictions, but it is best to carefully check

any registration information before purchasing. [17]

3-11 älX,LEA.$.E„@.*1E.1‘lT9.H.I@

Recognize initially that the planning and selection

methodology, given in Chapter 5, assumes the outright

purchase of all hardware components. Making such an

assumption, however, does not, in reality, dismiss the

possibility of leasing or renting equipment.

There are several factors to deliberate in a buy, lease,

or rent decision. The most critical and decisive factor, of

course, is the ultimate expense to the user determined by

the terms of the acquisition agreement. The user's short-

and long-term computer plans are also important

considerations which may, in some instances, override a

minimum cost decision.
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all users' financial positions or computing

requirements are the same; thus, each situation must be

evaluated independently. One user's decision to rent

equipment, for instance, may be totally inappropriate for

the future plans of another user. The information given

below should help to guide the user toward an intelligent

buy, lease, or rent decision.

3.11.2 Eng Option

To date, of the three acquistion options to be discussed,

most small computer users have opted to buy their computer

equipment. There are repetitive costs associated with

computer operations, and under the buy option, the user, as

owner, is responsible for all such expenses. The most

noticable of the these expenses are hardware and software

maintenance charges. Hardware maintenance averages from 0.6

to 1.5 percent of the hardware cost per month, and software

maintenance is generally around 0.8 percent of the software

cost per month. These charges are initiated after the

respective warranties expire. [59,86]

A small computer purchase may be considered a capital

expenditure, and as such, current tax laws allow the system

cost to be recovered or depreciated over five years at set

percentages per year. These percentages, according to 1986
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Standard Federal Tax Reports, are 15 percent in year one, 22

percent in year two, and 21 percent in years three through

five. A 10 percent investment tax credit may also be
claimed in the computer's first year of service. Note that

the credit may apply to both hardware and software if

purchased from the same source. Otherwise, the Internal

Revenue Service may not recognize the software as tangible

personal property, and thus will exempt it from the credit.
[69,991

Given that an investment tax credit is claimed, the buy

option, under normal circumstances, can be expected to cost

less than leasing or renting in after tax dollars. If the

computer system is purchased via bank financing, the terms

usually cover 60 months with a downpayment of 10 to 20

percent of the initial investment cost. [59]

3.11.3 Legse Qptigg

Leasing plans may be directed by the equipment

manufacturer or by a third party. Leases normally cover 60

months with a buy-out option at the end of the lease period.

Although, during the lease period, equipment ownership lies

with the manufacturer or third party, the lessee is

generally responsible for maintenance expenses. Some

computer lease plans allow the lessee to switch to a
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different computer without penalty during the lease period.

[59,105]Most lease plans obligate the lessee for the entire lease

term. Those that do not, routinely impose a cancellation

charge. Also, should the lessee opt to pay off the lease

before the normal term end, a substantial prepayment penalty

can be expected.

Lease payments typically are made monthly, as are rent
payments. According to recent opinions by the Financial

Accounting Standards Board, there are two possible methods

of accounting for leases, the operating method and the

financing method. The method used depends on the terms of

the particular lease agreement.

Briefly stated, the operating method assumes that the

leased computer will remain the property of the lessor, and

regular payments are not applied to a purchase option.

Payments would be recorded by the lessee as Rental Expense.

The financing method assumes that "the lease is a method of

financing an acquisition of property." [28] In such a case,

the lessee would establish asset and liability accounts to

accommodate the transactions.

Unlike the typical bank financing arrangement, leasing

requires no downpayment, but monthly leasing fees often

exceed normal bank interest payments. The lessee may be
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able to choose whether or not to take the investment tax

credit. If the credit is applied, the lease rate will be

higher. [28,59]

3.11.4 Ben; Qptigg

As expressed in the previous section, leasing typically

involves a relatively long-term agreement with the lessor.

Often the lessee plans to purchase the computer equipment

for a nominal price at the end of the lease term. Thus,

payments are usually determined such that the lessor can

recover equipment cost plus a fair return over the lease's

life. Conversely, renting implies a short-term arrangement

with no intention by the renter to purchase the rented
equipment. For accounting purposes, rent payments are

normally considered expenses. Payments in a pure rental

agreement are generally substantially greater than those in

a lease agreement.

Renting is without a doubt the most expensive method for

acquiring a computer. However, there are advantages and

flexibilities which, under certain circumstances, may

justify a short—term rental agreement. Renting provides

maximum leverage with the vendor. Generally, the rental

agreement includes services, such as repair, replacement,
and calibration of machinery. If the renter is not
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satisfied or simply no longer needs the computer equipment,

a sixty day notice can usually terminate the agreement

without penalty. [59,93,105]

If the user has a planned, temporary use for the
computer, renting may be an acceptable option. If, however,

the computer is to become a permanent fixture in the
organization, be advised, for financial reasons, to

seriously investigate the buy and lease options.



Chapter IV

SOFTWARE CONCEPTS

4.1"Without peripherals, a computer can do almost nothing

useful. Without software, a computer can do nothing at

all." (22) This brief statement epitomizes the importance of

software in the total computer system. Software is that

crucial medium through which the user communicates with the
computer. It consists of a set of instructions which detail
the steps which the computer must perform to accomplish
specific tasks. Without these instructions, the computer

would be nonfunctional.

While largely unnoticed by the system user, program

instructions are executed by the computer at tremendous

speeds performing such duties as file accession, file

maintenence, data movement, data comparison, and

mathematical calculations. Software suitable to perform

these tasks for one organization, however, is not

necessarily suitable for another. For a computer system to

function effectively in an organization, software

capabilities and characteristics must be matched to the
particular user's application requirements. Given this

reality, the system user or planner should, before rushing

153
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into a software obligation, make the effort to familiarize

himself/herself with some basic software concepts. This

chapter is intented to aid that educational process.

In the quest for computer software, generally there are

four acquisition options available to the user: (1)

packaged programs without modifications, (2) packaged

programs with modifications performed by outside

programmers, (3) custom programming by outside programmers,

and (4) packaged program modifications or custom programming

by in-house programmers. These options apply primarily to

application programs or programs designed to accomplish

specific tasks such as statistical calculations (see Section

4.4).

System programs, which are discussed in Section 4.3, are

usually much more complex in structure and deal with memory

manipulation, peripherals control, and user—computer

interaction. Consequently, system programs are typically not

custom written and are rarely modified for small computer

systems. In fact, the operating system program, see Section

4.3.1, is normally supplied with the hardware configuration

as one unit. Under special circumstances, the user may opt

for program customization; however, for large applications,

the process is time consuming and costly.
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There are thousands of "packaged" or "canned" application

software packages currently available for small computers.

These are generalized programs written for sale in the mass

market. Therefore, unlike customized programs, packaged

programs are subjected to extensive testing and critique by

multiple users making them more reliable, and the

development costs are spread over a wide base of investors

making the programs are affordable. Consequently, while

packaged programs may lack some desired unique features,

favorable price and convenience have made packaged programs

(with or without modifications) the premier software option
for small computers.

The small computer planning and selection methodology
given in Chapter 5 assumes an audience of first-time

computer planners and users. As a natural consequence of

this assumption, the software search and evaluation

concentrates on packaged programs available via local

(located within‘ approximately 25 miles of the anticipated
computer site) commercial software vendors. Refer to

Section 5.4.1 for suggested sources of software information

and products.

Included in this chapter are several software topics with

which one should be familiar before beginning an earnest

search for specific software products. In broad categories,
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these topics are (1) programming languages, (2) systems

programs, and (3) application programs. Section 4.2 briefly

describes and compares several of the most popular small
computer programming laguages, e.g. BASIC, C, COBOL,

Fortran, Pascal, and PL/1. Section 4.3 explains the

significance of "system programs" and overviews three

subsets thereof: (1) operating systems, (2) utility

programs, and (3) language translators. Section 4.4

discusses some of the major applications being computerized

in the business community and some available sports

application programs. Note that throughout this chapter,

and the entire thesis, the terms "software" and "program"

are interchangeable.

4.2In
today's user-friendly computer environment, the user

generally need only respond to on—screen prompts to direct a

program through its prescribed progression. Unnoticed by

the user, however, are the hundreds of code lines or program

instructions being executed which tell the computer what

prompts to display and how to process the responses. All

programs comprise code lines and those code lines subscribe

to the rules of specific programming languages such as

COBOL, BASIC, or C. There are many langages available for
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small computers, all with distinct features often making one
language more applicable to a process or circumstance than
another. Consequently, there is a need to become familiar
with various languages’ profiles.

The first-time computer user, untrained in computer
logic, would find it difficult to read, understand, or write
a computer program without multiple hours of study.
Fortunately, to effectively use a computer system, one need
not be a programmer. However, being even moderately
conversant in a programming language is„a valuable asset to
any computer user whether the knowledge is used in actual
programming or in communications with programmers or
software vendors. This section is not intented to foster
programmers, but rather to provide a basic understanding of
how software functions in the computer system and a brief
background and comparision of some of the most common small
computer languages.

4.2.1 Luu;Lgygl yggsug Hign—Leyel Languages

The only language which a computer can decode and
directly interpret is known as "machine language." Machine
language is written in binary code (i.e. Os and ls) which is
explained in Section 3.2, and is rarely directly used by

today's programmers because it is difficult to understand
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and very tedious to work with. Nonetheless, computers can

actually execute no other language. Therefore, all "higher-

level" languages must be converted to machine language

before execution. Machine language is machine dependent,

i.e. geared to a particular computer model's design, and is

considered the lowest "low-level" language. A low-level

language is one which is machine dependent, uses symbols

rather than English words, and is or nearly is directly

executable by the computer.

One step above from machine language is assembly language

which is also considered "low-level." Assembly programs are

machine dependent, but they are more comprehensible to

humans because they use more meaningful symbolic codes in
place of machine-language numerical codes. Consequently,

many programmers actually write programs in symbolic

assembly language, which must then be translated to machine

language. The advantage of assembly language over higher-

level languages is that assembly programs execute faster and

require less memory which in certain applications can be

advantageous. Also, within a program, the language may

switch from high-level to assembly to enhance the program's

performance.

Assembly language, while efficient in terms of speed and

storage, is difficult to master, tedious to code, hard to
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read, and prone to programming errors. These time—consuming

inconveniences prompted the development of higher-level

languages, the first of which appeared in the late 1950s.

High-level languages use a more natural notation, resembling

English, to specify instructions. Thus, rather than coding

with long sequences of assembly language instructions, the

programmer can use encompassing commands such as WRITE,

READ, and INPUT, making the code less cumbersome and easier

to comprehend. High-level languages are also largely

machine independent or "transportable." That is, the

languages are standarized enough to be used on two

completely different machines often with only minor

alterations to the programs. Currently popular high-level

languages include BASIC, COBOL, Fortran, and Pascal. [1,86]

While high-level languages simplify the programmer’s

task, they complicate the computer's task. Recall that

computers can directly execute only machine language.

Therefore, a mechanism is needed to translate the high-level

language to machine language. This conversion process is

accomplished via programs known as language translators. A

translator receives a program written in one language (the

source language) and produces a comparable program written

in another language (the object or target language).

Usually, and depending on the particular situation, the
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translator will be either a compiler, an interpreter, or an

assembler. [1] Language translators are discussed further

in Section 4.3.3.

4.2.2 Langgaga Prgfiles

Having first mastered operation of the computer hardware,

the operating system, and some packaged programs, the

computer novice may wish to further his/her computer

education by learning a programming language. The following

sections, providing brief profiles of some currently popular

high-level languages, may be helpful when selecting a

language for study. Programming languages included in this

survey are: (1) Fortran, (2) COBOL, (3) BASIC, (4) PL/1, (5)

Pascal, and (6) C.

Note that these languages undergo periodic evolution

resulting in multiple versions of the same languages, e.g.

COBOL 4, Fortran IV, and Fortran V. Programming instruction

books for particular languages are readily available in

bookstores, computer stores, and libraries.

4.2.2.1 Fortran

Fortran (FORmula TRANslator) was developed during the period

1954-1957 by John W. Backus of IBM. Its primary use has

been in engineering, scientific, and statistical
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applications because of superior ability to accommodate

large numbers and complex calculations. Fortran's most

noticeable weaknesses lie in handling character strings and

in data input/output. [33]

Fortran was one of the first widely used languages, and

thus, over the years, has become deeply entrenched in many
business and scientific systems. Fortran has also been used

extensively for programming instruction in technical

academia.

In terms of learning and programming ease, Fortran ranks

approximately midway between the simplicity of BASIC
(Section 4.2.2.3) and the complexity of C (Section 4.2.2.6).

For the novice, Fortran would not be a "self-teach"

language. Mastery would require special instruction and

practice for an extended period of time.

4.2.2.2 COBOL

COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language) was produced in

1959 as the result of a meeting of computer manufacturers

and users from government and industry to discuss the need

for a general-purpose, high—level language for business

applications. COBOL, created by the U.S. Navy’s Captain

Grace Murray Hopper, Ret., appeared to satisfy the defined

need. It was an improvement on Fortran's weakness with
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character strings and data input/output, but did not possess

Fortran's mathematical power. Overall, however, COBOL was

and is a well-balanced language and the preferred

alternative for business data processing. [43]

COBOL was designed as a self-documenting language.

Variables may be up to 30 characters in length allowing for

enhanced variable description and the commands are very

English-like. Consequently, even a non-programmer can

usually read and understand the intent of a COBOL program.

This documenting quality, however, often causes programs to

be wordy and cumbersome in comparison to other languages.

[33]
Like Fortran, COBOL has been extensively used for data

processing instruction in academia, especially in the

business-oriented fields. Generally, COBOL is considered

comparable to Fortran in terms of learning and programming

difficulty. This author considers COBOL somewhat less

difficult, but still a challenge for a novice.

4.2.2.3 BASIC

BASIC (Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code)

was developed in 1964 at Dartmouth College by Professors

John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz as part of one of the first

time—sharing system projects. The intention was to create a
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language oriented towards the novice user, a language which

would be easy to learn and to use and yet be applicable to a

variety of disciplines. BASIC was and is such a language.

While a powerful, general-purpose tool for the experienced i

programmer, BASIC is also a novice's language, learnable in

"just a few hours of concentrated study." [33] Currently,

BASIC is particularly popular among small computer users,

and is often included as complimentary software with

hardware purchases.

Despite its evident popularity, BASIC has a notable

drawback which discourages many serious programmers——BASIC

execution is slow. In addition to the time needed to

translate BASIC to machine language, three other instances

pose hampering problems for BASIC: (1) large amounts of

data, (2) graphics, and (3) complex problems with many

possible iterations. Thus, given large, complex

applications, BASIC would not be the preferred language.

4.2.2.4 PL/1

PL/1 (Programming Language/1) was first implemented by

IBM for its System/360 in 1965. It was the direct successor

or second version of NPL (New Programming Language) which

was introduced for a project called SHARE FORTRAN. Though

not readily accepted in the 1960s, PL/1 is now a relatively

popular language. [43]
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PL/1 might be described as a combination of Fortran and

COBOL. It is considered a general—purpose language,

designed to be equally useful in scientific, data

processing, text processing, and systems programming

applications. While PL/1 has proven itself in these

application areas, it has yet to become the dominant

language in any area.

In terms of learning and operational ease, PL/l is

comparable to COBOL. The novice user would require an

extended period of special instruction and practice to

effectively use the language.

4.2.2.5 Pascal

Pascal (named for seventeenth century French philosopher,

scientist, and mathematician, Blaise Pascal) was written in

1971 by Niklaus Wirth of Technical University in Zurich,

Switzerland. Developed in an academic environment, Pascal

was designed as a teaching aid for proper structured

programming technique. [43]

In terms of processing speed, Pascal is faster than BASIC

but somewhat slower than C. Pascal is considered relatively

easy to learn and its code is easy to comprehend and to

modify. Like BASIC, Pascal is an ideal language for the

novice computer user.
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4.2.2.6 C

C (successor to the little-known language B) was created

in 1972 at Bell Laboratories by Dennis Ritchie. Initially,

C lwas used to write critical systems programs (e.g.

operating systems, utilities, compilers, and editors) which

were usually written in assembly language for efficiency.

In fact, one of C's first uses was to rewrite the Unix

operating system. C was created as a professional

programming tool, a compromise between higher-level

languages such as BASIC and low-level assembly languages;

thus, C might be referred to as a "middle—level" language.

[61,551
C offers speed and efficiency comparable to assembly

language plus transportability and compactness. Compared to

BASIC and Pascal, C executes faster and is mechanically more

flexible; however, it is considerably more difficult to

learn.

Today, C is used extensively with small computer systems

and is most appropriate for large, complex applications.

Though not considered a beginner's language, C programming

is a worthwhile skill and not an unrealistic aim for an

ambitious novice.
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4.3 SXSTEM E30§RAMS

Unlike application programs, system programs are not

considered "job specific." That is, rather than applying to

one task such as accounting or word processing, they are

used to enhance the overall performance of the computer,

making system operation much easier for the user. System

programs perform such vital functions as memory

manipulation, peripheral control, file management, and user

interaction. Without these support programs, the novice

would have no chance of successful application program

execution.

Sections 4.3.1 thru 4.3.3 provide a brief survey of three

types of system programs: (1) operating systems, (2) utility

programs, and (3) language translators. Many system

programs, particularly operating systems, are supplied by

computer hardware vendors. Others may be obtained via the

software sources discussed in Section 5.4.1.

4-3-1 Qpsxaxiugßißiems
The operating system may be thought of as the computer

system manager, directing the interface between computer and

user and between hardware and software. Operating systems

increase overall system efficiency by relieving the user of

Various time-consuming, routine tasks. Common functions of

operating systems include: [20,86]
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Decrease the time interval between data input and the
corresponding output or result.

-- Load programs into main memory for execution.

-- Allocate and organize space for data on disk and in
memory.

-- Manage interrupt handling during application program
execution.

-— Provide for error checking, shutdown, and restart in both
normal and abnormal run conditions.

—- Provide modules for data management including opening,
closing, reading from and writing to files.

—— In multi-user systems, the operating system must schedule
jobs and supervise the jobs' flow through the system.

Operating systems are typically written in machine,

assembly, or some other low-level language to increase the

execution speed and to reduce storage requirements.

Consequently, any alterations would require the services of

a professional programmer. Fortunately, there is generally

little need for the small computer user to modify an

operating system.

As mentioned earlier, operating systems are usually

obtained as one unit with the computer hardware. Therefore,

one particular computer model will likely be consistent in

its use of one operating system. Conversely, different

computer models will likely use different operating systems.

Some de facto standards are being adopted for operating

systems, but currently, no univeral standard exists. Thus,
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among operating systems, data handling and user commands

vary widely, making switches from one system to another

difficult.

Presently, the most popular single-user operating system

is Microsoft Corporation's MS-DOS. MS-DOS was originally

developed in 1980 by Seattle Computer Products. Later, the

rights to MS-DOS were bought by Microsoft, where the product

was enhanced for IBM to work with IBM's 8086 microprocessor.

IBM's version of MS-DOS was subsequently named PC—DOS and

was marketed by IBM for use in its notable PC. Microsoft

maintained the rights to MS-DOS and currently maintains,

supports, and markets the MS-DOS system. [54]

Initially, MS-DOS and PC-DOS were identical; however,

because of their separate ownerships, minor differences have

developed. Also, several versions of both PC-DOS and MS-DOS

have emerged. Eagerly awaited is MS-DOS's next version, MS-

DOS 5.0. MS-DOS 5.0 is anticipated to be the premier

operating system for the upcoming wave of Intel 80386

processors and for the current 286—based microcomputers. It

will be a multiuser operating system and will boast many of

the capabilities currently displayed by the UNIX and XENIX

operating systems. [10]

UNIX, to date, is the most popular multiuser operating

system. XENIX is the microcomputer version of UNIX. The
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UNIX system was developed in the late 1960s by Bell

Laboratories, and over the years, has gained a base of

experienced and loyal users. UNIX is particularly liked by

programmers because of its two-letter command mnemonics

which, when mastered, expedite the programming effort.

Written by and for programmers, UNIX has, however, been

characterized as "unfriendly" to the general user, and thus

difficult to learn. Also, prepackaged or off-the-shelf

software compatible with UNIX has not been as prevalent as

has software compatible with MS-DOS. These difficulties

long plaguing UNIX are currently being addressed. UNIX-

based software packages are emerging in force, and user-

friendly shells and utilities are being adopted to aid the

user's interface with UNIX. Note also that computer systems

are now available which allow the user to transparently

switch between the MS-DOS and UNIX operating environments.

[10,54]

Other noteworthy single-user operating systems include

Apple DOS and Apple ProDOS marketed by Apple Computer Inc.,

p-System developed by the University of California at San

Diego, and CP/M by Digital Research Corporation. Other

multiuser operating systems include MicroVMS, MicroVAX

ULTRIX—32, and Micro VAX ULTRIX—32m all by Digital Equipment

Corporation, PC/IX by IBM, BTOS by Burroughs, HP-UX by

Hewlett-Packard, and QNX by Quantum Software Systems, Ltd.
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4.3.2 Utility Program;

A utility program is one designed to perform commonly

needed tasks which facilitate the system user's and/or

programmer's performance. By this definition, the operating

system (Section 4.3.1) may be considered a set of utility

programs. The operating system, however, functions more in

the system background, less obvious to the user. Utility

programs referred to in this section are more consciously
used to perform certain tasks at certain times. These tasks

may include:

-- Text editing

-- Sorting or resequencing of data in a file

-- File backup
—— Printing or file listing
—- File management (file copying, moving, deleting,

creating, and modifying)

-- Mathematical routines

Such utilities are very popular in small computers and

mainframes and are helpful in day-to-day system operations.

The two key issues in selecting a utility program are

functionality and ease of use. As when selecting any

software product, the need should be well-defined, and the

utility product should be tested prepurchase relative to the

defined need.
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See Table 10 for a noninclusive list of currently

available utility products. Utilities products are

routinely advertised in computer-oriented periodicals.

Prices may be expected to range from $20 to $500.

4—3-3La¤s¤.uaseAs
stated in Section 4.2.1, machine language is the only

language which a computer can directly interpret and

execute. Programmers, however, rarely write in machine

language. Rather, most programs are written in some higher

level language which must be translated to machine language

prior to execution. A program written in such a higher

level language is known as a source program. Source

programs are translated to machine language via system

programs called translators. The output produced by a

translator is called an object or target program.

If the source program is written in assembly language,

the translator is called an assembler. If the source

program is composed in a higher level language, such as

COBOL, C, or Fortran, and the object program comprises

machine code, the translator is called a compiler. While

converting the source code to object code, the compiler

program checks for errors which violate the rules of the

source program's language. Detected errors, if any, are
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TABLE 10

Utility Program List

[ UTILITY [ MARKETED BY [ FUNCTION(S) [I——·———·———I———————·———II
[ Norton [Peter Norton [Sorts file directories [
[ Utilities [(2l3)826-8032 [Tests disks for errors [
[ [ [Sets file attributes [
[ [ [Locates files [
[ [ [Lists and totals file sizesl
[ [ [Lists directory path names [
[ [ [Prints files with lines nosl
[ [ [Recovers erased files [
[ [ [Sets colors on screen [
[ [ [Reports system status [
[ [ [Times work [
[ [ [Searches for text [
[ [ [Recovers directories [
[ [ [Controls disk volume labels[
[ [ [Over-writes whole disk [
[ [ [Over-writes files [
[ [ [Edits [I——————|———————————·I|
[ Sidekick [Borland [Edits [
[ [International [Logs appointments [
[ [(408)438-8400 [Calculates [
[ [ [Autodials [I-—————|—·————··—II
[ Sideways [Funk Software [Prints sideways [
[ [(617)497—6339 |(turns text 90 degrees) [I——·————|———-——————·—[I
[ SuperKey [Borland [Alters keyboard functions [
[ [International [ [I———·——I———————·—I|
[ Back Track [Tallgrass Tech. [Provides automatic backup [
[ [(800)228-3478 [ [I———————I———-———l——|I
[ The Analyst|Cambridge [Checks spreadsheet errors [
[ [Software [ [
[ [(6l7)576-744 [ [I————··———·|———·—————··|I
[ WordPerfect[WordPerfect Corp.[Partitions memory allowing [
[ Library [(80l)227-4020 [concurrent program access [
L........................................................J
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listed for the programmer's convenience. Note, however,

that all logic and/or arithmatic errors may not be revealed

by the compiler. Therefore, rigorous testing with trial

data is usually conducted to ensure the program's proper

performance.

It is not always essential to translate an entire program

to machine code at once. Programs can be translated and

executed line by line by a translator called an interpreter.

Programs written in the BASIC language, for example, are

often interpreted rather than compiled. Compilers, via a

complex and lengthy process, translate source code to object

code, and the object code, after testing, can be stored and

reused without being recompiled. In contrast, an

interpreted program requires some degree of interpretation

each time it is executed. The interpretive method,

consequently, is usually a slower, less efficient, execution

process.

4•4Application programs may be thought of as task oriented

software products. That is, they relate directly to end

users' needs in specific functional areas, such as word

processing, accounting, or scheduling. Such programs are

written in a variety of languages to be compatible with a
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variety ·of system programs and hardware configurations.

Application programs are often customized, but for small

computer users with limited budgets, they are more often

purchased in "packaged" form and modified when necessary.

As programming techniques evolve, application programs

are accomplishing more complex tasks with less user

intervention, making computer operation much more

accommodating to the novice user. Nearly all of today's

application programs are menu driven with on—screen prompts,

instructions, and explanations. Many also supply on—line

tutorials and/or some degree of data input validation.

Sources of and evaluation considerations for application

programs are discussed in detail in Section 5.4, Software

Evaluation. This section, Section 4.4, overviews some of

the most common functional areas to which programs are being

applied in small businesses (including sports

organizations). Also, specific attention is given, in

Section 4.4.2, to sports application programs.

4.4.1 Qenepal Applipntipn Qgograns
i

Almost every conceivable logical business function has

been automated to some degree and in some form. For each of

the most common functional areas, five of which are

addressed in this section, there are hundreds of application
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programs on the market. Computer related periodicals

provide a constant source of application software
information. Specifically, the functional areas disscussed

in this section are: (1) accounting, (2) database

management, (3) word processing, (4) graphics, and (5)

spreadsheet processing. Integrated software packages are

available which combine these functions (typically excluding

the accounting function) into one software product.

4.4.1.1 Accounting

Accounting functions were among the earliest to be

automated. The routine structure in accounting made it an

ideal candidate for automation, and today, accounting

application programs are among the most popular in use.

Accounting software is often sold as an integration of

various accounting modules, e.g., general ledger,

forecasting/budgeting and finanical analysis, accounts

payable, accounts receivable, sales invoicing, inventory

control, and payroll. Usually, modules such as these may be

used separately or integrated in such a way that

transactions automatically post to the general ledger, thus

providing perpetual file update.

Accounting programs vary widely in their account

capacities, input routines, report formats, and special
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features such as audit trails, data Validation, and password

protection. Considering the large number of accounting

packages available, a close match with a sports

organization's defined accounting needs should be

attainable.

Given in Table 11 is a list of selected accounting

packages which may serve as a starting point for researching

accounting software. [73] Each separate module (e.g.,

general ledger, accounts receivable, payroll) composing an

accounting system may be expected to range in price from

approximately $300 to $800 depending on the features

included.

4.4.1.2 Database Management

Database management software is used to organize data in

a way which allows that data to be readily sorted, combined,

and printed according to user specifications. In any

application where lists of data (e.g., names, addresses,

equipment, prices, scores) must be maintained and reported,

a database management package is applicable.

Most database packages allow the user to design his/her

own on-screen input forms (templates) and to design the

report format(s). Because input and reporting needs will

change, format flexibility is a key issue when selecting a
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TABLE 11

Selected Accounting Packages

I PRODUCT I MARKETED BY I

I BPI Enterprise Series I BPI Systems I
I I (512) 328-5400 I

I Cascade MVP I Cascade Software, IN.c I
I I (509) 624-7072 I

I Champion Accounting I Champion Software Corp. I
I I (303) 278-8666 I

I Computer Associates I Computer Associates Int'l I
I Easy Business Series I (408) 942-1727 I

I CYMA/McGraw-Hill I CYMA/McGraw-Hill I
I Prof. Accounting Series I (602) 835-8880 I

I Great Plains version 4.0 | Great Plains Software I
I I (701) 281-0550 I

I IBM Business Advisor { I IBM Corporation I
I I 1600 River Edge Pkwy. I
I I Atlanta, GA 30328 I

I MBA version 3.2 I Micro Business Applications I
I I (612) 894-3470 I

I Micro Associates MICA I Micro Associates I
I I (409) 983-2051 I

I Open Systems Harmony I Open Systems, Inc. I
I I (612)829—0011 I

I Realworld version 4.0 I Realworld Corporation I
I I (800) 255-1115 I

I State of the Art M.A.S. 90 I State of the Art I
I I (714) 850-0111 I

I TLB Solomon III I TLB, Inc. I
I I (215) 644-3344 IL.........................................................4
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database management package. Also of key importance is

execution speed, especially when the database itself becomes

large. Execution speed, while a function of many factors,

including hardware, is greatly influenced by the indexing

and access method used by the database package.

Some features/specifications to consider when evaluating

database management software are: [13]
-— Memory requirements

4

-- User aids
Menu—driven
Command-driven
Provides help screens
Provides on—line tutorial

-- Multiuser capabilities

-- Database specifications
Maximum number of fields per record
Maximum field size (in characters)
Maximum number of records per file
Maximum record size (in characters)
Number of files open at one time
Maximum number of fields sorted

—— File indexing
Automatic indexing
Number of indices per file
Maximum number of indices active

—- Data transfer
Split and merge files
Import files from other programs
Export files to other programs

-- Programming capabilities
Provides query language
Provides procedural language
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-- Security
Program-level password
File—level password
Activity log
Supports encryption

Table 12 presents a list of selected database management

packages. These selected packages are among the most

popular in current use, and prices range from approximately

$400 to $1,000. [13]

4.4.1.3 Word Processing

The advent of word processing software revolutionized

text production. In general, word processing systems store

entered text allowing modifications (e.g., additions,

deletions, margin changes) until the text is complete as

desired. Only that portion of text being modified requires

the direct attention of the user. Each iteration of changes

may be viewed, printed, and stored with relative ease.

Compared to conventional typewriting, word processing offers

greatly enhanced efficiency, productivity, and output

quality.

Many word processor packages provide features such as

automatic page breaks and page numbering, search—and-replace

capabilities, file-merge capabilites, and automatic indexing

(i.e., a table of contents, a revised version of the

document with headings, section headings, titles, figures,
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TABLE 12

Selected Database Management Packages

I I I
| PRODUCT | MARKETED BY l

l dBASE III Plus | Ashton—Tate l
| | (213) 204-5570 |

| Formula IV | Dynamic Microprocessor l
| l Associates |
| _ l (212) 687-7115 |
|—i——···—··—·——||
| Paradox l ANSA Software l
| l(415)595-4469|

Probase | Probase Group, INc. |
l | (714) 535-2834 |

| PRODAS l Conceptual Software l
| | (713) 667-4222 |

| R:base 5000 | Microrim, Inc. |
l R:base system V | (206) 885-2000 l

l The Smart Data | Innovative Software, Inc. l
| Manager 3.1 | (913) 492-3800 l

| Unify | Unify Corporation l
| | (503) 6350-7777 |

| Xtrieve l SoftCraft, Inc. l
l | (512) 346-8380 l

l Z four l Business Computer Solutions l
| | (800) 762-2274 l

l ZIM | Zanthe Information, Inc. l
| | (800) 267-9972 |
I I IL.........................................................J
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and appendixes, and an index). Some even automatically

correct obvious spelling errors. Given below is a more

complete list of features/specifications to consider when

evaluating word processing software. [13]
-— Memory requirements
-— Command or menu driven

-- Screen format printed as seen

-- Automatic file backup
-— Outlining capabilities

-- Spell-check features
Base dictionary size (in words)
User definable words
Maximum dictionary size (in words)

-- Form—letter capability
Mail merging
Works with database lists
Sorts address lists
Addresses envelopes

-— Tabular typing
Decimal tab
Math functions
Column move
Horizontal scrolling

-- Long Documents
Automatic indexing
Running footnotes 1
Chain printing

—— Accepts other data formats

Table 13 provides a list of selected word processing

packages. Those packages listed support a greater than

average number of the features stated above. Prices range

from approximately $200 to $700. [13]
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TABLE 13

Selected Word Processing Packages

I I I
I PRODUCT I MARKETED BY I

I Command Writer II I Command Software Corp. I
I I (415) 944-9434 I

I Easywriter II I Computer Associates Int'l I
I I (800) 227-0112 I

I Microsoft Word 3.1 I Microsoft Corporation I
I I (206) 882-8080 I

I Multimate Advantage 3.60 I Ashton-Tate I
I & Multimate 3.31 Series I (213) 329-8000 I

I Q-One I Quadratron System, Inc. I
I I (818) 789-8588 I

I R Word Plus I R Systems, INc. I
I I (800) 527-7610 I

I Samna Word 4 Plus I Samna Corporation I
I & Samna Word 4 I (800) 241-2065 I

I Spellbinder 5.40 I Lexisoft, Inc. I
I I (916) 758-3630 I

I TechWriter I CMI Software, Inc. I
I I (617) 899-7244 I

I WordPerfect 4.2 I Wordperfect Corporation I
I I (800) 321-4566 I

I WordStar 2000 Plus I MicroPro International Corp.I
I I (800) 343-3000 II I IL..........................................................J
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4.4.1.4 Graphics

Graphic presentations make an impression. The point

being made by long lists of statistics can easily be lost as

the reader struggles to compare and interpret the data.

Extremes in the data will be remembered, but overall

trends/patterns are often hard to conceive mentally.

Graphic portrayal of that same data, however, can eliminate
much of the interpretive process and present an immediate,

concise, clear picture to the reader/Viewer. This, after

all, is the ultimate purpose of graphics software--to

present large amounts of data in an attractive, easily

interpreted, and accurate form.

Graphic presentations may take many different forms in a

variety of sizes and colors, with a variety of text fonts.

The creative flexibility allowed the user depends on the

graphics software, and the range of flexibility among

available graphics packages is quite wide. Therefore, it is

important to thoroughly define current and future graphics

needs before making a software commitment.

The primary feature consistently sought in graphics

packages is simplicity--simplicity in teaching, learning,

and using the package. [108] Having painstakingly compiled

the data for a presentation, users generally do not wish to

expend equal effort for aesthetics. There, of course, must
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be some trade—off between simplicity and software

flexibility/sophistication.

Features/specifications to consider when evaluating

graphics packages include:
—- Type of chart

Bar
Line
Pie
Text
Organization
Scatter

·- Chart and presentation features
Number of data points
Multiple charts on one screen
Free positioning of charts
Free positioning of labels/titles
Freehand drawing
Picture or symbol library
Number of fonts
Number of user-selectable colors
Slideshow capability

-- Data formats supported

-- Input devices supported
Light pen
Mouse
Digitizer (converts characters/symbols to numbers)

-— Output devices supported
Dot-matrix printer
Ink—jet printer
Laser printer
Color plotter
Thermal plotter
Slide-maker

—- System requirements
Memory required
Disk requirements
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Listed in Table 14 are selected graphics software

packages. Prices for these packages range from

approximately $150 to $1,000.

4.4.1.5 Spreadsheet Processing

Spreadsheets are electronic ledgers. They are

mathematical tables (matrices) laid out in numbered rows and
lettered columns so that each cell of the matrix may be

easily addressed. The power of a spreadsheet lies in its

ability to quickly recalculate the entire matrix as changes

are made. This time-saving "what-if" capability can be

invaluable when developing forecast models.

The trend-setting spreadsheet to which all others are

compared is Lotus 1-2-3 by Lotus Development Corp.

Introduced in 1983, Lotus 1-2-3 combines the spreadsheet

application with graphics, database management, and macro

(limited programming) features. Lotus is powerful, easy to

learn, easy to use, and its user-base far exceeds that of

any other spreadsheet. Consequently, most spreadsheets seek

some degree of compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3. [85]

The popularity of spreadsheets has fostered an influx of

spreadsheet add-ons, i.e., products to enhance spreadsheets'

performance. Enhancements offered by these add—ons include

error checking, sideways print capability, color graphics,
and increased execution speed. [84]
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TABLE 14

Selected Graphics Packages

I I I
I PRODUCT I MARKETED BY I

I Boardroom Graphics I Analytical Software, Inc. I
I I (214) 340-2564 I

I Chart-Master I Ashton-Tate I
I & Diagram-Master I (203) 222-1974 I

I Graph-in-a-Box I New England Software I
I I (203) 625-0062 I

I Graphics Express I Bell & Howell/Quintar Div. I
I & Slide-Port I (312) 673-3300 I

I Harvard Pres. Graphics I Software Publishing Corp. I
I & pfs:Graph I (415) 962-8910 I

I Mirage I Zenographics I
I & Autumn I (714) 851-6352 I

I Nimbus I Media Cybernetics, Inc. I
I I (301) 495-3305 I

I PC-Slide I Management Graphics, Inc. I
I I (416) 638-8877 I

I Picture Perfect I Computer Support Corp. I
I I (214) 661-8960 I

I Smart Spreadsheet I Innovative Software, Inc. I
I with Graphics I (913) 492-3800 I

I Stella Business Graphics I Stella Systems I
I I (408) 257-6644 II I IL..........................................................J
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Listed below are features/specifications to consider when

evaluating spreadsheet packages. [85]

-- System characteristics
Memory required
Maximum memory used
Multiple windows
On—line tutorial

-- Modules available
Database
Word processing
Graphics

—— Data formats supported

-- Matrix size
—- Number of functions

Boolean
Statistical
Financial
Calendar
Math

—- Spreadsheet consolidation
—- Keyboard macros

-- Password protection

-- Individual cell protection

Table 15 provides a list of selected spreadsheet

packages. Prices for these packages may be expected to

range from $100 to $700.

I
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— TABLE 15

Selected Spreadsheet Packages

I I I
I PRODUCT I MARKETED BY I

I 1-2-3 Release 2.01 I Lotus Development Corp. I
I & Symphony Release 1.2 I (617) 577-8500 I

I 20/20 I Access Technology I
I I (617) 655-9191 I

I Framework II I Ashton-Tate I I
I I (800) 329-8000 I

I Miracle I Micro-Systems Software, Inc.I
I I (800) 327-8724 I

I Multiplan I Santa Cruz Operations I
I & SCO Professional I (408) 425-7222 I

I Open Access II I Software Products Int'l I
I I (619) 450-1526 I

I Planning Assistant I IBM I
I & Plans+ I (415) 858-3000 I

I Samna Plus IV I Samna Corporation I
I I (404) 321-5006 I

I Silk I Daybreak Technologies I
I I (213) 212-3030 I

I SuperCalc 4 I Computer Associates Int'l I
I I (408) 432-1727 » I

I VP-Planner I Paperback Software Int'l I
I I (415) 644-2116 II I IL.............................................................J
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4.4.2 Sporps Applicgtipp Erograms

Most sports organizations have a need for general

business application software like that discussed in Section

4.4.1. Indeed, many of the applications listed in Table 1,

Common Small Computer uses in Sports Organizations, would be

candidates for general business software. There are,

however, applications specific to sports and sports

administration. These would include statistics calculation,

tournament scheduling and standings determination, movement

analysis, weight training and conditioning schedules,

bodyfat calculation, scouting and game analysis, and game

simulation. Unfortunately, software for sports-specific

applications is relatively rare, and that which exists is

not subjected to the scrutiny of the masses. Consequently,

sports software does not benefit from the degree of wide-

spread public testing or public critique/suggestions that

does general business software.

Because they cater to the general public, computer stores

are not likely to stock sports-specific software. Computer

stores, however, may provide some direction in the software

search, or they might suggest programmers who have

previously supplied software to sports organizations. The

best sources of information are other coaches/sports

administrators and sports periodicals, especially those
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directed toward coaches, athletic directors, or specific

sports. Almost every sport has a dedicated magazine or

newsletter. These are excellent information sources.

Table 16 displays a list of selected sports applications

and vendors who supply associated software. Refer to

Appendix F for further information concerning these vendors

and their products. Also, refer to Appendix E which

provides a listing of the source code for a women's bodyfat

percentage calculation program written by this author. The

code is written in BASIC, and should execute, without

modification, on IBM and IBM compatible equipment with a

BASIC interpreter.

4.5Having read Chapter 4 and gained some knowledge of

software availability for general business and sports

applications, the question arises of how to apply that

„ knowledge. In general, that software selected for an

organization should be matched to the organization's

specific needs. Given in Chapter 5, specifically in

Sections 5.3 and 5.4, is a methodology outlining the steps

for an organizational needs assessment and a subsequent

software search and evaluation. Following these steps to

completion should provide ample direction in conducting a

beneficial software acquisition.
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TABLE 16

Sports Software Applications and Vendors

I I I
I APPLICATION I SOFTWARE VENDOR(S) I

I I I
I Basketball Statistics I Korney Board Aids I
I I MicroLab I
I I MicroScout I
I Bowling Records/Stats I DataStrike _ I
I I Ensign Software I
I Football Scouting I MicroScout I
I I Radio Shack I
I I Aristos Company I
I I COMP—U·SPORTS I
I I Software Associates of N.E. I
I I MTD Computer Services I
I I Sports Data Services I

I Golf Stroke Analysis I Sports Data Services I

I Recruiting Records I MTD Computer Services I

I Sports Management I Cyndek, Inc. I
I I Paciolan Systems, Inc. I
I Sports Statistics I TIES I
I (multiple sports) I Software Associates of N.E. I
I I Sports Data Services I
I Strength Training I Software Associates of N.E. II I B.E. Software I
I I MTD Computer Services I
I I Sports Data Services I

I Wrestling Performance I Sports Data Services II I IL..........................................................J



Chapter V

SMALL COMPUTER PLANNING AND SELECTION
METHODOLOGY

5.1In
automating the functions of an organization, planning

is the most crucial stage. For most organized sports

programs, a small computer system represents a substantial

investment, and thus, its acquisition demands immediate,

conscientious attention. Misconceptions held and mistakes

made in the planning stages can foster costly, disastrous

results. Simply buying a system in hopes of adapting it to

the organization is certainly an unrealistic expectation.

That system which has worked well for others is by no means

guaranteed to perform equally well for all. Hence, the

sports manager is forced to recognize and to accept the

concept of "fit." That is, the proposed small computer

system must be planned to fit the particular needs of the

organization. [76]

The festive fanfare being given small computers has

aroused the interest of everyone with a candidate

application for automation. On the other hand, horror

stories depicting system failures have discouraged many

small computer prospects. Consequently, among potential

192
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consumers there exists enthusiasm with hints of fear and

confusion. Widely recognized is the fact that most

unsuccessful systems fail due to improper or incomplete

planning. [30,97] Hopefully, the guidance provided by the

planning and selection methodology in this chapter will help

to dispel some of the fears harbored in the marketplace.

The terms "plan" and "select" have been used extensively

in this thesis. Literal meanings of these terms accurately

describe their usage herein, "plan" meaning to formulate a

systematic scheme for the accomplishment of an objective,

and "select" meaning to choose from among several

alternatives. The given methodology does not attempt to

draw a line indicating where planning stops and selecting

begins. The extreme beginning and end of the methodology

can be obviously categorized. For example, designating a

project director is clearly a planning process, and

comparing finalist systems is clearly a selecting process.

Some activities, however, represent an overlap between

planning and selecting. For instance, in the economic

analysis, the project director is planning future

expenditures, but using the analysis to make a selection.

For purposes of this thesis, the reader need not be

concerned with the distinction between planning and

selecting processes. Where the distinction is not obvious,

it is also not necessary.
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Planning and selection processes have evolved through the

years demonstrating constant, subtle improvements. One

change, however, has made a substantial impact on planning

and selection strategy. Early computers/mainframes were,

without exception, custom programmed. That is,

organizations purchased hardware and then developed software

in accordance with hardware specifications and operation

needs. The modern small computer situation has necessitated

a reversal of the process. Software is now the primary

concern of the user, and specific software packages are not

compatable with all hardware configurations. Thus, the

practice has changed to first selecting software and then

selecting the hardware as specified by the software

requirements. The following methodology accepts and adheres

to this change in practice.

The small computer planning and selection methodology

presented in Sections 5.2 through 5.6 is outlined by the

following five major steps:

1. Perform project groundwork,

2. Assess the organization's needs,

3. Evaluate software,

4. Evaluate hardware, and

5. Make a tentative acquisition decision.
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Table 17 exhibits substeps which are expounded upon in the

following sections. The five encompassing steps are given

in the order in which they are to be followed. The ordering

of the substeps is not as rigid, but is suggested.

Note that the methodology represents a largely iterative

process. That is, in actual practice, the project director

should not expect to successfully complete the planning and

selection precedure after only a first pass of the given

steps. Rather, dissatisfaction in or new information

obtained in advanced steps may dictate that previously

performed steps be repeted or reevaluated in order to

continue the process. For example, assume that upon

evaluation of the proposed hardware options, Section 5.5,

none of the options prove acceptable. In such a case, the

project director might retreat to the software evaluation

step, Section 5.4, and perhaps contact additional vendors.

This iterative pattern should be expected and is permissible

at any point in the methodology.
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7 TABLE 17

Steps for Small Computer Planning and Selection

I II I
I 1. Perform Project Groundwork II I
I 1.1 Designate an in-house project director I
I 1.2 Establish a project team/encourage co—worker II involvement I
I 1.3 Survey the small computer market I
I 1.4 Determine a tentative budget I
I 1.5 Establish a tentative schedule I
I 1.6 Secure management approval II II II I
I 2. Assess the Organization's Needs II I
I 2.1 Understand the operational functions of the I
I organization I
I 2.2 Consider future needs I
I 2.3 List operations that might be computerized I
I and assign priorities to the list I
I 2.4 Attempt to assign implementation dates to the I
I prioritized list I
I 2.5 Estimate storage, input, and output requirements I
I 2.6 Document the organization's requirements I
I 2.7 Consider use of a consultant II II II I
I 3. Evaluate Software I
I I
I 3.1 Develop a vendor list I
I 3.2 Contact vendors I
I 3.3 Screen vendor responses I
I 3.4 See demonstrations I
I 3.5 Consider customized software if vendor responses I
I are not satisfactory II II I
I I
I I
I I
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TABLE 17 (cont.)

Steps for Small Computer Planning and Selection

II
II[ 4. Evaluate Hardware [
II
[ 4.1 Consider performance capabilities [
[ 4.2 Consider flexibility [
[ 4.3 Consider operational ease/ergonomics [
[ 4.4 Consider maintenance support [
II
II
II
[ 5. Make a Tentative Acquisition Decision [
II
[ 5.1 Explore financial considerations [
[ 5.2 Compare remaining total systems [
II
II
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5.2 Rgggßgl GRQQNQWORK

5.2.1 Ln;§gu;e Ergjecg Director Qesiggatiog

Acquiring a serviceable small computer system involves a

significant investment of money and time, and it will
directly affect future operations of the organization or

department for which the system is being planned. Thus,

acquisition preparation should be viewed as a project of

transcending importance deserving the efforts and guidance

of a dedicated, in-house project director.

The choice of the project director will directly effect

project success or failure. Consequently, such a

responsibility should not be conceded to non-management

personnel such as a lifeguard or assistant trainer. Rather,

responsibility should be given to someone in a position to

effectively influence top management. Aside from being

influential, the project director should be from within the

organization, be enthusiastic about the project, possess a

broad understanding of and interest in present and future

operations, and be a competent manager.

The small computer system project or study should always

be managed and conducted by in-house personnel. This will

insure easy access to all participants in the study and

relative certainty that all decisions are in the

organization's best interest. Also, those involved will
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inevitably gain a more informed appreciation for the
organization's functions and a knowledge of small computers

which will aid the organization's future and their

advancement in that future. [30]

This does not mean that experienced, outside expertise

should not be sought when needed. Indeed, there may be

times when project director and assistants reach an apparent

impasse and require expert computer advise or redirection.

The degree of outside consultation needed will depend on the

size of the organization and the complexity of the
operation(s) being studied. In any case, outside

consultants should be retained purely as advisors, not as

decision-makers. Should expert assistance be desired,

Section 5.3.7 provides some insight on how a consultant

might be found and used.

Addressing again Table 17, the steps for small computer

planning and selection are not overly difficult, but they

are time-consuming. If the project director is reluctant to

perform all the necessary steps, is indifferent about the

project's outcome, or cannot provide the needed time,

chances are that the project will fail. The message is that

the project director should not be drafted or forced into

the position. There is simply too much temptation to

neglect planning and to proceed directly to a system
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purchase. The project director must bring to the project a

enthusiasm for the idea that systematic, thorough planning

is essential for selecting the right computer system for the

organization.

That project enthusiasm need not only exist, but it must

be a broad enthusiasm, one that encompasses all functions to

be automated. The project director should not be a

notoriously specialized, one-track person. He or she must

have some knowledge of or be willing to learn about all

aspects of the organization or department in question. The

project director must also be resourceful or imaginative

enough to see beyond present operations to future growth and

diversification. The small computer system study should

always be conducted giving consideration to tomorrow's

needs. [74,104]

Directing a small computer project requires an ability to

plan activities, to delegate responsibilities, and to manage

people and resources. In short, the project director must

be a competent manager, one that can determine a budget, an

operating schedule, and a final analysis, and convincingly

present those ideas to top management. Most importantly, a

competent director surrounds himself with competent people,

stimulates their interest, and guides their progress.
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5.2.2 Eroject Team Establishment

Ideally, the project director would devote full-time to

the small computer system study for its duration, but in

most cases, such a dedication of time is not possible.

Especially in smaller organizations, a reassignment of

previous duties would place undue pressures on co-workers.

Hence, the project director must budget his time and depend

heavily on co-worker input.

One of the project director's first tasks is to establish

a project team. These are people that will work directly

with the project director to accomplish the planning and

selection steps described in this chapter. The project team

size is largely dependent upon the number and complexity of
functions to be automated. The team may be as small as two
or three people, including the director. [97]

Essential project team members should be the computer

system's anticipated primary users. Given that there is

more than one major functional area to be automated, there

will probably be more than one primary user. All such

individuals should be principal contributors to the project

study. Anticipated computer system users are usually the

current manual system users; they are particularly important

for two reasons. First, they possess detailed knowledge of

the function under consideration. For example, if team
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statistics is the function being studied, then the team

statistician should be participating, providing details on

what information should be input, what calculations are

needed, and what the statistics report should contain.

Second, the user is that person who will ultimately have to

interface with the new system and operate through its faults

as well as its attributes. [74]

People have a tendency to resist new, innovative

conditions, especially when they have no part in [the

condition's creation. Therefore, co-worker involvement

should be highly encouraged. Simply because an employee is

not directly participating in the computer project does not

mean that he or she should be overlooked. Everyone's input,

both positive and negative, should be viewed as a potential

contribution to the study.

5.2.3 Small Computer Marge; Survey

It was not until the mid 1970s that small computers

became feasible tools for small users, i.e. small businesses

and individual professionals. Consequently, many potential

small computer users have yet to directly interface with a

computer system. Computer illiteracy is not an uncommon

condition, but it is one to be overcome if a small computer

is to be part of the organization's future.
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The purpose of a small computer market survey is to gain

a general understanding of small computer systems,

specifically hardware components, software, and computer

industry terminology. Tasks which lie ahead in this

methodology require a familiarity with what is available in

the computer market. There is also a language of computer

jargon with which to become familiar. The survey is to be

an educational experience, not a decision-making venture.

The initial decision to investigate a small computer

purchase implies a preconception of the candidate functions

for automation. When conducting the market survey, give

particular notice to those preconceptions. If, for

instance, word processing is applicable to the organization,

look more intently at word processing software and notice

the hardware on which particular packages run. Table 1

exhibits a list of functions commonly automated in the

organized sports environment.

An adequate market survey requires that the project

director encourage and support the following four steps:

(1) perform a limited literature review, (2) talk with

others from the sports community, (3) consider the need for

compatibility with existing computer systems in other

departments or divisions within the organization, and (4)

visit local computer stores. Given the current popularity
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of small computer systems, the resources needed to perform

these activities should be numerous and readily accessible.

5.2.3.1 Limited Literature Review

The first step is to conduct a literature search. Review

current small computer articles with one objective being to

absorb terminology. Many publications contain glossaries;

these are invaluable information sources.

Refer to the literature review contained in Chapter 2 of

this thesis. Given are lists of current magazines and books

covering the subjects of small computer hardware and

software, planning and selection, and sports applications.

Referenced magazines and books are readily available on

newstands, in bookstores, and in libraries. Also, read

Chapters 3 and 4 for fundamental, nontechnical hardware

component descriptions and a general introduction to

software concepts. These chapters provide a generic

foundation on which current, specific hardware and software

reviews can build.

5.2.3.2 Similiar Operations Investigation

After enduring a literature review, talk with others from

the sports community who have computerized similar

operations. Such people may be located through listings
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with affiliated state or national associations. Probe for

their impressions of the installed systems, both positive

and negative. Find out what computer systems they are

using, what functions they automated, how they planned for
i the systems, and about how long the planning, selection, and

conversion took. Try to obtain an idea of the costs, both

initial and recurring, and who the vendor was. Also, find

out if they have any regrets or if they would do anything

differently. This could save a recurrence of mistakes.

Most sports organizations subscribe to journals or

newsletters applicable to their respective professions.

These often provide information on how other sports programs

have utilized computers. Take advantage of all professional

contacts, and try to share in their knowledge and

experience.

5.2.3.3 Interdepartment Computer System Compatibility

The given planning and selection methodology assumes this

to be the user's first small computer system purchase, but

it does not make such an assumption about the surrounding

environment. If the division or department considering

automation is part of a larger organization, consider those

computer systems, if any, which have previously been

installed outside the division or department in question.
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The encompassing or parent organization may have established

or may need to establish an organization-wide purchasing

policy.

Not all computer systems can communicate with each other,

and it may be the parent organization's desire that

departments purchase compatible systems. Such a situation

would limit system choice and narrow the project's scope.
Today's small computer market, however, is making efforts

toward universal system compatibility; hence, compatible

systems do not necessarily have to be] the same systems.

Nonetheless, this limitation would be a predominant

consideration when surveying the computer market. [48]

5.2.3.4 Computer Store Visits

The next step is to visit local computer stores. Keep in

mind that this initial visit is only to gain familiarity

with small computer systems. After all, a specific needs

assessment has yet to be made. Do not get too involved with

details, but gain answers to any questions developed in the

small computer literature review.

Again, pay particular attention to software which applies

directly to the organization's functions. Find out what

particular computer brands the store markets, and get some

price estimates on hardware and software.
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Most salespeople will want to give a system

demonstration. This should be a welcomed opportunity to

actually operate a computer. Keep in mind, however, that

this is the vendor's demonstration, and as such, it will

likely involve the very best the vendor has to offer. The

vendor's ultimate purpose is to sell a computer system, any

computer system; the user's ultimate purpose is to select

the right computer system. Show an interest, ask questions,

but make no commitments. [26]

Notice the salespeople. Do they appear knowledgable of

their business, and would they be desirable to work with?

At this point, such a determination may be hard to make, but

be aware that not all computer salespeople actually know

what they are selling. Therefore, try to evaluate the

salesperson as well as the merchandise. [ll]

If, during a computer store visit, a system makes a

particularly favorable impression, attempt to locate a
‘

critic's review of the system. Such critiques are common in

computer periodicals. This should provide a more objective

view of the system's strengths and weaknesses.
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5.2.4 Ieggatiyg ßgdget Preparatiog

In a computer system acquisition, funding is usually the

prime limitation. The project team needs to know what

spending constraints are pending on their efforts to locate

and to acquire a fitting small computer system. Such

knowledge would narrow the scope of research, and thus

reduce time spent in evaluating systems which lie outside

the defined price range. There is also the unpleasant

possiblity that no funds would be allotted for a small

computer project. This is information which the project

team should obtain as soon as possible.

Top management, those who allocate funds, are the people

to consult in securing a budget, but they will first want to

see a budget proposal for the project. Granted, having not

yet selected a computer system, preparing a tentative budget

will be a nebulous task, but it is one of necessity.

During the computer market survey, the project team
f

should have developed a conception for the type of small

computer system most likely to suit the organization's

needs. Price estimates derived from such a typical system

should form the foundation of the tentative budget.

Proposed budget figures, while recognized as estimates,

should be as accurate as possible without underestimating

the costs. A recent study of small computer users concluded
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that "over fifty percent of users claim that their systems

cost more than twice the amount originally planned and

budgeted." [97]

Cost estimates are needed for one-time costs and for

recurring costs, such as maintenance, supplies, and

insurance. Given that good estimates of the hardware

configuration and software can be made, other costs can be

derived using general rules of thumb. Note that these rules

of thumb should be replaced with facts when possible. Table

18 exhibits some common hidden costs or costs often

overlooked when preparing a budget along with some rules of

thumb for their approximation. [59,86,97]

All of the costs shown in Table 18 may not be applicable

to the specific situation, and there may be others that are.

Include in the budget all costs that represent actual cash

outflows. Note that project team labor does, in theory,

represent a cost to the organization. However, this labor
Ä

cost is presumedly to be incurred regardless of the

project's acceptance or rejection. Consequently, assuming

that project activities are performed during regular working

hours, and the project becomes part of the employee's work

duties, project team labor would not be recorded as an

additional cash outflow for purposes of the tentative

budget. If, however, overtime or outside assistance is
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TABLE 18

Common Hidden Costs

I I
I Additional documentation (one or two copies usually I
I included) I
I Conversion costs in terms of additional labor time I
I to convert from a manual system ($10 to $15 per I
I hour) I
I Energy consumption I
I Future changes and additions I
I Hardware maintenance (usually .6 to 1.5 percent of I
I hardware costs per month, payable after the hardware I
I warranty expires) I
I Insurance (usually 1.3 to 1.5 percent of the hardware I
I cost per year) I
I Interest on borrowed money I
I Needed peripherials and accessories not included in I
I the original hardware package. These may include I
I cables, memory expansion boards, electrical surge I
I suppressors, etc. I
I Overtime expense for personnel during conversion I
I Shipping and handling (normally 1 to 2 percent of I
I the hardware cost) I
| Site preparation such as new furniture, special air I
I conditioning, and new power lines I
I Skilled programming ($30 per hour and up) I
I Software maintenance (usually .25 to .8 percent of I
I software costs per year, payable after the software I
I warranty expires) I
I Special preprinted forms such as invoices, checks, I
I and scouting forms (depending on quantity and design, I
I costs may range from $0.02 to $0.20 per form) I
I State sales taxes applicable to both hardware and II software I
I Supplies such as disks, printer ribbons, and computer I
I paper (from $300 to $1,000 per year) I
I Technical consulting ($25 per hour and up) I
I Training costs (usually included but may cost $15 to I
I $20 per hour) II IL...........................................................J
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projected, those costs would be included in the budget

proposal. Although not included in the tentative budget,

project team labor should be explained in the "project

manpower" section of the proposal to management, see Section

5.2.6.

Table 19 exhibits two budgeting schemes for financing the

same small computer system: (1) an outright cash purchase,

and (2) a 60—month bank financing agreement. Top

management, with accountant assistance, would, of course,

decide on the most appropriate method for financing the

project if accepted. Thus, the budget proposal may need

only show the projected cash outflow figures. However, if

the initial cash outflow seems discouragingly large, it may

be beneficial to investigate bank financing and report such

a financing alternative in the budget proposal.

Both proposed budgets, shown in Table 19, assume a 90-day

hardware warranty and a one—year software warranty. The

bank financed budget assumes a 60—month finance period at an

18 percent nominal annual rate. The bank required

downpayment is 10 percent of the combined initial hardware

and software costs, $13,000. [59]
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TABLE 19

Tentative Small Computer Project Budget

V"“"‘"“"“‘“"“"'“'“'““"“'““""““‘“““"""“"“'"*“"“"""1
I I
] Budget Assuming Cash Purchase, In Dollars ]
I I
] Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 |

I I I I I I I
]Hardware ] 8,000] ] ] ] ]
]Software ] 5,000] ] ] ] ]
]State Sales Tax ] 520] ] | ] ]
]Supp1ies ] 500] 350] 350] 350] 350 ]
]Hardware Maintenance ] 720] 960] 960] 960] 960 ]
]Software Maintenance | 0] 300] 300] 300] 300 ]
llnsurance ] 120] 120] 120] 120] 120 ]
]Site Preparation ] 100] 0] 0] 0] 0 ]
]Programming ] 500] 500] 400] 400] 400 ]
]Consu1ting ] 200] 0] 0] 0] 0 ]
]Conversion ] 400] 0] 0] 0] 0 ]
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I
]Tota1 Cash 0ut ]16,060] 2,230] 2,130] 2,130] 2,130 ]
I I I I I I I

I I
] Budget Assuming 60—Month Bank:Financing, In Dollars ]
I I
] Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 ]

I I I I I I I
]Downpayment ] 1,300] ] ] ] ]
]Bank Payments ] ] ] ] ] ]
] Principle ] 1,560] 1,920] 2,267] 2,711] 3,242 ]

·] Interest ] 2,006] 1,646] 1,299] 855] 324 ] I
]0ther Expenses ] ] ] ] ] | I
] (same as above) ] 3,060] 2,230] 2,130] 2,130] 2,130 ] {
I I I I I I I 2
I I I I I I I §
]Total Cash Out ] 7,926] 5,796] 5,696] 5,696] 5,696 ] ;
I I I I I I I 2

-
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5.2.5 Tegtatiyg Sghedgle Ereparatiog

Along with the small computer project's estimated budget,

top management should be presented with a schedule of

activities for the project's remaining phases. The purpose

of such a schedule is twofold. First, it demonstrates to

management that the project team has assessed the tasks

necessary to implement a small computer system. [74] Second,

a schedule encourages organized, uninterrupted progress by

displaying goals to be accomplished within a defined time

frame.

Sections 5.3 through 5.6 detail the activities required

to advance the small computer project to the final contract

negotiation phase. At that point, the field of computer

systems will have been narrowed to the one, or perhaps two,

most acceptable systems. Also, at that point, the small

computer planning and selection methodology, which is the

crux of this thesis, ends. The two remaining phases,

contract negotiation and conversion, are briefly discussed

in Sections 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.

Time required to complete each planning and selection

phase will vary among organizations depending on the

complexity of organization functions, the time committed by
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project team members, and the project's urgency as conceived

by the project director. Those experienced in small

computer acquisition propose that, for organizations

comparable to the typical small business, planning and

selection efforts should extend from six months to a year.

Contract negotiation and conversion efforts typically span

an additional two to four months. [71,86]

The tentative schedule need not be given in detailed

steps. Rather, major phases positioned on a time-

partitioned Gantt chart will generally suffice. [74] Figure

5 examplifies a tentative project schedule from initiation,

month zero, to the end of the conversion phase, month 10.

The upper level, labeled preproposal, spans two months of

project groundwork, proposal submission, and proposal

evaluation. The schedule submitted to top management would

consist of the phases shown in the lower level, labeled

postproposal. Dotted lines between phases indicate areas

where activities are most likely to overlap. The dotted

line at the end of month 10 indicates an overlap of the

conversion process and regular computer operations.
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5.2.6 Management Approyal

If the organization's funds are expected to support the

small computer acquisition, top management will have to be

convinced of the project's worth. Such is the ultimate

purpose of the proposal to management. The form of the

management proposal may vary depending on individual

organization protocol. But, regardless of the form used,

the proposal should, at a minimum, cover the following

points: (l) project objective, (2) tentative budget, A(3)

tentative schedule, (4) manpower, and (5) justification.

The proposal's objective section should state, as

succinctly as possible, the project's purpose or aim. The

objective should be in the form of a broad statement which

will immediately convey project intent to management. For

example, the section may begin by proposing the objective to

be to search out, via the phases shown in the tentative

schedule, a small computer system which can provide the

opportunity for more intelligent, efficient operations.

Detailed explanations, if necessary, may be included in the

justification section.

The tentative budget and schedule inform management of

the time span and costs projected for the project. These

are essential elements demonstrating that the project team

has thoroughly investigated the small computer planning and
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selection process, and has considered the initial and

recurring costs of small computer operations. Refer to

Sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 for details in preparing a

tentative budget and schedule, respectively.

Project manpower addresses the question of who will be

involved in the proposed phases of the small computer

project. This section should simply list the names of the

project director and project team members along with

approximate percentages of time they plan to allocate to the

project. These percentages may be broken down into phases

or projected over the project in total.

Top management should immediately recognize and

appreciate the need for the project team's proposed,

conscientious planning and selection procedures. These,

therefore, probably will not require extensive

justification. Thus, the project justification reduces to a

small computer system justification. Essentially, this

proposal section should attempt to explain why small

computer utilization would benefit the particular

organization.

Traditionally, acquisitions have been justified in terms

of displaceable costs versus derived benefits, the main

benefit usually being reduced labor time. This method

attempts to assign dollar amounts to tangible benefits, such
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as reduced overtime and hiring avoidance, and to intangible

benefits, such as increased accuracy and improved customer

service. These estimates are then compared to various

computer costs to derive a measurement according to which a

decision is made. [74,86]

This type of acquisition justification, referred to as

the cost-benefit analysis approach, provides a quantitative,

supposedly objective method for evaluating a computer

purchase. The cost-benefit analysis approach is discussed

in Section 5.6.1. However, for purposes of a management

proposal at this stage of the given methodology, this author

suggests that the project director resort to a justification

method which appeals to management's intuitive business

judgement rather than to a method which argues pure dollars

and cents. Such a method is referred to herein as the

progressive analysis approach.

In short, the progressive approach to small computer

justification stresses the idea that a computer's true worth

cannot be captured in quantitative, before—the-fact

estimates. Rather, the computer's value lies in its

potential ability to organize submitted data, and thus to

provide timely, accurate information in usable form.

Successful computer utilization demands well-defined

procedures; hence, the user is forced to become more
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efficient through improved organization to accommodate the

computer. Further discussion of the progressive analysis

approach and its relation to the cost-benefit approach is

provided in Section 5.6.1.

In the computer system justification section of the

management proposal, avoid falling victim to unrealistic

expectations. That is, do not expect a computer's presence

to solve problems which the organization cannot, given

adequate time, solve manually. For instance, do not attempt

to justify a computer acquisition on the premise that it

will somehow rescue a failing business, make automatic

decisions, eliminate staff positions, or clarify currently

perplexing situations. [104] A computer may provide aid in

these areas, but it should not be expected to perform

responsible management functions.

The planning and selection tasks suggested in this

methodology are presumedly conducted by the project director

and project team members. Note that hereafter, general

reference to this group of researchers will be indicated by

the simplified term "user."
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5.3 ORGANIZATIONAL §§§Q§ ASSESSMENT

5.3.1 Qpgratiggg Reyiew

Computers are not innately intelligent. They respond to

defined, programmed procedures for solving problems, not to

unstructured requests for answers, no matter how politely

stated. Therefore, there is a need to review the

organization's general procedures for, or approaches to,

solving various operating tasks. This does not mean that

the user should necessarily be prepared to perform computer

programming. Rather, the user should be informed enough of

a procedure to recognize whether or not a proposed computer

program or software package would be capable of assuming the

task.

There are three general, distinct methods for reviewing

an organization's operating requirements. These methods may

be labeled: (1) survey, (2) ask-them-what—they-want, and

(3) determine-the-needs. [74] In this section, these three

commonly employed methods are summarized pointing out their

major strengths and weaknesses. Then, a reviewing method is

introduced which this author believes should produce

superior results.

Briefly stated, the survey method entails an intensive,

detailed examination and documentation of the present

operating system, just as it is. The objective of such a
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method is to uncover apparent faults in the present manual

system and to insure that no significant operations are

overlooked. While the survey method is quite popular, two

drawbacks are common with its use. First, detailed

documentation is time-consuming and often unnecessary.

Second, those involved may develop an obtuse bias toward the

present system.

While the survey method perhaps concentrates too heavily

on the present system, the ask—them—what—they-want method

tends to confer too little attention on the present system.

With this method, future system users, including operators

and managers, are queried concerning their expectations for

the new, computerized system. The idea supporting the ask-

them-what-they-want approach is to design a system adhering

completely to the users' wishes. However, experience has

shown that the consulted parties seldom know what they want,

and what they want is often not what is actually needed.

The third method, determine—the-needs, involves a limited

survey of current procedures and a more thorough

investigation of the organization's affiliated environment.

For example, if the organization to be automated is a

community recreation department, the user would survey the

department's current internal operations, and then consult

the local governing agency and other recreation departments
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to ascertain what procedures the department should be

following.

If the survey, ask-them-what-they-want, and determine-

the-needs methods are considered mutually exclusive, the

determine-the-needs method would probably yield the best

overall results. [74] The determine-the-needs method does,

however, tend to neglect both potentially valuable co-worker

input and activities unique to the organization.

Each of the three above defined reviewing methods has

weaknesses which are compensated for by one or both of the

other methods. Consequently, this author recommends an

operations review approach which combines the three methods

in an attempt to capitalize on the positive aspects of each

while minimizing the time and effort necessary. This

combined approach is herein identified as the "research"

method.

The research method promotes a broad survey of the

organization's general business functions, noting any

presumedly special features, and a more detailed

investigation of functions which the user considers unique

to the organized sports environment. The reason for this

disbalance in attention is that the small computer industry

has directed itself primarily toward typical small business

functions, e.g. accounting, inventory control, budgeting,
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and forecasting. Consequently, there are abundant,

reputable software packages on the market which probably

would conform adequately to the organization's current

general business functions and far exceed the users

expectations in terms of flexibility and convenience.

Programs for sports applications, on the other hand, are

not as readily available. Therefore, the user should focus
more attention on the sports oriented applications to insure

adequate knowledge of procedures. If the user is unfamiliar

with a particular application, it is advisable to flowchart

the steps leading to the task's completion or the problem's

solution. For example, the calculation of body fat

percentages and desired weights from skinfold measurements

is not a typical small business function, and it is not an

activity with which everyone is inherently familiar. Hence,

the user may need to flowchart the process for this

candidate application, i.e. an application which might be

automated. Figure 6 exhibits such a flowchart. See Section

4.4.2 for further information concerning body fat

calculations.
i

Once the operations survey is complete, the user should

solicit information from those working directly with

particular applications. This activity's purpose, as with

the ask—them—what—they-want method, is to determine whether
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Manual Process For Calculating
Body Fat Percentages and Desired weights

From Skinfold Measurements

I I
I Ascertain each player's age I
I and weight II IL.................................J

II
I I
I Using a caliper, obtain I
I measurements (mm) of triceps, I
I suprailium, and thigh skinfolds II IL................................J

I
I

V"'"“’"'"”'“'_'_”"”“'""”'““"“'"7
I I
I Calculate body density and I
I body fat percentage II IL..................................J

I
I

F'“'“““'"“""“'““'"'"'"""““"'—'7
I I
I Calculate the fat weight and I
I the fat-free weight II IL................................4

I
IV"”""’““'“'”""‘“”“‘“"“““"‘“”““1

I I
I Calculate weights at various I
I body fat percentages II IL..............................J

Figure 6: Sample Candidate Application Flowchart
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or not personnel are satisfied with the current, manual

system, and if not, what suggestions they might have for the

system's improvement. These suggestions should be noted and

held for further consideration.

At this point, the initial internal review should be

complete, and research should turn to the organization's

external environment. The investigation need not be as

extensive as that suggested in the determine-the-needs

method. But, it should be complete enough to determine

whether or not the organization is adequately conforming to

the specifications of any governing bodies, and whether or

not other similar organizations are performing functions

which the organization in question might gainfully adopt.

After assembling the operations review information, via

the research method, the user must critically evaluate the

information in an effort to determine that set of procedures

most advantageous for the organization. The user's ultimate

goal is to automate the system not necessarily as it is, but

as it should be. [74] Also, be advised that if the

organization's manual system is operating properly and

efficiently, the user should avoid drastically changing the

general process merely to use a particular software package.
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Recognize, however, that it is improbable that any software

package will exactly duplicate the organization's manual

system; hence, some changes should be expected. While the

computer system's efficiency is important, the

organization's efficiency should be the user's greatest

concern.

5-3-2 E.u.mr.e
The user should be concerned not only with reviewing

present operations, but also with anticipating future

operations. Change is a natural, usually evolutionary

process, but it can hamper or overwhelm a computer system.

Computer systems are designed and programs are written to

perform specific tasks according to specific rules. Each

rule or procedural change must be communicated to the

computer either through program modification or through new

programs to accommodate new applications. Note that if new

programs have excessive internal memory requirements, the

computer, as is, may not be capable of executing the

programs. Consequently, the user must try to plan a

computer system which can expand and diversify with the

organization.

When evaluating the organization's future needs, there

are three types of change to consider: (l) internally
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controlled, (2) externally controlled, and (3) computer

evoked. Internally controlled changes are those authorized,

imposed, and governed from within the immediate or parent

organization. No organization is immune from change, but

the nature of the organization can indicate the probable

degree of internally controlled change to anticipate. The

more stable and mature the environment, the less the

expectation of change, and thus, the easier the computer

system is to maintain. [86] Conversely, purchasing a

computer system for a rapidly growing, changing environment

is much like buying clothes for a child. Set operating

routines are unestablished and subject to numerous

modifications and additions; hence, the computer system

should be designed for the organization to grow into. This

requires much more foresight and slow, careful planning.

Externally controlled changes are those imposed by

outside forces such as government agencies and professional

organizations. Such changes may include tax rate or payroll

deduction modifications, or depreciation schedule changes.

If the computer programs to which such modifications are

needed are purchased from reliable vendors, problems arising

may be minimized. The reason is that software vendors will

generally support mandatory changes which affect large

numbers of users. [86] Even if a cost is impose for the new
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program version, it would probably cost less than hiring a

programmer to perform the needed modifications. For this

reason, given that there is a choice, it may be best to

purchase general business software which is subject to

externally controlled changes from reputable vendors rather

than having it custom programmed.

Computer evoked changes are those promoted primarily by

the computer's presence. Once users become comfortable with

the idea of automation, and aware of small computer

potentials, they tend to want to expand system applications.

Such expansion commonly includes telecommunications and/or

multiple work stations. In the latter case, planning is

particularly important. For example, computer systems which

can accommodate two or more terminals using the same CPU are

known as multiuser systems, and unfortunately, most single-

user systems cannot be adapted to multiuser networks. [70]

Therefore, if multiple work stations are a future aim, plan

to purchase a system which can support the extra number of

terminals eventually needed.

At this point in the planning process, there are still

several months before actual computer system implementation.

Recognizing this, the user is forced to anticipate the

future, to try to gain a clear idea of the organization’s

direction. A computer system is meant to provide an avenue
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for improved efficiency and innovation, not to lock the

organization into a stagnant state.

5.3.3 Qapdidate Applipgpipp Lip;

From information derived in the operations review,

Section 5.3.1, and the future needs evaluation, Section

5.3.2, the user should compile a list of functions or

applications that might be computerized. These are known as

candidate applications. Table 1 may be used as a guide.

Computable functions are characterized as being routine

processes. That is, they subscribe to constant, systematic

procedures which the computer can repete time and time

again. Exceptions may be programmed, but those exceptions

must also be constant and anticipated. Therefore, if an

application is to be computerized, set procedures for the

application must be established.

Once the candidate application list is determined, the

user should assign priorities to the list. This may be

accomplished simply by giving a number to each application.

These priority rankings indicate the proposed, sequential

order of implementation.

Conversion from a manual to a computerized system is

often a tedious, confusing process for the user(s).

Consequently, while each application on the list may
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eventually be computerized, trying to implement more than

one or two applications at once is not recommended. The

user should aim for a smooth transition, one which affords

the user time to adapt to the different applications and to

learn from the experience.

When attempting to assign priorities, the user should

consider the following suggestions:

-- Start with a simple, well—defined application, one that
is currently working well and requires little or no
modification. [59]

-- Avoid starting with applications which are highly
critical to the organization such as accounting and
payroll. [86] Allow some adjustment time before such
areas are attempted. Try to begin with noncritical areas
which can more readily tolerate major errors resulting
from inexperienced operation. Noncritical areas might
include word processing, budgeting and forecasting, and
mailing lists.

-- Assign high priorities to new, but well-planned
applications. The computer system can provide an
opportunity for innovation which otherwise might be
tabled.

-- Try to group together those applications which might
share a common database. Such is a common occurrence
with general accounting functions.

—- Postpone the scheduling of applications which require
custom programming until confident about communicating
the desired program design. Some working experience with
packaged programs should provide the user with a better
idea of what to expect from a program in terms of user
friendliness, input routines, and output formatting.

-- Postpone the scheduling of applications containing
problem areas until those problems have been resolved.
[86] If computerized without corrections, the result
probably will be little more than an automated problem.
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The priority rankings may also provide a guide for

planning the applications. However, note that all candidate

applications should be investigated before a final computer

system selection is made. Do not purchase a system solely
based on the requirements of the first two or three

applications; those applications may be the only ones to

succeed.

As candidate applications are studied and software is

sought, the user is expected to reassess original choices in

response to new information. Consequently, as planning

progresses, applications may be dropped from or added to the

list and/or implementation priorities may change.

5-3-4 2a;eA..ig.zxr1.n_sSS'et
Refer to the tentative project schedule created in

Section 5.2.5 or to Figure 5. The conversion and

implementation processes are actually very closely

intermingled as one application is implemented and another's

conversion is begun. The tentative project schedule is

presented using broad categories rather than isolated tasks,

which is adequate for that groundwork activity. However,

once the conversion/implementation phase is realized, a more

detailed schedule will be required.
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The installed computer system represents a significant

financial investment, an investment which can only be

recovered if the system is successfully guided through the

conversion/implementation phase to a productive level.

Therefore, the user should plan for a wise utilization of

time in the conversion period. This time utilization may be

directed by assigning a tentative implementation date to

each candidate application in accordance with its priority
ranking.

The proposed dates should be spaced to allow a thorough,

yet comfortable transition without wasting valuable time.

As the conversion process becomes more familiar, the periods

between dates should tend to shorten. This will, of course,
largely depend on individual application complexity and

individual program friendliness.

One to two years is not uncommon for a complete

conversion to preplanned applications. No doubt, other

applications will be added throughout the small computer

system's life. A typical business application such as

payroll may be expected to require two to four months,

including training, for a complete transition to automation.

Simplier applications may cut the time to one to two months.

[86] Table 20 exhibits a sample candidate application list

with priority rankings and implementation dates.
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TABLE 20

Candidate Application Implementation Schedule for a
Racketball and Health Club

I I
I Candidate Tentative I
I Rrietiiy emen t ' ¤ I1a...t@ I
I II I
I 1 Word Processing January 1 II I
I 2 Mailing List Management February 1 I
I I
I 3 Personnel and Member February 15 I
I Information Files I
I I
I 4 Facility Scheduling March 15 I
I and Reservations I
I I
I 5 Cash Receipts and May 1 I
I Disbursements for I
I Shop Merchandise I
I I
I 6 Inventory June 15 I
I I
I 7 Accounts Receivable/ August 1 I
I Member Billing II I
I 8 Accounts Payable October 15 II I
I 9 General Ledger December 1 II I
I 10 Payroll January 1 II I
I 11 Tournament Scheduling March 15 I
I I
I 12 Telecommunications May 1 I
I II IL.......................................................J
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Note that assigned implementation dates do not represent

definite commitments. Rather, they are intended as

milestones for which to aim, but which may be adjusted. A

brief discussion of conversion methods for individual

applications may be found in Section 5.8.

5.3.5 Stptagg, Lpput, ggg Output Reguitemepts

Once the candidate application list has been established,

Section 5.3.4, the user should determine approximate

operating Volumes for each application. in terms of data

storage, input, and output. These Volumes will aid the user

and Vendor in screening software packages and hardware

configurations. Specifically, Volumes derived in this

section are used to determine: (1) the required storage

capacity, (2) the required number of input terminals, and

(3) the required print speed. These determinations are made

in Sections 5.3.5.1 through 5.3.5.3, respectively.

Information from this section is also used in the

requirements documentation, Section 5.3.6.

5.3.5.1 Storage Requirement Estimation

Normally, computer programs and data files are kept on

magnetic disk, either hard disk or floppy disk. In the

past, the amount of disk storage available to the user was a
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primary concern. However, the computer industry has been

and is continually expanding disk capacities both through

new technology and enhancements of old methods.

Consequently, today's small computer user can be confident

that the amount of data storage space needed may be obtained

in a reasonably priced computer system.

Contrary to the beliefs of many, there is little need for

the user to actually calculate storage requirements in terms

of characters or bytes of information. Efforts expended in

obtaining such detailed information far exceed its ultimate

servicability. Rather, the objective should be to gain a

broad idea of each candidate application's storage volume.

Given the derived volumes, the user and/or vendor should be

better equipped to match application storage requirements

with available computer software.

To estimate storage volumes, the user should begin with

the current manual system files. These may be kept in such

familiar mediums as file cabinets, desk drawers, or ledger

books. The user should be looking for a means of defining

the size of each application. A common size-indicator is

the number of records composing the application's stored

file(s). For example, a good storage volume indicator for a

training room inventory application would be the number of

unique items stored in the training room. Each unique item
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would constitute a record in which information about each

item would be stored. See Section 3.4.2 for definitions of

and distinctions between data fields, records, and files.

Table 21 provides a list of probable storage volume

indicators for the candidate applications given in Table 20.

Notice that the telecommunications application is not

included in Table 21. The reason for its absense is that

estimating volumes for such a future application would be

difficult for the first time user, and thus results probably

would be unreliable. Anticipated general telecommunications

requirements, however, should be documented along with those

of other applications as described in Section 5.3.6.

Storage volume indicators may reflect the number of

employees, players, vendors, ledger accounts, mailing

addresses, invoices, receipts, or inventory items.

Regardless of the issue being addressed, the user should

liberally estimate the volumes, taking into consideration

two or five years of volume growth. Software and equipment

purchased and used today must also be responsive to the

organization's future needs.

0nce the software evaluation task is underway, Section

5.4, the user will find that program specifications supplied

by program vendors usually will adequately dictate storage

requirements, and volume limitations. Program
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TABLE 21

Probable Storage Volume Indicators

I APPLICATION STORAGE VOLUME INDICATORS I

I I
I 1. Word Processing Number of unique documents II on file. I
I Maximum number of pages in I
I the longest document. II I
I 2. Mailing List Management Number of addresses on file. II I
I 3. Personnel and Member Number of employees. I
I Information Files Number of members. II I
I 4. Facility Scheduling Number of reservable slots I
I and Reservations per day. I
I Number of days scheduled in I
I advance. II I
I 5. Cash Receipts and Number of unique sales I
I Disbursements for items. II Shop Merchandise II I
I 6. Inventory Number of unique items. II I
I 7. Accounts Receivable/ Number of member accounts. I
I Member Billing II I, I 8. Accounts Payable Number of vendors. II I
I 9. General Ledger Number of general ledger II accounts. II I
I10. Payroll Number of employees. II I
Ill. Tournament Scheduling Number of courts used. I
I Number of matches per day. II IL...................._......................................J
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specifications generally will specify the number of disk

drives required for program operation, and information on

record lengths and the maximum number of records

accommodable by the program. Thus, given the program

specifications and the approximate application storage

Volumes, the user should be able to determine whether or not

the proposed program is adequate for the amount of data to

be processed.

For instance, a prospective general ledger program may

offer support for up to 96 different ledger accounts. If

the organization's estimated general ledger storage volume

is close to or greater than 96 accounts, the program in

question definately should be rejected. Acceptable programs

should provide at least a 10 percent margin for expansion.

[86]

5.3.5.2 Input Terminal Requirements

A multi-user or multi—terminal computer system may be

necessitated by one or both of the following situations:

(1) a terminal is needed or desired in more than one

location, and/or (2) the quantity of data to be entered

dictates multiple input terminals. [86] In the former case,

the number of terminals sought is determined by convenience

considerations. For example, a racketball club may wish to
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place one terminal in the accounting office, one on the

secretary's desk for word processing, and one at the front

desk for customer inquiries and reservations. Such a case

certainly may be valid; however, it is not the intended

subject of this section. Rather, this section focuses on
the latter case where more than one terminal may be needed

to fulfill data entry requirements.

Before the number of terminals required can be

determined, the user will need to estimate the input volume

per month for the prospective computerized system. That is,

the user must attempt to identify all significant sources of

input whether to effect transactions, updates, inquiries,

programming, or output requests. Once the input sources

have been identified, an estimation should be made of the

number of input occurances per month and the number of

keystrokes afforded each. The objective is to determine the

total number of keystrokes or character introduced to the

system by the users during a month span. This number

divided by an expected input rate will provide the number of

hours needed for data input.

Table 22 exhibits a format for calculating input volumes

in terms of keystrokes. Presented are a few common

applications and input sources. The user, in completing the

Input Volume Worksheet, should include all candidate
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applications and corresponding significant input sources.

The user should also include any other activities requiring

regular data input, such as in—house programming.

In column A of Table 22, Volume Per Month, the user

should record the quantities of input sources expected per

month. Entries are then multiplied by factors from column

B, Keystrokes Per Input Unit. The factors exhibited in

Table 22 reflect this author's estimates of typical input

unit sizes in terms of keystrokes or characters. These

estimates may be, and no doubt should be, adjusted by

individual users to provide more accurate keystroke

measurements. For example, in Table 22, under Word

Processing, a page of input is estimated to contain 1,500

characters. The individual user may find that the typical

page of input for his/her word processing needs contains

only 1,200 characters. Thus, 1,200 would be substituted for

the given 1,500.

The next column, Keystrokes Per Month (AxB), contains the

products of columns A and B. These products represent the

total number of keystrokes or characters per input source.

This column is totaled at the end of the worksheet, and the

total is used in determining the required number of input

terminals for the computer system.
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TABLE 22
Input Volume Worksheet

{ Application and Volume Keystrokes Per Keystrokes{
| Input Source(s) Per Month Input Unit Per Month |

{ (A) (B) (AXB) {
{WORD PROCESSING |

{Double-spaced pages x 1,500 = {

{Updates or corrections x 300 = {

{MAILING LIST MANAGEMENT {

{Additions or changes x 125 = {

{INVENTORY {

{Issues x 30 = {

{Receipts _________ x 30 = {

{GENERAL LEDGER {

{Journal entries x 40 = {

{PAYROLL {

{Input of hours x 25 = {

{FACILITY SCHEDULING {
{AND RESERVATIONS {

{Inquiries _________ x 40 =_________{

{PROGRAMMING {

{Programming sessions x10,000 = {

I I
I I{Total Keystrokes Per Month {
L........................................................J
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an estimate of total keystrokes per month, Table 23

provides a guide for determining the number of terminals

required to accommodate data entry. [59] While the first

two table entries are largely self—evident, some explanation

may be needed and thus is offered for the remainder.

Data entry is essential to all computer systems, but

timing of data entry is seldom uniform throughout the

working day, week, month, or year. Therefore, after

calculating and considering the average number of keystrokes

required per day, the user should estimate the peak workload

for the organization's busiest day. Also, recognizing that

peaks often occur in daily transactions, the user will need

to break down the peak load into morning and afternoon

periods as outlined in Table 23.

Granted, these peak workloads may exist for only a small

percentage of the total system usage time, nevertheless they

must be anticipated and managed. Note that if the peak

loads are uncommon and/or narrowly indicate the need for

more than one terminal, it may be more advantageous to

reschedule work than to opt for a multi—user system.

Depending on experience and the complexity of the data

entry task, a terminal operator typically can perform
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TABLE

23Worksheetto Determine the Number of Input Terminals
Required for Data Entry

I I
I Total number of keystrokes or characters I
I to be entered per month I
I (Taken from the total of the Keystrokes I
I Per Month column in Table 22) I
I I
I I
I Divide by 22 = Average keystrokes I
I par day ................ I
I I
I I
I I
I Morning Afternoon I
I I
I I
I Peak keystroke loads per I
I morning and afternoon work II periods I
I I
I I
I Divide by 5000 = Hours of I
I terminal utilization required I
I per work period ____________ ____________I
I I
I I
I Divide by 2,5 to 3 operator I
I hours = Number of input I
I terminals needed per work I
I period ____________ ____________ I
I I
I I
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between _3,000 and 8,000 keystrokes per hour. [59] A

conservative figure and the one suggested here is 5,000

keystrokes per hour. The peak keystroke load is divided by

5,000 to derive the number of hours per work period that

data entry is required.

The required data entry hours are then divided by the

number of available terminal operator work hours to give the

number of terminals needed for the proposed amount of data

to be entered. One hundred percent, eight—hour

operator/terminal utilization during the work day is

probably an unrealistic expectation. A more practical

assumption would be five- to six-hour utilization per day or

two and one half- to three-hour utilization per half-day

work period as shown in Table 23. Recognizing that daily

routines often restrict data entry at certain times, the

user may need to adjust the given number of terminal

operator hours to reflect specific situations.

The bottom line of Table 23 provides estimations of the

number of input terminals required by the organization.

Note that these estimations are subject to multiple user

approximations, and thus do not propound precise

measurements. Assuming that the user has not grossly

overestimated input volumes, the resulting number of needed

terminals should probably be rounded upward rather than

downward to provide for future contingencies. [86]
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5.3.5.3 Print Speed Requirements

As stated in Section 3.6.3, print quality and print speed

are the two primary printer—selection criteria. Unlike

print quality, however, required print speed can be

quantifiably measured given projected output volumes. Thus,

in addition to input volume, the user should attempt to

estimate the computer system's output volume or the number

of printed pages to be outputted per month. To accomplish

this task, the user will need to review each candidate

application and subsequently to identify all output

documents regularly produced by the system, such as reports,

memos, letters, lists, checks, etc.

In order to utilize the print speed requirement tables

provided in this section, Tables 24 and 25, the user must

approximate output volume in terms of monthly printed pages.

Herein, a page is defined as containing approximately 250

words or 1,500 characters. Obviously, not all output

documents constitute full pages of output. Such is the case

with mailing labels, memos, and checks. Therefore, the user

needs to adjust such output volumes to reflect some

consistent page definition, not necessarily 1,500

characters. For example, if mailing labels average 125

characters each, then 12 labels would approximate a full,

1,500 character page of output. Assuming that the
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organization produces 2,500 mailing labels per month, those

mailing labels convert to about 208 pages. To calculate

output volume, the user may wish to construct an output

volume worksheet similar in format to the input volume

worksheet displayed in Table 22.

Having estimated the total number of pages per month to

be produced by the computer system, the user may consult

Table 24 or Table 25 to derive that recommended print speed

to accommodate the organization's anticipated output volume.

Table 24 consists of a chart coordinating pages outputted

per month to required print speeds. Assumptions used in the

derivation of Table 24 are as follows:

1. A page comprises 250 words or 1,500 characters. Such a
page typically displays one—inch margins, double-spacing,
and ten—pitch print.

2. Each print line comprises 60 characters.

3. The printer duty cycle is 25 percent or two hours per
eight—hour period.

4. Actual printer throughput is 40 percent slower than
stated printer specifications; thus, the throughput
factor used is 1.4.

The third assumption refers to a printer "duty cycle."

The duty cycle is the amount of time per day that the

printer can actually function. Most low—cost, i.e. less

than $1,000, printers have a duty cycle of 25 percent,

meaning that in an eight—hour day, the printer can print for

only two hours.
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TABLE 24
Pages Printed Per Month Versus Required Print Speed

I I
I Pages Per Month Required Print Speed II I
I Less than 1,000/month 12 to 20 cps I
I I
I 1,000 to 5,000/month 20 to 80 cps I
I I
I 5,000 to 10,000/month 80 to 150 cps I
I I
I 10,000 to 20,000/month 150 to 280 lpm I
I I
I 20,000 to 50,000/month 280 to 700 lpm I
I I
I 50,000 to 100,000/month 700 to 1,400 lpm I
I I
I 100,000 to 500,000/month 1,400 to 6,800 lpm I
I I
I 500,000 to 1,000,000/month 6,800 to 13,000 lpm II I
I II I
I Note: cps = characters per second I
I lpm = lines per minute II I
I I
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Assumption four exists to account for printer

"throughput" or the printer's speed on a per—page basis.

Herein calculated print speeds assume continuous printing

and do not take into account the time required for such

activities as carriage returning, line spacing, and tabbing.

Therefore, when these factors are considered, the printer

actually must be able to print faster than the calculated

requirement to produce the desired results. [88]

The throughput factor attempts to adjust the calculated

characters per second (cps) or lines per minute (lpm) to

more realistically reflect the needed printer speed.

Consequently, when considering printers with advanced

capabilities to enhance speed, such as bidirectional

printing, logic-seeking functions, and express horizontal

tabbing, relatively smaller throughput factors should be

used.

If the assumptions for Table 24 do not satisfactorily

reflect the user's particular page or printer definition,

the user may opt to complete the worksheet provided in Table

25. This worksheet allows the user to substitute

individualized specifications for those incorporated into

Table 24.
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TABLE 25

Print Speed Requirement Worksheet

I I
I Pages per month I
I I
I I
I Divide by 22 = Average pages per IIday _...........I
I I
I I
I Peak daily page load II I
I Multiply by number of characters per I
I page = Characters per day I
I I
I I
I Divide by printer duty cycle in I
I hours (2 is recommended) I
I = Characters per hour I
I I
I I
I Divide by 3,600 = Minimum I
I characters per second (cps) II I
I Multiply by the throughput factor I
I (1.4 is recommended) I
I = Required cps I
I I
I I
I I
I Note: To convert cps to lpm (lines per minute), I
I multiply cps by 60 and divide by the number I
I of characters per line. I
I IL.............................................................J
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5.3.6 Requirements Documentation

The requirements document is intended to provide a

concise, yet thorough outline of how the software being

sought should perform for the organization. More precisely,

the document should describe each candidate application's

requirements so that a person unfamiliar with the

organization’s operations can effectively relate the stated

requirements to software packages available on the market.

[26] The more unusual or unique the requirements, the more

detailed the user should be in the documentation. Keep in

mind, however, that no one will enthusiastically aspire to

read a document of mammoth proportions; thus, each

requirements description should be stated as succinctly as

possible.

As of yet, no formal or standardized format has been

established for requirements documentation. However, there

are some standard topics which should be addressed when

applicable. These topics include: (l) input sources and

requirements, (2) output descriptions, (3) special

calculations and general processing, (4) special

requirements or characteristics, and (5) volumes and

statistics. [26]

Fortunately, if the user has performed the planning and

selection methodology steps to this point, most of the
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research_ necessary for the requirements document is

complete. That is, the user will have reviewed and

critiqued the organization's operating methods, giving the

user a clear idea of exactly how various applications should

function. Succeeding that critical review, the user will

have assembled a list of candidate applications and thereto

assigned priorities, collected current and anticipated input

sources and output documents, and estimated current

operating volumes and growth potentials. These elements,

arranged in logical fashion, compose the requirements

document. For clarity, the user may also wish to attach

example input and/or output documents.

Table 26 exhibits an example mailing list management

requirements document. Note that in the Input section, data

fields needed in the application are listed. Depending on

the application being addressed, such a specification of

required fields may or may not be necessary. In the case of

mailing list software, there are often hampering

restrictions on the number of data fields provided for each

mailing record. Therefore, for each application, the user

is advised to investigate a few popular software packages

to identify any unique restrictions which might merit

address in the respective documentation.
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TABLE 26

Example Requirements Document

I Mailing List Management Requirements Document I

I I
I INPUT II I
I Random Input From: Membership applications I
I Employment applications I
I Telephone inquiries I
I Local businesses I
I Creditors I
I Other recreations department files II I
I Fields Needed: Name I
I Employer's name I
I Street address I
I City, State, Zip code I
I Home telephone I
I Work telephone II Status code I
I Account code II Comments I
I I
I OUTPUT II I
I 1. Mailing Labels -- Sorted by name, zip code, account I
I code, or status code. I
I I
I 2. Letters —- Merge word processing with mailing list to I
I insert addresses and salutations in form letters. I
I I
I 3. Screen Inquiry: -- To check the correctness of I
I addresses called by name or account code. I
I I
I VOLUMES I
I I
I —- Approximately 1,760 addresses currently on file. I
I -- File growth rate of about 20 percent per year. I
I —- Approximately 2,500 labels printed per month. I
I I
I SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS II I
I The ability to retrieve a mailing record from only I
I partial field information. I;.........................................................4
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5.3.7 Egofessiogal Qogsgltatiog

The ultimate goal of the small computer project is to

implement a computer system which will increase the

organization’s working efficiency and decision-making

competence. A computer system represents a substantial

investment of resources, but more importantly, it represents

an investment in the organization's future. With so much at

stake, the first-time user can hardly be faulted for seeking

the guidance of a computer expert.

The methodology given in this chapter is intended to

bypass the computer consultant and accompanying high fees;

however, circumstances may prove sufficiently strained,

nebulous, or complex as to warrant professional

consultation. Such circumstances may include:
—- The in—house staff can not devote the time necessary to

conduct a thorough, reliable planning and selection
study.

-- The current manual system is inadequate, and the in—house
staff does not possess the expertise to make corrections.

·— There is indecision as to the future direction of the
organization.

—— The organization's operations appear atypical, and thus,
extensive software customization is anticipated.

—- Applications are highly interdependent, requiring careful
integration.
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A multi-user or multi-terminal system is anticipated,
making the the overall system more complex and expensive.

-- Decision—makers are not confident in the acquired
expertise and/or judgement of the project director and
project team.

Given that unusually difficult or complex impasses do

arise, the organization's staff should not be expected to

bridge them alone. Rather than wasting valuable time on

futile searches for answers, a computer consultant can be an

excellent source of temporary service and advise without the

ongoing expense of hiring. [87] A competent consultant

should be able to assist in all the planning and selection

areas outlined in Table 17, contract negotiations, and

system conversion. If a consultant is used for the entire

computer acquisition process, the cost could be substantial.

Therefore, the user should limit consultation to only those

areas posing problems. A nudge in the right direction may

be all that is needed.

Due to demand, computer consultants are becoming

increasingly prevalent. Thus, finding a competent, reliable

consultant should not be difficult. They often do not

advertise, getting their business through referrals from

professional and business contacts. [86] Conseguently, the

user may locate a consultant through recommendations from

friends, associates, and other sports organizations having
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undertaken similar automation activities. The user may also

refer to publications and directories, the telephone book

Yellow Pages, computer clubs, user groups, and selected

certified public accounting firms. Beware, however, of

consultants highly recommended by specific computer vendors;

they may exhibit a conscious or unconscious bias toward the

vendor's products.

Once a viable consultant is located, qualifications

should be evaluated via resume, references, and interview.

The resume will reveal background and work experience, and

references will hopefully confirm the prospective

consultant's integrity. The interview, however, should be

weighed most heavily in the hiring decision. Though not an

exclusive list, the user should consider the following

criteria during the interview session: [86,87]
—- A good understanding of business management as well as

computer planning, selection, contracting, and
implementation.

-- An interest in and enthusiasm for the organization's
activities and goals.

-— A broad knowledge of the current computer industry, not
just a narrow familiarity with a few computer models.

-- Experience with other similar sports organizations.
—— An ability to communicate in layman's terms.

-- A personality conducive to a close working relationship.
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Retaining a consultant is not inexpensive. Rates usually

start at $20 to $25 per hour, and can range into the

hundreds of dollars per hour. Consequently, consulting time

should be minimized as much as possible. The suggestions

given below can help to limit consultation time and expense:

[86,87]

-- Designate one or two people to work closely with the
consultant during the assignment.

-— Determine precisely what questions are to be answered
and/or activities performed before the consultant
arrives.

-- Do not hesitate, if appropriate, to limit consultation
time to less than a day.

-- Find out initially what specific information the
consultant requires and have that data ready on request.

-— Be prepared with information on the organization's
operations. In-house staff can gather such data more
quickly and less expensively than can the consultant.

-- If the consultant wishes to work on—site, provide a
quiet, comfortable location.

-— Inform the consultant of any special circumstances,
preferences, or limitations which might expedite the
assignment.

—- If multiple consultants are hired for different aspects
of the computer system study, inform each of the other's
existence so that they may coordinate their efforts.

In conclusion, consultants rarely guarantee their work.

Therefore, any risk in decision—making is usually the sole

responsibility of the sports organization. Recognizing

this, consultants should only be retained to provide

direction and assistance, not final decisions.
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5.4 SOETWARE EYALUATION

Before the software search is launched in earnest, the

user should be confident of his/her general software

knowledge. That is, the user should have at least a

definitional understanding of programming languages, system

software, application software, and software acquisition

options. These topics are covered in Chapter 4 of this

thesis, and the user is urged to review this material prior

to continuing the software search and evaluation.

As stated in Chapter 4, there are two primary categories

of computer software--system software and application

software. System software, especially the operating system,

is rarely supplied by vendors other than computer hardware

vendors. The operating system is integral to the hardware's

operation; thus, the hardware configuration and its assigned

operating system generally may be considered one unit.

Hence, operating systems, while technically software, are

evaluated in Section 5.5, Hardware Evaluation. This section

is primarily concerned with searching for and evaluating

application software and its vendors.
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5.4.1 yggdg; List Ereparatiog

Once the organization's requirements have been defined

and documented, the user should begin to compile a list of

probable software vendors. In the search for software, the

user will likely find that reliable, efficient software for

general business applications, such as that for accounting

and file management, is not difficult to locate. However,

sports application software, being in considerably lesser

demand, is not as readily attainable. Therefore, the user

should be prepared for an extensive market search for

software which adequately fulfills the sports organization's

needs and which is properly supported by financially stable,

reputable vendors.

The first-time computer user probably is best advised

initially to investigate "canned" or "packaged" programs.

These are generalized programs written for sale in the mass

market. Thus, the programs are exposed to extensive

testing, and development costs are spread over a wide base.

For the user, this means that most malfunctions will have

been discovered and corrected, and that the programs may be

purchased more cheaply than if they were custom designed and

written.

In general, packaged software is intended to satisfy the

most common needs of the masses; consequently, it may lack
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some unique features desired by the user. In such a case,

the user will need to weigh the incremental time and cost of

custom programming against the anticipated benefits thereof.

The user, however, is advised to exhaust all avenues to find

packaged software before considering costly custom software

development. [26]

Today, the novice's most common source of packaged

software is the computer store. [76] There are, however,

many other sources which the user can not afford to

overlook, especially when in search of rare, sports—specific

software. In preparing a software vendor list, the user

should pursue the following sources of, or avenues to,

packaged software: (1) computer stores, (2)

advertisements/mail order, (3) user groups/computer clubs,

(4) friends/business associates, (5) consultants, (6)

computer fairs, and (7) hardware vendors.

Each of the above points is briefly described in the

following paragraphs. From these sources, the user should

be able to derive an adequate list of feasible software

vendors.

Computer stores are retail establishments, often chains,

which supply and usually maintain computer hardware and

software. Typically, they are conveniently located in

shopping centers or other highly frequented shopping areas,
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and as mentioned earlier, are excellent mediums for initial

contact with hardware and software. Computer stores usually

market only four or five brands of single-user small

computer systems and the software compatible with those

products. Some multi-user systems may be available.

Computer stores can be located via the Yellow Pages under

"computers" or "data processing."

Sports application programs, not commonly found in

computer stores, are often advertised in publications,

particularly sports—oriented periodicals. Appendixes B and

D give information on some leading computer and sports

periodicals. Most advertisements indicate a mail-order

relationship with a software house or independent

programmer. Investigate applicable, advertised programs by

calling or writing for brochures and/or documentation and

the name of the nearest product vendor.

User groups or clubs are assemblages of computer users

with common hardware or application interests who associate

to further their knowledge in the topical areas for which

the group is formed. Members often maintain software

libraries, and develop and trade programs among themselves.

If local user groups exist, they may provide valuable,

seasoned advise on what software and hardware to avoid, what

products to pursue, and where to find them.
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Perhaps the user's most valuable information source

exists in computer-experienced friends and business

associates who have computerized similar operations. Such

contacts can provide copies of noncopyrighted software and

can conduct demonstrations of other applicable software

packages. Having once engaged in their own software

searches, friends and associates should be able to recommend

several creditable software vendors or other information

sources.

Small business and computer consultants are yet another

possible source of software and/or advise. In addition to

consultation services, many consultants provide programming

services for their clients and market software to the

general public. Computer consultants may also hold classes

to aid users in finding and selecting the proper software.

Computer fairs, often sponsored by user groups, computer

stores, or specific manufacturers, essentially are a means

of introducing current and prospective computer users to

various hardware and software products. Computer fairs

provide an opportunity for vendors informally to demonstrate

and to promote hardware and software to potential customers.

Those attending are exposed to various software packages and

to other users from whom they may learn of useful

publications, user groups, and consultants. Upcoming
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computer fairs may be promoted via computer stores,

newspapers, computer publications, and direct mail.

A final alternative in the software search is to contact

major computer hardware manufacturers. Company sales

offices are usually located in major cities. Some hardware

vendors develop software in—house, but the majority of

vendors contract outside firms to supply software for their

particular products. The hardware vendor can usually

provide a software directory or "blue book" describing

available software and indicating companies to contact for

further information. Software directories for various

hardware vendors may also be located in bookstores and

computer stores. If the user is, for some reason,

interested in a particular brand of computer hardware, that

hardware vendor certainly should top the user's potential

software vendor list.

5.4.2 yggdg; gggtag;

5.4.2.1 Contact Method Determination

Having compiled a software vendor list, Section 5.4.1,

the user should devise a plan for contacting the proposed

vendors. Basically, two contact methods are available to

the user: (1) written contact via a Request Eor Proposal

(REP), and (2) verbal contact via telephone or personal
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visit. The chosen contact method should depend primarily on

the user's computer system budget.

If the user's total budget for hardware and software is

adequately large to attract computer sales representatives,

i.e. greater than $20,000, the user should prepare an REP.

[59] In short, the REP is a formal request for software

solutions to the organization’s data processing needs. REP

contents are discussed in Section 5.4.2.2.

If in search of a single-user system or of a total system

configuration costing less than approximately $20,000, the

user probably should not submit REPs. [59] The profit

incentive for the Vendor simply will not warrant a response.

Also, a small budget does not afford the user extensive

custom programming or program modification. Thus, the

software search reduces to a series of compromises, seeking

the best requirements fit rather than the perfect or near

perfect fit. Verbal Vendor contact is discussed in Section

5.4.2.3.

It would be convenient if the user could obtain all

software and hardware from one source; however, if sports-

specific applications are to be fulfilled, a one-Vendor

system is unlikely. The user, nonetheless, should attempt

to purchase relating or potentially relating programs from a

single Vendor. Eor example, accounts receivable, accounts
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payable, general ledger, payroll, and inventory programs may

be purchased separately, but the applications' functions are

highly interrelated. Thus, it is best if the programs

display similar characteristics both in terms of input and

output format.

The user probably will have to utilize a combination of

vendors to satisfy the organization's overall requirements,

but be reminded that the chosen software combination

eventually will have to conform to one hardware

configuration. The hampering problem of software/hardware

incompatibility exists and must be respected, but it is

waning. Many software vendors, especially independent mail-

order vendors, have recognized the problem and often will

configure their software products to match the user's

hardware and operating system specifications.

5.4.2.2 Vendor Contact Using An RFP

Given that the user's computer system budget is large

enough to warrant some special attention from vendors, an

RFP is an appropriate means of vendor contact. Briefly

stated, the RFP should clearly communicate to the vendor the

sports organization's needs or specifications so that the

vendor may respond with software and hardware suggestions to

satisfy all or a portion of the stated needs. While the
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user may opt to contact Vendors Verbally, there are several

persuasive advantages in using a written REP. Such

advantages include:

-- The REP invites the Vendor to propose his/her best
software/hardware configuration within the indicated
budgetary constraints and desired specifications.

-- REP preparation forces the computer project team to be
clear and concise in describing the organization's data
processing requirements.

-- The REP implicitly notifies the Vendor that the
acquisition process is a competitive one from which
alternatives will be chosen according to the user‘s
discretion.

—- The REP requests from the Vendor a written statement of
the Vendor's product capabilities which later may be
incorporated into an acquisition contract.

-- The REP allows the user to bypass the Vendor's
traditional sales pitch. [26] The Vendor probably will
respond only if confident of his/her products' ability to
perform as required.

Minimally, an REP should contain the following four

parts: (l) cover letter, (2) general information section,

(3) system requirements section, and (4) Vendor's response

format. Each part's contents is outlined in Table 27. The

outline is intended as a guide to REP preparation; the user

is urged to add needed or to omit nonapplicable information.

The REP cover letter introduces the user to the Vendor

and states the purpose of the contact. It asks the Vendor to

respond to the requirements revealed in the enclosed

documents in the format requested therein. Vendors should
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TABLE 27

RFP Contents Outline

I I
I I. Cover Letter (addressed to a specific contact I
I person, if known) I
I A. Statement of purpose I
I B. Introduction to the enclosed documents I
I C. Invitation to ask questions of the user I
I D. Statement that the vendor's response may be I
I included in an acquisition contract I
I I
I II. General Information Section I
I A. Brief introduction to the organization I
I 1. Organization's name and type of business I
I 2. Number of employees I
I 3. Number of locations I
I 4. Number of customers/members I
I 5. Seasonal characteristics I
I 6. Significant future plans I
I 7. Reasons for automating I
I 8. Unique organization features I
I B. Computer system budget (that amount I
I relinquishable to the vendor) I
I C. Due date for vendor responses I
I D. Expected decision date I
I I
I III. Requirements Section I
I A. Prioritized application list with tentative I
I implementation dates (see table 20) I
I B. Requirement documentation as described in I
I Section 5.3.6 (one section per application) I
I C. Any clarifying statements concerning specific I
I applications or the overall system, i.e. the I
I number of terminals needed and printer speed I
I I
I IV. Vendor's Response Format I
I A. Software recommendation I
I 1. Recommended software and how it fits the I
I organization's stated requirements I
I 2. Proposed software modifications and — I
I modification costs I
I 3. Who developed the software and when I
I 4. Software deve1oper's years in business I
I 5. Software language(s) I
I I
L..........................................................J
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TABLE 27 (cont.)

RFP Contents Outline

F'“"‘“"”"’""‘”“'“""'“"“"""““”“""‘“'”"'“""“““""““7
I A. Software recommendation (cont.) I
I 6. Required operating system I
I 7. Will the software function properly with I
I maximum configuration of the recommended II hardware? I
I 8. Cost of each recommended software package I
I 9. Software warranty period I
I B. Hardware recommendation I
I 1. Recommended hardware configuration including I
I printer I
I 2. Maximum hardware configuration, i.e. maximum I
I work stations, memory capacity, mass storage I
I 3. Hardware manufacturer’s background I
I a. Manufacturer's name and headquarter's I
I location I
I b. Years in business I
I c. Relationship with Vendor I
I 4. Number and location of computers of the type I
I recommended which have been installed by the I
I Vendor I
I 5. Cost of the recommended hardware I
I 6. Hardware warranty period I
I 7. Special environment requirements I
I 8. Payment terms I
I C. Support services I
I 1. Software and hardware maintenance I
I a. Cost I
I b. Average turnaround time I
I c. Location of nearest service center(s) I
I 2. Operator training I
I 3. Program testing I
I D. Additional costs I
I 1. Hardware delivery I
I 2. Supplies per year I
I 3. Extra documentation I
I 4. Future operator training I
I 5. Other I
| E. Vendor's background I
I l. Years in business I
I 2. Financial position (may request a current I Q
I financial statement) I Q
I 3. List of customer references using similar I Q
I software and hardware in the geographic area I :

I
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be invited to contact the user prior to the response due

date if questions arise.

The general information section exists to familiarize the

Vendor with the sports organization's present environment

and future plans. Also, this section should specify time

and budget constraints. The indicated Vendor response

deadline should represent a time compromise between user and

Vendor, the user desiring immediate reply and the Vendor

typically requiring time to prepare the paperwork. A

reasonable response date may be two to three weeks after the

Vendor receives the REP. The user also should specify a

date by which the Vendor will be recontacted regarding the

user's decision whether or not to pursue further the

Vendor's proposal.

whether to include or to exclude a budgetary constraint

in the REP is a debated subject. The opposing argument

protests that many Vendors, given a definite budgetary

constraint, will fit a computer system to the budget rather

than to the organization's needs. [30] This author suggests

that if the user's budget is open-ended and system cost is

purely a secondary concern, exclude mention of a budget.

However, if the sports organization's management has
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approved only a certain amount of funding, that amount

should be revealed so that the Vendor may propose an

applicable system within the budget's confines. Otherwise,

the Vendor may unknowingly, but justifiably propose a system

which the user cannot possibly afford. In such a case, both

the user's and the Vendor's time is wasted. Irrespective of

the Vendor's reasoning in suggesting a particular computer

_system, it is ultimately the user's responsibility to screen

the Vendor's proposal and to decide whether or not the

Vendor's products might actually satisfy the organization's

needs.

The RFP's requirements section presents specific

requirements for each application nominated for automation.

Requirements are stated primarily in terms of software,

because software usually dictates hardware. The user

should, however, indicate any special hardware requirements,

such as multiple work stations or desired ergonomic

features. The requirements section's bulk consists of the

requirements documentation described in Section 5.3.6.

Unguided, Vendor responses may not yield all the

information desired by the user. Consequently, a section

should be included in the RFP suggesting a format for

vendors' responses. This hopefully will encourage proposals

to be more uniform, and thus more easily compared and
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evaluated. Also, vendors may be more willing to respond

given a specific guideline. Note that the user should

evaluate not only the vendor's products and services, but

also the vendor. Therefore, a section requesting

information on the vendor's background is essential.

5.4.2.3 Vendor Contact Without An REP

As previously stated, a relatively small computer system

budget will not entice a vendor to read or to respond to a

formal REP. Consequently, for a less than $20,000 budget,

the user should plan a more casual, personalized approach to

the software search. The target vendors likely will be

local computer stores and vendors of individual, specialized

programs, such as sports statistics packages.

Computer stores may be quickly screened by telephone, and

if deemed viable, further investigated in-person. Upon

arrival at the computer store, the user should present the

vendor with a candidate application list, see Table 20, and

with the organization's requirements documentation as

described in Section 5.3.6. The vendor and user should

review these documents together. The user also should

prepare a questionnaire concerning the vendor's software and

hardware recommendations, support services, additional

costs, and professional background. Such a questionnaire 4

I
1
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may be modeled after Section IV of the REP Contents Outline

presented in Table 27. Oral rather than written responses

should be solicited.

When inquiring about specific application programs

advertised by mail—order vendors, the user should request

information concerning not only the software's operation and

hardware requirements, but also concerning available support

services and the vendor’s background. Mail-order vendors

usually respond to inquiries with a standard package of

brochures, documentation, and sample output designed to

illustrate the software strengths. In addition, the vendor

often encloses an order form to be completed and returned

with payment.

While perhaps a convenient way to purchase software, the

user should never order a program without first varifying

the vendor’s reputation and witnessing a program

demonstration. [26] The vendor’s integrity may be checked

via past customers and/or consumer protection services. The

user should insist that the vendor arrange a demonstration

or a free trial period of the software. What to look for in

a program demonstration is outlined in Section 5.4.4.

I

I
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5.4.3 initial Screening gf yendo; Responses

The user can not be expected to conduct a complete, fair

evaluation of the vendor's proposed products without first

witnessing and participating in a demonstration and

reviewing the system documentation. However, some initial

screening of the vendor's written or verbal proposals must

be performed to determine which products will be considered

further. This section's purpose is to provide a guide for

methodically screening vendor responses.
4

REP responses and verbal vendor contact need not be the

only source for the decision criteria. Numerous software

and hardware buyer's guides and other reference materials

are available to afford reviews and critiques of specific

computer products. The user should explore such

publications to gain more objective opinions of proposed

software and hardware configurations. Derived information

will be valuable during ensuing demonstrations as well as in

the screening process.

At the minimum, the vendor screening process should

involve an overview of five areas: (1) software fit, (2)

hardware suitability, (3) support services, (4) vendor

background, and (5) cost. Other areas of importance to the

user may be considered as information is available.
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Table 28 exhibits a worksheet for screening vendor

proposals considering the five areas stated above. One

worksheet should be completed for each application to be

automated; Table 28 is prepared for an accounts payable

application. Each of the five evaluative areas is given a

numerical weight, the total of which equals 100. Shown

weights represent this author's suggestions; these weights

should be adjusted to reflect user preference. Using

worksheets similar to that displayed in Table 28, the user

can quantitatively compare vendor proposals for each

candidate application. Top contenders then may be contacted

to request an appointment for a demonstration of the

vendor’s products.

When screening REP responses, the user likely will

discover that many vendors will disregard the proposed

response format and provide only that information which they

believe is relevant or necessary. If such a proposal is

received and deemed viable, the user should call the vendor

to obtain omitted information or to clarify any nebulous

points.

As stressed in Chapter 4, software fit should be the

user's primary concern in the computer system acquisition.

Without proper software, any acquired system likely will be

a detriment to the organization. Consequently, the proposed

V
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TABLE 28

Example Worksheet for Screening Vendor Proposals

I I
I Application: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE I
I II—————————————————————————————————————————————————————I
I I I I I I
I I Weights I Vendor A I Vendor B I Vendor C I
I I I I I II-------I——————————|——————————I——————————I—————-—————I
I Hardware I I I I I
I plus I I I I I
I application I I $13,250 I $8,500 I $10,725 I
I psqksqs I I I I I
I pr1¤s I I I I II—————————————I——————————I——————————I——————————I———————————I
I Software I I I I I
I fit I 40 I 35 I 15 I 31 II————————————4——————————I——————————V—————————I——————————I
I Hardware I I I I I
I suitability I 15 I 15 I 10 I 12 II————————————4——————————P-----V—————————I——————————4
I Suppprt I I I I I
I services I 15 I 2 I 10 I 13 II-------I——————————I——————————I——————————I———————————I
I Vsudsr I I I I I
I Background I 10 I 7 I 5 I 10 II-------V—————————V—————————I—————————I——————————I
I I I I I I
I Cost I 20 I 15 I 20 I 19 II-------V——————————I——————————I-----I———————————IV-------I——————————V——————————I-----I——————————-I
I I I I I I
I Tptsl I I I I I
I Points I I 74 I 60 I 85 I
I I I I I I|—————————————|——————————I——————————|—————·———·I——————·———·|
I I |Excellent ILow cost IFinancial1yI
I I Isystem Ibut bad Istable I
I Comments I Ibut no Isoftware Ivendor, I
I I Ilocal Ifit and Igood over- I
I I Iservice Ibad vendorIa11 system I
I I Icenter Ireputationl IL.........................................................4
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single most significant factor in the screening process.

The suggested hardware configuration also should pose a

consideration, but secondary to software. At this point,

hardware should be viewed more liberally with focus on

major, predetermined objections to particular hardware

features. A more thorough hardware evaluation is undertaken

in Section 5.5.

Support services should be evaluated according to the

vendor's ability to aid the user in understanding,

operating, and maintaining the proposed system. In general,

the user can expect support services to correspond directly

to dollars spent on the computer system. Put bluntly, the

larger the budget, the greater the services made available.

Aside from budget, another critical factor in vendor

support is the vendor's location relative to the user's

site. Especially in the system implementation stage, there

will be software and hardware questions and a need for

guidance from the vendor. Also, as time progresses, the

system will require maintenance service. Generally, beyond

a 25 mile site differential, all these services deteriorate

rapidly. [71] Many authors fail to emphasize the importance
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of a convenient, well-stocked service center, but its

absense could seriously hamper the system's usefulness and

foster severe user frustration. Consequently, unless a

service center is located within a short distance, the

vendor's products probably should a eliminated from further

consideration. In the case of mail—order software, the

vendor should guarantee assistance via telephone.

Most manufacturer's of large computer systems, i.e.

mainframes and large minicomputers, are well established and

financially stable. However, small computer firms, dealers,

and retail stores presently exist in a highly volatile

environment. Many have discontinued business or their

computer interests. Thus, the vendor's years in business

and financial stability should warrant particular attention.

In addition, the vendor's general reputation should be

checked via contact with current users of the vendor's

products.

Unfortunately, most users do not have unlimited funds to

expend on a computer system. While cost does not

necessarily reflect the system's potential usefulness, it

usually is a major concern and a highly restrictive factor.

Consequently, cost must be considered in the screening

process, and for purposes of the worksheet presented in

Table 28, it should be viewed on a "less is better" basis.
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The other four evaluative areas will account for the

appropriateness of the proposed system. Cost factors to be

included on each worksheet are the hardware costs and the

particular application package cost.

5.4.4 Rrgdugt Qemonstration

At this point, many questions concerning the vendor's

software and hardware products supposedly have been answered

via the RFP or vendor questionnaire described in Section

5.4.2. However, salesmen typically possess a talent for

exaggerating product strengths and de-emphasizing product

weaknesses. The software/hardware demonstration provides

the user with an opportunity to verify the vendor's claims

by participating in actual product operations and by

addressng the vendor directly as questions arise.

The necessity of a product demonstration prior to

acquisition cannot be overemphasized. A seemingly

appropriate product description may, in reality, fall

disappointingly short of the user's expections.

Fortunately, discrepancies between what a vendor promises

and what a product can actually deliver can often be

revealed through a relatively brief demonstration. The

first-time computer user is not expected to recognize all of

the flaws or potential problems associated with a computer
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evaluative areas which the user should be able to

intelligently assess. This section's purpose, therefore, is

to prepare the user for making a product assessment in

relation to the organization's data processing needs and in

relation to other vendor's products.

There are five tasks to be addressed in the total product

demonstration process: (1) make a demonstration

appointment, (2) obtain product manuals (documentation)

prior to the demonstration, (3) plan a strategy for product

evaluation, (4) conduct the demonstration, and (5) document

the demonstration's results. [76] Each of these tasks is

discussed in the following sections.

5.4.4.1 Demonstration Appointment

Depending on the number of applications to be reviewed, a

thorough demonstration may span one to three hours;

consequently, an appointment is necessary. The

demonstration may occur at the vendor's sales office or at a

second user's site where the product(s) are in operation.

Given a choice, the second user's site may be preferable in

that an opportunity is afforded to ask candid questions of

an actual user concerning satisfaction with the vendor

and/or the vendor's products.
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In some instances, the vendor may allow the user to

borrow or to rent the software and hardware for a short

trial period. The user then may devote more time to product

testing and may solicit the opinions of friends and

associates.

5.4.4.2 Predemonstration Documentation Review

Prior to the demonstration, the user should attempt to

obtain copies of the software user's manual(s) and the

hardware operator's manual(s). Simply stated, these manuals

provide instruction on how to manipulate the software and

hardware. A predemonstration review of such material is

suggested for two reasons. First, a familiarity with the

software and hardware documentation should aid the user to

comprehend more easily demonstration activities. Second,

product evaluation includes a documentation critique, see

Section 5.4.4.3. The user probably will need more than the

allotted demonstration time to inspect the software and

hardware manuals and to form therefrom a fair opinion.

If the documentation cannot be obtained ahead of time,

the user should try to arrive at the demonstration site one

or two hours early to browse through the manuals. [76] This

small effort could make a large difference in the

demonstration's flow and effectiveness.
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5.4.4.3 Demonstration Preparation

The product demonstration can be a pleasant diversion from

routine activities, but an entertaining session with the

computer is not the primary objective. Rather, the

demonstration's purpose is to provide answers for the user

concerning the product's potential fit within the

organization. The user, therefore, must be prepared to make

the appropriate inquiries.

At the minimum, user inquiries should address four

evaluative areas: (1) vendor and vendor facilities, (2)

software, (3) hardware, and (4) documentation. These, of

course, are not the only evaluative subjects to consider in

a small computer acquisition, but they are areas best judged

via firsthand experience.

If the demonstration is given at a second user's site,

the user should, at some point, visit the vendor's sales

office and/or service center to assess the business's

appearance. [59] Questions pertaining to the vendor and

vendor site should include the following:

-- Is the vendor prepared for the demonstration or does the
activity seem to represent an annoying inconvenience? If
the vendor is not personable and helpful before the
purchase, the vendor certainly will not be afterwards.

-- Does the salesperson appear knowledgeable of the system?
This may be an indicator of how much technical assistance
the user may expect from the vendor in the future.

-- Is the vendor's service center location convenient to the
organization? This factor will become very important as
repairs are needed by the computer system.
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-- Is the vendor's site clean and well-organized? Pride in
appearance may also indicate pride in products and
service.

Clearly, the single most decisive issue to evaluate in

the demonstration is software appropriateness. In preparing

for the software critique, two criteria should be foremost:

(1) data processing requirements fulfillment, and (2) user-

friendliness. To check whether or not a software product

meets application specifications, the user should compare

the software's performance to those requirements stated in

the requirements documentation, Section 5.3.6. Aside from

those express specifications, the user should look for

software flexibility, adaptability, and processing

proficiency. For example:

-- Can the program be easily modified? Most packaged
programs will not completely conform to the user's needs,
thus prompting some modification. Determine what
computer language the program is written in, whether or
not can it be modified, whether or not previous customers
have modified the package, and if so, who performed the
modifications.

-- Does the program provide transaction reports? These are
reports listing all transactions processed by the system.
Transaction reports are valuable as audit trails and as
backup files should regular files become damaged.

-- Is the program capable of detecting errors and of
instructing the user on how to make appropriate
corrections? Not all errors are routinely detectable,
but programs can be instructed to check for and to flag
anticipated errors. For instance, boundary restrictions
may be placed on such items as dates, monetary values,
and other quantitative values, and numeric field can be
checked for the presence of alphabetic characters.
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—- Are the number and size of input fields adequate for the
organization's needs? Can more fields be added as
needed? Despite efforts to anticipate precisely how many
and what size data fields are needed for an application,
users, especially first-time users, usually overlook some
present and future data entry possibilities. Thus, the
software should provide space for data fields beyond
those currently needed.

-— Are output reports easy to interpret, are they formatted
as desired, and do they contain all needed information?
Can the report format be easily changed? On how many
fields can data be sorted for output? Many newer
programs allow users to design their own report formats,
others provide multiple sort options, but permit few
format changes. Report flexibility among programs covers
a wide range; be sure that the program under
consideration is capable of producing the needed reports.

The term "user—friendly" refers to the rapport between

software and user. If a program is said to be user-

friendly, the connotation is that the program's instructions

are easy to understand and to perform. Being a sports

organization comprising first-time computer users, user-

friendliness is a very significant consideration in the

software search. Inquiries concerning user—friendliness

should include:
-— Is the program menu driven? Menus guide the user by

providing option lists wherefrom the user chooses the
desired operation(s). If a program is not menu drive,
the user must memorize commands or continually search
through manuals for the proper command words.

-- Does the program prompt the user with clear instructions?
How quickly the user can master the program is largely
dependent upon the clarity of the computer prompts.

—- How does the program respond to input errors? Is there a
subroutine on which the user can call for help? Be aware
that some programs deal with errors more advantageously
than others. Some programs simply stop without
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explanation, some display error codes, such as
"INP80736," which the user must decipher using an error
message manual. Ideally, the program should explain the
error in layman's terms and suggest a remedy which can be
immediately applied.

-- Are backup procedures easy to perform? Any data of
importance to the organization should be periodically,
often daily, backed up or copied. The more simple and
straightward the procedure, the less the chance for
errors and data loss.

During the demonstration, the user should be attentive

not only to the vendor’s software but also to the supporting

hardware. Factors influencing the hardware evaluation

should include: (1) performance capabilities, (2)

flexibility, (3) operations ease/ergonomics, and (4)

maintenance support. For an explanation of these factors,

refer to Section 5.5, Hardware Evaluation.

The final evaluative area is that of documentation. As

stated in Section 5.4.4.2, the user should attempt to obtain

copies of the software user's manual(s) and the hardware

operator's manual prior to the demonstration so that ample

time is allowed for a fair critique of the material. In

reviewing the documentation, the user should deliberate the

following questions: [26,102]

-- Who is the intended audience, and what level of knowledge
is assumed? If the assumed knowledge level is
significantly greater than that possessed by the user,
the documentation will not be of optimal use.

-— Is common terminology used? The text should give clear
explanations, preferably in layman's terms, rather than
further confusing the user with excessive arcane computer
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language. The presense of an extentive glossary is
helpful when attempting to translate computer jargon.

-— Are the manuals well organized? The manuals should be so
arranged that a desired topic can be located with minimal
effort. Topic headings should be clearly stated and
logically sequenced. Manuals surpassing approximately
ten pages should contain an index to expedite the
information search.

-- Do the manuals contain illustrations, examples, and
hands-on instructions? Illustrations can greatly reduce
the amount of text required and examples are excellent
explanative tools. Also, step-by-step instructions,
known as tutorials, can be a comforting guide for the
first-time computer user.

-— Do the manuals describe common errors and suggest how to
correct them? Where the program itself falls short in
expounding on errors, the documentation must compensate
with a thorough list of common errors, their most
probable sources, and correction suggestions.

Inquiries listed in this section may form an outline of

what the user can reasonably expect to deduce from a typical

product demonstration. The user will need to document these

deductions, thus a documentation format is suggested in

Section 5.4.4.5.

5.4.4.4 Conducting the Demonstration

Assuming that a demonstration appointment has been

scheduled, the user should be prepared to take full

advantage of the time allotment. While the vendor may have

arranged a full agenda of activities, those plans should not

be allowed to impede the user's planned evaluation process.
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That is, the user should act as a controlling participant in

the demonstration rather than as a passive spectator.

The following suggestions will help the user to conduct

an effective product demonstration.

-- Take to the demonstration the REP or vendor
questionnaire, see Section 5.4.2, and the respective
vendor's response. The organization's requirements
documentation should be included. With these documents
in hand, vendor and user can readily check product
performance against data processing requirements. Also,
obscure points in the vendor's proposal response may be
clarified.

-- Take to the demonstration a Demonstration Evaluation
Sheet. An example evaluation sheet is presented in
Section 5.4.4.5. Such a worksheet will remind the user
of those evaluative topics discussed in Section 5.4.4.3.

-- Insist that the vendor demonstrate the complete process
from setting up the computer hardware and turning on the
system's power to turning off the power. While computers
are rapidly becoming more familiar to the masses, there
are those who are completely ignorant of computer
operations. Viewing the procedure, if only once, likely
would be extremely helpful.

-— Be an active, hands-on participant in the demonstration.
This is the user's opportunity to check the computer’ system for user-friendliness and ergonomic concerns.

-- Be prepared to run through a typical computer session
using the organization's data. From this activity, the
user can judge the software's ability to handle the
organization's required data fields, to prompt the user,
and to report information.

-- Make some intentional input errors; push some wrong
buttons; try to confuse the software. If the system is
purchased, such errors will eventually, unintentionally
occur. Now is the time to discover how the system reacts
to errors.

—- Ask questions about anything of concern, whether it be
the vendor's personnel, service, or product(s). The
demonstration is a learning activity. If the user were
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completely knowledgeable of the vendor and vendor’s
products, the demonstration would not be necessary.
Answering questions is part of the vendor’s job.

—- Do not succumb to undue sales pressure. A product
demonstration does not represent an obligation to
purchase.

5.4.4.5 Demonstration Documentation

As implied in previous sections, there is a large amount

of information to be obtained and evaluated from a product

demonstration. If the user plans to view more than one or

two demonstrations, it will become necessary to document the

demonstration's results. Such documentation will provide a

basis for product comparison.

Table 29 exhibits a suggested format for a Demonstration

Evaluation Sheet. Topics listed on the worksheet are

discussed in Sections 5.4.4.3 and 5.5. Probably the most

convenient method for completing the worksheet is to observe

a rule of negative exception. That is, the user should

write enough to describe clearly items that are

unsatisfactory and simply check—off or briefly comment on

those items which meet or exceed expectations. In any case,

there should be adequate information provided to compare one

Demonstration Evaluation Sheet to another.

An evaluation sheet should be completed for each

application software package being demonstrated. Redundant
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TABLE 29
Demonstration Evaluation Sheet

I I
I Vendor Name: Date: I
I Application: I
I Software Package Name: I
I Hardware Brand Name: II I
I 1. vENDoR EVALUATION I
I I
I 1. Vendor's Enthusiasm: I
I I
I I
I I
I 2. Vendor's Technical Competence: |
I I
I I
I I
I 3. Service Center Location: I
I I
I I
I I
I 4. Vendor's Sales Office Appearance: I
I II I
I 11. SOFTWARE EVALUATION I
I I
I 1. Requirements Fit: I
I I
I I
I I
I 2. Modification Ease: I
I I
I I
I I
I 3. Transaction Reports: I
I I
I I
I I
I 4. Error Detection/Screening: I
I I
I I
I IL...........................................................J
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TABLE 29
Demonstration Evaluation Sheet (cont.)

I 5. Input Field Capacity: |
I I
I I
I II 6. Output Reports: I
I I
I I
I I
I 7. Menu Driven: |
I I
I I
I I
I 8. Prompts: I
I I
I I
I I
I 9. Error Processing: I
I I
I I
I I
I 10. Backup Procedures: I
I II I
I III. HARDWARE EVALUATION I
I I

· I 1. Performance Capabilities: I
I I
I I
I I
I 2. Flexibility: I
I I
I I
I I
I 3 . Operational Ease/Ergonomics: I
I I
I I
I I
I 4. Maintenance Support: I
I I
I I
I I
I I
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TABLE 29
Demonstration Evaluation Sheet (cont.)

I IV. DOCUMENTATION EVALUAT1oN I
I I
I 1. Intended Audience: |
I I
I I
I I
I 2. Terminologyz I
I I
I I
I I
I 3. Organization: I
I II I
I 4. Illustrations, Examples, Hands-on Instructions: I
I I
I I
I I
I 5. Common Error Explanations: I
I II I
I V. OTHER oBsERVAT1oNs I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I E I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
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information may be noted as such and omitted. While the user
need not fill out the evaluation sheet on site, it should be

completed as soon as possible after the demonstration.

Customization refers to the process of designing and

composing software to meet a specific, often unique, set of

defined needs. For the first-time small computer user,

customization probably is an option of last resort, the more

preferable option being to purchase packaged software. If,

however, after exhausting all reasonable possibilities in

the software search, a satisfactory packaged program is not

found, the user perhaps should consider custom programming.

Customization is certainly a way to guarantee that the

organization's data processing needs are met, but it also is

a timely and costly venture. In fact, it would be nearly

impossible to contract professional or nonprofessional

computer programming services for less than the purchase

price of an equivalent packaged program. [76] Nonetheless,

custom programming may be necessary for those unique sports

applications only minimally addressed by the computer

industry.

In general, there are two alternatives for custom

programming: (1) program in-house, or (2) hire a
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professional progammer from outside the organization. In-

house programming, for the first-time computer user, would

necessitate learning a computer language, probably BASIC.

While there are readily available hundreds of computer books

promising to teach BASIC within several days, reality

protests that developing an efficient, reliable program is

not quite so easy. To become a competent BASIC programmer,

probably a minimum 300 hours of study and practice would be

required. This projected 300 hours, however, assumes an

aptitude for programming; 500 hours is more probable. [8]

Given that a price is assigned to the user’s time, the

learning process is expensive, but often justifiable for

several reasons: [2]

-- The ability to program increases computer operations
awareness, and thus demystifies the computer.

-- The user’s ability to critically evaluate software is
increased.

-- The user’s logic and reasoning abilities are enhanced.

-- The user may be able to make minor modifications to
packaged programs.

Even with this effort to learn computer programming, the

typical user probably would not be capable of designing,

writing, and implementing the more complicated application

programs. Programming ability likely would be limited to

short, nonintegrated applications with simple calculations
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and simple input and output formats. Appendix E exhibits a

BASIC program within the typical novice programmer's ability

range.

To produce user-friendly computer software for complex

applications, the most efficient solution would be to hire a

professional programmer or programming team. Prospective

programmers may be located and evaluated in much the same

way as prospective consultants, see Section 5.3.7. Be

warned that a professional programmer's knowledge and

expertise, however, are not inexpensive. with labor and

overhead for equipment, facilities, and expenses, rates are

typically $30 to $50 per hour. [8] Thus, the price of a

customized program could easily range into the thousands of

dollars. If, however, the sports organization is affiliated

with an academic institution, the business, engineering, or

computer science departments may donate time, in the form of

class projects, to develop programs for the user.

Assuming that custom programming is necessary, the user

will need to define the requirements for the application in

question more thoroughly than usual. whether the

programming is performed in-house or by a professional, the

user should perform the following steps in preparation for

the program—writing effort.

1. Define the output requirements. These are the reports or
other output required from the program. The user should
gather any existing output from the current manual system
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and sketch the format of any other output needed from the
automated system. This will define the ultimate aim for
the programmer.

2. Define the input. Identify that data needed to produce
the output defined in Step l.

3. Define the processing steps. Identify those calculations
and/or sort procedures needed to convert the input data
to output form.

4. Flowchart the program logic. Simply flowchart, present
pictorially, those processing steps defined in Step 3.

5. Define any preferences in terms of input routines,
prompts, or cosmetics, such as screen boarders, blinking
lights, or colors. '

Given that the above five steps are performed completely

and accurately, a competent programmer should be able to

produce a program to satisfy user specifications. In

addition to the actual software, the user should insist on

receiving program documentation including a programmer's

guide and user's manual. Also, some arrangements should be

made concerning the software’s maintenance, whether for

updating or for error correction.

5.5With
the abundance of small computer systems available,

the average consumer would be faced with a bewildering

hardware selection decision. However, because (1) hardware

selection is secondary to software selection, (2) not all

possible hardware systems are geographically available, and
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(3) budget constraints are often prohibitive, feasible

hardware options are narrowed considerably. Even with these

simplifing option constrictions, the first-time user's

limited computer knowledge can make the selection process a

frustrating activity. Thus, the user is urged to seek a

basic understanding of computer hardware components and how

their different features may affect operations. Chapter 3

of this thesis exists to provide such an understanding and

should be read prior to the final hardware selection

decision.

In general, the hardware evaluation process should be

restricted to those systems supporting the software options

identified from the steps suggested in Section 5.4 and used

in demonstrating that software. This will guarantee that

the hardware will at least be compatible with the software

demonstrated thereon. Also, these hardware systems will

have been previously screened in relation to price and to

availability, see Section 5.4.3. However, because system

compatibility is becoming one aim of the computer industry,

exceptions to this general rule may arise. The user should

inquire about any available compatible hardware systems and

about individual hardware components that may be substituted

for a system's standard equipment. Note that all compatible

systems and components should also be viewed in operation

before a purchase is made.
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evaluating computer hardware, four topics should be

addressed: (1) performance capabilities, (2) flexibility,

(3) operational ease/ergonomics, and (4) maintenance

support. Each of these topics is discussed in the following

sections.

5.5.1 Rgrfgrmaggg Capabilities

In brief, performance capability refers to the hardware

configuration's ability to perform required tasks.

Typically, performance is objectively measurable in terms of

volume and speed, and subjectively measurable in terms of

user preference. Thus, acceptable performance measurements

may range widely depending on individual user demands, more

experienced users generally reguiring greater storage volume

and craving greater processing speed. The first—time

computer user should seek to satisfy immediate performance

needs and opt to satisfy anticipated future needs

recognizing that increased experience will certainly lead to

increased demands,

The entire computer system's performance is dependent

upon the performance of each of its parts; hence, within a

compatible hardware configuration, the user may evaluate

components separately. As previously mentioned, it may be

possible to substitute preferred components for those deemed
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unsatisfactory. Table 30 suggests some common performance

criteria to consider when evaluating various hardware

components. Terms used in the table are defined in Chapter

3.

In addition to hardware performance, the user should be

aware that the computer’s operating system, defined in

Section 4.3.1, also is critical to system efficiency. The

operating system provides the link between user, application

program, and system hardware; hence, compatibility is

essential. Usually, the operating system is supplied by the

computer hardware manufacturer, and designed to coordinate

data transfer between the CPU and peripherals. Therefore,

when a computer system is selected, the appropriate

operating system is either included in the purchase price or

readily available at an extra cost.

When considering an operating system, two issues are

foremost: (1) the number of terminals or workstations

supportable, and (2) popularity. If multiple terminals are

needed currently or in the future, be sure that the

operating system can support the activities of simultaneous

users. If only a single terminal system is anticipated, few

problems should be encountered unless the operating system

is relatively new and unproven. Operating system's are

highly complex programs; even the more established operating

{{
{
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TABLE 3O

Hardware Performance Evaluation Criteria

I I I
I HARDWARE COMPONENT I PERFORMANCE CRITERIA I
I I II——————————··—————II
I I I
ICPU I-- Word size I
I(see Sections 3.2 & 3.3)I-- Internal memory size I
I I-- Multiuser capabilities II——·———i————···l·II
IMass Storage Devices I-- Hard or floppy disk drives I
I(see Section 3.4) I-- Supported disk size I
I I-- One or two drives included I
I I-- Storage capacity per drive II—-———————————··——II
IKeyboard I-- Key arrangement I
I(see Section 3.5) I-- Special function keys I
I I-- Programable keys I
I I-- Numeric keypad I
I I-- Pressure required to depress I
I I keys I
I I-- Depression recovery speed II—-——————————IIMonitor

I-- Color capabilities I
I(see Section 3.6.2) I-- Screen size I
I I-- Graphics capability II———-———————··—·I|
IPrinter I-- Print speed or throughput I
I(see Section 3.6.3) I-- Print quality I
I I-- Tractor or friction feed I
I I-- Graphics capability I
I I-- Font interchangeability I
I—-————————······l·—·lI
IModem I-- Transmission speed I
I(see Section 3.8.1) I-- Transmission protocol I
I I-- Special dialing, answering, & I
I I disconnect features II——i-————————I|Printer

Buffer I-- Storage capacity I
I(see Section 3.8.3) I-- Interface type I
I I I

I
I
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systems contain imperfections. Thus, beware of recently

introduced operating systems and new versions of old

operating systems. [59,86]

Application programs are written to function in

conjunction with specific operating systems. Consequently,

the more prevailing the operating system, the more

application programs will be available to the user. Also,

if the chosen computer system is eventually replaced, a

popular operating system will permit a wider computer

selection while maintaining the application programs from

the old system. [59] Section 4.3.1 provides a list of the

most popular small computer operating systems presently

available.

5.5.2 Elexibility
Flexibility refers to the computer equipment’s ability to

adapt to changes in the organization's data processing

needs. Future computing activities probably will require

more internal memory and peripheral equipment than is

initially necessary. In many cases, expansion expenditures

may be postponed until the actual need arises. However,

those expansions should be planned for in the initial

purchase. Most importantly, the user will want to avoid a

situation requiring a CPU substitution to achieve desired
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changes. Replacing the CPU often necessitates software

modifications effecting input forms, clerical procedures,

and reports. [71] Obviously, the overall cost could range

well beyond the isolated cost of a new CPU.

Most small computer expansion is accomplished via

expansion slots within the CPU designed to accommodate plug-

in or add-on circuit boards. Expansion slot utilization

falls into two categories: (1) internal memory additions,

and (2) equipment additions. Memory boards may be purchased

and added to the CPU up to the system's specified maximum.

Currently available are high-density memory boards which may

advance a system to its memory capacity using only a single

expansion slot.

Expansion slots allow for the addition of hardware

components beyond the system's standard peripherals. Common

equipment addition boards include those for co-processors,

modems, tape back-up systems, additional disk drives, and

additional video monitors. If the component is entirely

containable on a board, it can rest encased in the CPU.

Otherwise, as with video monitors, the supporting circuitry

is placed in the expansion slot and connected via an ;

interface port in the back of the CPU to the
externalequipment. E

I
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The number of available expansion slots varies among

computer models. System specification sheets normally state

the number of slots provided.

5.5.3 Qpgratign Easegßrgonomigs

A computer system's operational ease is largely

determined by the user-friendliness of system software and

application software. However, certain hardware features

also can lessen computer usage complexities. Allied with

operational ease is the consideration of physical user

comfort relative to the computer hardware. This concern

with man/machine working compatibility is known as

ergonomics. These two issues, operational ease and

ergonomics, are primary in the physical evaluation of a

small computer system.

Operational ease is particularly important with small

systems whose users typically are computer novices.

Hardware features which tend to reduce confusion and to

encourage the user include:

-- clearly labled interface ports on the CPU,

-- a "QWERTY" keyboard key arrangement,

-- a numeric keypad,

-- function dedicated keys for HELP, PRINT, BREAK, INSERT,
DELETE, etc., and I

-- manual switches to change printer speed and character I
fonts. I

I
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An ergonomically p oriented hardware evaluation is

primarily applicable to those components which interface

most directly with the user, namely the keyboard and video

monitor. A conscientious ergonomic design can facilitate

productivity by reducing errors and fatique, thereby

increasing speed and efficiency. Specific ergonomic

concerns relating to the keyboard and monitor are discussed

in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.2, respectively.

At some point, the acquired computer system, certainly

will require some maintenance service beyond that which the

user can supply. Repair costs, including parts and labor,

can become onerous. Consequently, the user must consider

and plan for the inevitably need for maintenance support.

Most hardware components are protected for a limited time

by a hardware warranty which usually covers both parts and

labor. Normally, these warranties are determined by the

manufacturer, and thus seldom are negotiable. While

coverage time may extend beyond one year, the most common

warranty period is 90 days. [59]

Once the hardware warranty expires, the user is

responsible for the system's repair and maintenance costs.

Regarding these costs, the user may opt to absorb the costs

_..11.........................................................................
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as they occur, or to acquire an ongoing maintenance

contract. Assuming that the computer system is to be an

integral part of the organization's operations, the user

should aspire to devise a plan for adequate maintenance

which ultimately will decrease computer down-time at a

minimum cost. In some cases, attempting to absorb repair

and maintenance costs in-house may be cost—beneficial, but

the user would be assuming a risk which may result in

several unpleasant consequences including: (1) burdensome

parts and labor expenditures, (2) preventive maintenance

neglect, (3) a hesitation to correct small hardware problems

which, in turn, may foster larger, more expensive problems,

and (4) longer than average service turnaround times.

Two types of hardware maintenance agreement are usually

available. The first type is a carry-in agreement whereby

the user is required to deliver the computer to the service

center for repair. Generally, the fee for such service is 1

to 1.5 percent of the original hardware cost per month,

usually payable in advance on an annual basis. The second

type of maintenance agreement provides for service personnel

to respond to the user's site. The fee for on—site service

typically is 1.5 to 2 percent of the hardware cost per

month, again payable annually and in advance. [59] If the

acquired computer system is portable or if the user is
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I
hardware literate enough to isolate problems to specific

components, the carry—in service may be adequate. If,

however, the system is large and difficult to mobilize, on-

site service may be preferred.

Typically, a contracted service agreement covers parts

and labor costs for repairs, and provides for routine

preventive maintenance. Also, a maintenance contract tends

to extend to the user preferential treatment in terms of

service turnaround time. [71]

When evaluating the maintenance support offered by

various vendors or associated service centers, the following

factors should be given consideration: (1) service center

location, (2) parts availability, (3) average and worst

projected response times, and (4) cost. The importance of a

well—stocked, local service center has been previously

emphasized, but is worthy of reiteration. Service center

location and parts accessibility significantly influence

maintenance contract cost and service response time.

Inevitably, if the service center is further than

approximately 100 miles from the user's site, on—site

support costs and turnaround times will be greater. [71]

Long turnaround times, however, may simply be attributable

to poor service management. Unless the user can

conveniently tolerate extended down-times, inquiries should

I
I
I
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be made of other customers concerning the service center's

reputation for technical service and for conscientious
response.

5-6 D.E..I.$l...C¤N
At this point in the small computer planning and

selection methodology, most of the required preacquisition

research should be complete. Using selection criteria

suggested in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, the user will have

significantly narrowed available software/hardware options,

and thus should be prepared to attempt a tentative

acquisition decision or at least a further narrowing of the

options. The acquisition decision is labeled "tentative"

because contract negotiations with the respective vendors

have not yet been conducted, see Section 5.7. Negotiation

difficulties could necessitate a re-evaluation of the user's

previously made computer system choices.

Provided in the following section, Section 5.6.1, is a

discussion relating to the economics of purchasing and

operating a small computer system. Two viewpoints to a

computer cost justification are examined, and the user is

familiarized with the most common initial and recurring

costs.
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Presented in Section 5.6.2 is a systematic method for

comparing those computer systems which the user deems

feasible alternatives. Using this comparison method,

software/hardware options should be reduced to a manageable

number for the negotiation process described in Section 5.7.

5.6.1 Einangial Qgnsiderations

Two types of costs are inherent in small computer system

ownership and operation; these are initial and on-going

costs. Initial costs are those associated with the

software/hardware purchase, system accommodations, and

system implementation. These generally are one—time costs

for the user. On-going costs are those which recur

regularly during the course of computer operations. Table

31, while not all inclusive, provides a list of the most

common initial and on-going computer system costs. Many of

these costs are frequently overlooked when planning a

computer acquisition; thus, they are often referred to as

"hidden costs." Table 18 exhibits a list of common hidden

costs and some rules—of—thumb for their approximation.

Via contact with various vendors, the user should have

obtained good cost estimates relative to the

software/hardware options under consideration. The question

then confronting the user is whether or not the potential
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TABLE 31

Common Initial and On-going Small Computer System Costs

I I
I INITIAL COSTS I

I I
I Consultant's fees I
I Conversion costs in terms of additional labor time I
I to convert from a manual system II Documentation I
I Hardware, including all peripherals I
I Programmer's fees for software development I
I or modification I
I Shipping and handling I
I Site preparation I
I Software, including all system and application programs I
I State sales taxes I
I Training costs I
I I

I I
I 0N—GOING COSTS I

I I
I Backup procedures I
I Energy consumption I
I Future changes and additions I
I Hardware maintenance I
I Insurance I
I Lease or financing costs I
I Software maintenance I
I Specially preprinted forms I
I Supplies, i.e. disks, printer ribbons, and I
I printer paper I
I Telephone line costs for telecommunication services I
I IL................................._.....................4
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derivable from a system justify the costs to be

incurred. In response to this question are two distinctive

viewpoints or evaluative methods: (1) the cost—benefit

approach, and (2) the progressive approach.

The cost-benefit approach promotes the analysis of

express monetary figures assigned to all identifiable costs

and benefits associated with the computer acquisition.

These cost and benefit figures, either estimated or actual,

are then compared according to some capital investment

analysis technique to determine whether or not the computer

investment is wise in pure pecuniary terms. While the cost-

benefit analysis approach has been embraced by tradition as

a supposedly objective, reliable means of financial

analysis, there are several misgivings which suggest that

the cost—benefit approach is not always the most

appropriate, meaningful evaluative method. Thus, for those

opposing or questioning cost—benefit analysis, there is the

progressive analysis approach.

The progressive approach advocates intuitive business

judgement rather than a strict quantitative acquisition

analysis. Emphasis is placed on those intangible,

nonmeasurable benefits which often prove the computer's true

worth. Such benefits may include increased accuracy,

improved customer service, and improved data organization.
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Computers have proven their potential to be effective,

efficient business tools as evinced by the continuing

increase in demand for computer systems. The progressive

approach recognizes imposed budgetary constraints, but

argues that computers are integral to the sports world's

future, and thus, acquisition can be largely justified by

the organization's intention to improve operations and to

innovate via automation.

Proponents of the progressive analysis approach find

support primarily in arguments opposing the cost-benefit

analysis approach. Five such arguments proceed as follows:

(1) small computer systems have become decisively

affordable, and thus, generally will not represent heavy

financial burdens, (2) there is little doubt that small

computer systems, if properly applied, can be profitable

additions to most sports organizations, (3) benefits and

disbenefits translated to dollars usually represent only

estimates, and these estimates often can be easily

manipulated to reflect the desired outcome, (4) the largest

computer benefits will likely be realized after the computer

has been in operation; hence, such benefits would not be

included in a prepurchase financial analysis, and (5) the

most promoted cost-benefit analysis techniques are over-

simplified in theory and in practice; thus, resulting

figures are often misleading.
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If the user insists on preparing a traditional cost-

benefit acquisition justification, and given that objective,

reliable estimates can be obtained for all costs, benefits,

and disbenefits, this author suggests a cost—benefit

analysis technique known as net present value (NPV).

Applied properly, NPV probably is the most reputable

technique for capital investment analysis. A detailed

description of the NPV technique is beyond this thesis's

scope, but the subject is addressed in most books on capital

investment. A particularly informative discussion of NPV

and its superiority over other analysis techniques may be

found in a text by Richard Brealey and Stewart Myers

entitled Rriggiplgs gf Corporate Einagce.

In many cases, by the time a computer system is selected,

the user discovers that the initial tentative budget, see

Section 5.2.4, has been severely exceeded, making computer

purchase justification increasingly difficult. The

progressive analysis approach may salvage the computer

purchase by reminding the user that computers do herald the

future, and that absence of an immediate material payoff

does not necessarily indicate a poor investment.

One final point should be made regarding financial

considerations. Computer hardware costs have been and are Ä

declining rapidly, causing many potential purchasers to

1
1
1
1
I
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delay the computer acquisition. The logic represented by
such a delay is debuted in Smith's "Paradox of Advancing

Technology" which proceeds as follows:

Suppose that in the year 1985 we send a spaceship
to Alpha Centauri C, our nearest stellar neighbor,
only 4.28 1ight—years away. Cosmologically, that
is next door, considering that the diameter of the
universe is five billion light years. Since light
moves at 186,000 miles per second, Alpha Centauri
C is 25,100,000,000,000 miles away. We will
assume that the average velocity of our starship
is one percent that of light. If the ship left
earth in 1985, it would arrive in the star's
orbital plane in the year 2413. Suppose that by
the year 1995, we could launch a ship capable of
five percent light speed. It would get there in
2080, beating the first ship be some 333 years!
If we could attain 10 percent light speed by 2005,
that ship would arrive in 2047, and so on.
Continuing the logic of this obvious paradox to a
fitting conclusion, we should never send a ship
that far because a future one would catch and pass
it and the equipment on board would be better
also. [92]

If the user continuously waits for technology to advance

and prices to decline, he will get caught in Smith's

Paradox; the computer purchase will never materialize. If

an appropriate system can be found and is priced within

budgetary constraints, an acquisition postponement will only

postpone the inevitable and perhaps grant a technological

lead for competitors.
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5.6.2 Eigalist System Comparison

In brief, the small computer comparison procedure

described herein requires that the user assign numerical

scores to various selection criteria associated with

specific computer systems. These scores are then multiplied

by weight factors and summed to determine a total weighted

score for each computer system in question. The greater the

weighted score, the more preferred the system. p This

activity's purpose is to segment and thus to organize

systematically the user's thoughts concerning those systems

deemed feasible acquisition options. Also, by assigning

numerical scores, there is an attempt to inject as much

objectivity as possible into the system comparison.

The user should opt for objectivity in the computer

selection process, objectivity which hopefully will lead to

the most appropriate system for the organization's

particular data processing needs. Recognize, however, that

pure objectivity is seldom accomplished in any activity

performed by human beings. The user, in assigning criterion

scores will likely be influenced by nonfunctional factors

such as the CPU cabinet's color, the disk drive's whirling

sound, the neon sign on the computer store, the illustration

on the user's manual cover, or the salesperson's eye color.

These subjective influences, present, but often unrevealed
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to the user, do hold an implicit place in the selection

process. If controlled so as not to jeopardize overall

organizational goals in selecting a system, subjective

injections are acceptable in that they may make the user

more comfortable and/or more satisfied with the final

acquisition decision.

Tables 32 and 33 suggest formats for comparing those

computer systems having survived previous screenings. [78]

For purposes of this comparison method, the term "system"

refers primarily to the hardware configuration. That is,

"System A," "System B," "System C," etc. would be replaced

with hardware brand names. Software under consideration may

be compatible with more than one system option. While only

three systems are shown in demonstration, any number of

systems may be compared via this procedure.

Referring to Table 32, having specified the system

alternatives, the user should proceed to list, under

"Selection Criteria," all evaluative factors considered

significant for a thorough system comparison. The given

selection criteria are general categories which may be

expanded by the user as desired. For instance, the category

"Application Software" may be segmented into the various

specific application programs needed by the organization, or

the category "Hardware Configuration" may be subdivided to
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TABLE 32
Example System Comparison Raw Score Sheet

I I
I RAW Sc0RE SHEET II I
I I I I I
I Selection Criteria I System A I System B I System C I
I I I I II·———————————————————————%———————·——I——————————I———·———————I
I I I I I
I Cost I 8 I 9 I 10 I

I I I I I
I Application Software I 9 I 8 I 6 I

I I I I I
I System Software I 7 I 8 I 5 I

I I I I I
I Hardware Configuration I 10 I 10 I 8 I

I I I I I
I Maintenance Support I 6 I 7 I 4 II·——————————————————————·V—————————I——————————I————————·——I
I I I I I
I Warranties I 5 I 7 I 4 II————————————————————————I—————————·I——————————I———————————I
I I I I I
I Vendor Qualifications I 6 I 6 I 9 II————————————————————————I——————————I—————————·V——··——————%
I I I I I
I Documentation I 7 I 10 I 5 II————————————————————————I———————·——I————————·—I------I
I I I I I
I Training/Conversion I I I I
I Assistance I 6 I 5 I 2 IL..._....................................................J
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TABLE 33

Example System Comparison Weighted Score Sheet

V_°———-___——”°-_—”——_”_—_”°_”——_'——_-"_'-'—"""'—"""“'""'“—7
I WEIGHTED SCORE SHEET: System A I
I Seleegieg Qrigerie Weigh; gew Score Weighted ScoreI
ICost .20 x 8 = 1.60 IIApp1ication Software .22 x 9 = 1.98 IISystem Software .05 x 9 = 0.45 IIHardware Configuration .10 x 10 = 1.00 IIMaintenance Support .20 x 6 = 1.20 IIwarranties .10 x 5 = 0.50 I
IVendor Qualifications .05 x 8 = 0.40 I
|Documentation .05 x 7 = 0.35 I
ITraining/Conversion .03 x 9 = 0.27 II ..—. 2... .....__.....I
I Totals 1.00 71 7.75 I

I WEIGHTED SCORE SHEET: System B I
I Selecrieg Qrigerie Weight gew Seore Weighteg ScoreI
ICost .20 x 9 = 1.80 I
IApp1ication Software .22 x 8 = 1.76 I
ISystem Software .05 x 8 = 0.40 I
IHardware Configuration .10 x 10 = 1.00 I
IMaintenance Support .20 x 7 = 1.40 I
Iwarranties .10 x 7 = 0.70 I
IVendor Qualifications .05 x 6 = 0.30 I
|Documentation .05 x 10 = 0.50 I
ITraining/Conversion .03 x 5 = 0.15 II ....... li ......l.I
I Totals 1.00 70 8.01 I

I WEIGHTED SCORE SHEET: System C I
I Seleerieg Qrigerie Weight Bew Score Weighted Scorel
ICost .20 x 10 = 2.00 I
|App1ication Software .22 x 6 = 1.32 I
ISystem Software .05 x 5 = 0.25 I
IHardware Configuration .10 x 8 = 0.80 I
IMaintenance Support .20 x 4 = 0.80 I
Iwarranties .10 x 4 = 0.40 I
IVendor Qualifications .05 x 9 = 0.45 I
|Documentation .05 x 5 = 0.25 I
ITraining/Conversion .03 x 2 = 0.06 II .l ...7 ....._———|
I Totals 1.00 53 6.33 IL.........................................................J
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specify its various components. In short, the user may be

as specific or as general as necessary in composing the

criterion list.

The system list and criterion list form the basis for a

raw score matrix. That is, the user is to assign a value

between zero and 10, inclusive, to each criterion for each

system. This numerical score should represent the user's

relative evaluation of a particular criterion associated

with a particular system, zero indicating an extremely

unfavorable response and 10 indicating a highly favorable

response. Note that all raw scores prerecorded in Table 32

were arbitrarily choosen by the author for illustrative

purposes.

Different selection criteria vary in their significance

in the system comparison procedure. For example, the

importance of application software will almost always

outweigh that of training or documentation. To recognize

these varying degrees of significance, a weight factor is

assigned to each selection criterion. Table 33 illustrates

the weight factor assignment. weights shown in Table 33

again are for illustrative purposes. The user should

incorporate weights which reflect the organization'sI
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greater relative importance, and the sum of the weights must

equal one.

Note that Table 33 is divided into three separate

weighted score sheets, one for each computer system. For

each criterion within each system, the weight factor is

multiplied by the raw criterion score to derive a weighted

criterion score. weighted criterion scores are summed to

produce a total system weighted score.

Once a total weighted score is derived for each system,

the computer systems may be compared on a relative and

quantified basis. Referring to Table 33, System B, with a

total weighted score of 8.01, appears to be the most

preferred overall system. Hence, System B and perhaps

System A would advance in the selection methodology to the

negotiation stage as briefly described in Section 5.7.

5.7 QONIRAC1 NEGOIIAILON

Once the small computer system field has been narrowed,

via the process described in previous sections, the user

should begin contract negotiations with the vendor(s) of the

top two or three choices. Note that the negotiated contract

is normally intended as a vehicle of agreement between

management and the system vendor, not as a major determining
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factor in the product decision. [18] However, if two systems

are equally capable of fulfilling the organization's needs

and equally satisfy other imposed requirements, the contract

may become a decisive factor in the system selection.

The degree of possible negotiations will vary depending

on the vendor's bargaining position. For instance, vendors

representing large retail chains generally do not have the

authority to adjust company policy. Thus, while small

concessions may be granted, the vendor probably will not

negotiate discounts or change standard terms. On the other

hand, independent entrepreneurs have the freedom to adjust

almost any aspect of the sales and service agreement. [59]

All contracts should be in writing, and their contents

should specify the responsibilities of both parties in terms

of what is to be supplied, for what cost, on what schedule,

and under what conditions. Computer stores normally issue

no formal contracts, only sales receipts. However, if any

extra concessions are granted, such as discounts, supplies,

or complimentary programs, the user should insist on a

written agreement to avoid ambiguities. [59]

Topics typically covered in computer contracts are given ‘

in Table 34. [18,30,86] The user should attempt to identify

which items are most likely subject to negotiation. Some

issues simply are not negotiable, such as proprietory
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software rights which prohibit the copying and

redistribution of certain programs. Rather than bargaining

in Vain on such unalterable issues, the user's effort can be

more profitably directed toward price related items, such as

the warranty period, the payment terms, and the maintenance

costs.

The negotiated contract should signify a mutually

acceptable agreement. The document should be as specific a

possible, protecting the rights of both the purchaser and

the Vendor. An adverse relationship with the Vendor could

jeopardize the computer effort's success.

5-8Conversion, also known as cutover, is that process which

completes the transition from a manual to a computerized

system. Conversion is a crucial point in the automation

effort and is typically the most difficult. During

conversion, the user is attempting actually to interject the

computer system into the organization's previously manual

system of operations, necessarily disrupting normal

activities and adding to the normal workload. Thus,

conversion represents a temporary effort increase which

hopefully will be rewarded as personnel and operations adapt

to computerization.
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TABLE 34

Contract Negotiation Topics

V“'"”"'””-‘-”‘”""’”"”"""“““""'“““““""‘“”‘“‘"“““7
I I
I I
I Deliverables I
I Equipment Descriptions I
I Software Descriptions I
I Supplies (initial and ongoing) I
I Delivery Schedule I
I I
I I
I Financial Arrangements I
I Payment Terms I
I Downpayment I
I Hardware and Software Discounts I
I Trade-in Credit I
I I
I I
I Grievance Arrangements I
I Acceptance Criteria I
I Penalty Agreements I
I Rights of Cancellation and Termination I
I I
I I
I Ownership I
I Program Ownership I
I Right to Assign Ownership I
I Right to Resell I
I I
I I
I Support and Services I
I Performance Testing I
I Training I
I Hardware and Software Maintenance I
I Product Enhancement I
I Software Modifications I
I I
I II Warranties I
I Hardware and Software Warranties I
I I
I I
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As indicated in Section 5.3.4, to minimize confusion and

risk, the user generally should attempt to implement only

one application at a time. Each application should be

treated independently and given adequate attention to ensure

that all aspects are functioning properly and operator

training is complete before another application's conversion

is begun. [19]

There are four commonly employed conversion methods: (1)

parallel systems, (2) pilot system, (3) phase—in, and (4)

burned bridges. [74] Each method is pictorially represented

in Figure 7, and each is briefly described in Table 35.

Note that all applications need not be cut over via the same

conversion method. The method choosen should reflect a

consideration for the application's characteristics and for

the amount of planning conducted prior to conversion time.
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Computerized System —————>_

—> Manual System

a) PARALLEL SYSTEMS

Conversion

_ Computerized System ——*
Pilot———> Manual System

b) PILOT SYSTEM

Conversion

—·—·> Manual System Etlomputerized System ———·>

cl PHASE—lN

Conversion

Computerized System—-*—*+

ManualSystemd)

BURNEDBRIDGESFigure

7: Four Commonly Used Conversion Methods
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TABLE 35

Conversion Method Descriptions, Pros, and Cons

I PROS I CONS I

Ia) PARALLEL SYSTEMS: Manual and computerized systems I
I are concurrently operated until the new, computerized I
I system is functioning properly and confidently. II I
I I I
IReal-life testing and INew and old systems may not IItraining conditions. Ibe the same. II I I
IAllows a validity check withIBoth systems must get I
Ithe manual system. Iidentical treatment, thus I
I Idouble work is required. I
|Should problems occur, the I I
Imanual system can be relied IPeople tend to lean on the I
Ion for continued operations.Iold system and are reluctant I
I Ito make the change to the I
I Inew system. II I I

Ib) PILOT SYSTEM: A small portion of the total applicationl
I is converted and tested while the balance of the I
I manual system is retained. II I
I I I
IReal-life testing and IThe application must lend I
Itraining conditions. Iitself to partitioning; I
I Iotherwise, the pilot method I
|When operating properly, thelis not feasible. I
Ipilot can be expanded I I
Igradually minimizing I I
Idisruption and confusion. I II I IL..........................................................4
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TABLE 35 (cont.)

Conversion Method Descriptions, Pros, and Cons

I PROS I CONS I

Ic) PHASE-IN: The manual system is permitted gradually to I
I phase-out as the computerized system is phased in. II I
I I I
IA gradual and supposedly |The application must be I
Ipainless conversion is Iuneffected by historical IIachieved. Idata. II I I|Only new data need be I IIconverted. I II I I

Id) BURNED BRIDGES: A complete, immediate conversion is I
I made to the computer system. The manual system is I
I halted. II I
I I I
|Can be used with all IAll files must be converted I
Iapplications. Iat once. II I I
IProvides an incentive to IRequires very careful I
Imake the computerized Iapplication planning and I
Isystem work. Icontinency planning. II I I
I INo concurrently operating I
I Imanual system to fall back I
I Ion should problems arise. II I I
I INot recommended when I
I Iconverting critical I
I Iapplications. IL...........................................................J



Chapter VI

CASE STUDY: VIRGINA TECH WOMEN'S
INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL PROGRAM

6.1Current trends toward health consciousness have escalated

the public's interest and participation in various sports

p activities. Thus, in addition to the relatively constant

participation in academic institution sports programs,

involvement has become substantial in private sports clubs

and community recreation departments. This increased

participation has increased the administrative workload on

these sports facilities making automation an attractive

alternative to aid the file management, word processing, and

overall decision-making processes.

This case study's purpose, therefore, is to demonstrate

utilization of the small computer system planning and

selection methodology formulated in Chapter 5 in an actual

organized sports environment. While the methodology is

presented in specific, regimented steps, a more flexible

implementation is acceptable depending upon particular case

circumstances. That is, the planning and selection process

may be unusually expedited or decelerated to conform to

various resource constraints or exceptions concerning

324
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factors such as budget, geographic area, existing computer

systems, and management preferences. The case study

presented herein is strongly affected by such constraints;

these limitations are identified and explained as

encountered.

The following three sections provide background

information concerning the case study. Section 6.1.1

identifies the organization being studied and its general

environment, Section 6.1.2 describes the system's

anticipated users, and Section 6.1.3 discusses the approach

taken in conducting the case study.

6.1.1 general Enyironmen;

The organization examined in this case study is the

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

(Virginia Tech) Women's Intercollegiate Basketball Program,

a division of the Virginia Tech Athletic Association located

in Blacksburg, Virginia. The Women's Basketball Program

(WBP) is one of eight nonrevenue, varsity sports programs at

Virginia Tech. These programs are funded via yearly budget

allowances adjusted and approved by Athletic Association

management. The Athletic Association, as a whole, derives

funds from various contribution sources, sports camps, and

game proceeds from the profitable varsity sports,

specifically men's football and basketball.
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Extraordinary, nonbudgeted acquisitions are subject to

approval via the proper channels within Athletic Association

management. In general, that funding channel is readily

accessible to the WBP; however, the acquisition approval

process is complicated by a conservative viewpoint which

often hampers funding requests submitted by nonrevenue

programs. Management approval is discussed further in

Section 6.2.6.

Computer systems do exist within the Athletic Association

to support general administrative activities, accounting,

and the men's football and basketball programs. However, at

this case study's inception, no computer facilities were

directly accessible to the WBP for prolonged use. Distinct

WBP activities were performed manually, i.e. without
computer aid, by WBP staff personnel aided by the Virginia

Tech Sports Information Office and by a secretary shared

among the eight nonrevenue sports programs.

In support of the WBP's ultimate function, basketball

competition, there is a need to manage large amounts of data

and to report that data in useful format. Such information

is used as reference material for in—house decision-making

and in communications both inside and outside the

organization including those with recruits and their

families, high school coaches, opposing coaches, Athletic
Association personnel, and team members.
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The WBP competes within the Metro Conference comprised of

eight teams from the Southeastern U.S. region. The WBP's

game schedule also includes teams from outside the Metro

Conference and typically contains 30 games per season

including tournament play. Normally, the official

basketball season extends from late November to early March.

Typical, off-season activities include team member training,

scheduling, recruiting, and basketball camp administration.

These activities are further examined in Section 6.3.

6.1.2 §ys;em ggg;gesg;;ptiogIn

terms of personnel, Virginia Tech's WBP forms a

relatively small organization. While changes in numbers may

occur, the personnel structure typically exists as follows:

one head coach, one assistant coach, one secretary, one

academic advisor, three student team managers, one student

trainer, and one supervising trainer. Team members number

approximately 15 per season.

All of those occupying positions listed above may be

considered potential system users. That is, anyone desiring

access to the system probably would be granted at least

limited access. Primary users probably will prove to be the

head coach, assistant coach, and academic advisor.
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There is a definate need for a user-friendly system in

the case study environment due to user turnover, system

sharing among the nonrevenue sports programs, and the users'

limited computer backgrounds. As part of an academic

institution, students naturally compose a portion of the

user group; thus, user turnover becomes a concern in the

computer system selection process. Maximum use time for

students will usually be four years during which there will

be lapse time requiring regular refamilarization with the

system. Considering the organization's small size, turnover

of regular staff members could severely hamper effective

system utilization. For example, the assistant coach, who

was instrumental in planning for and selecting the chosen

computer system, was replaced for the 1985-86 basketball

season. Hence, the new assistant coach was required to

learn the system with the assistance of few co-workers.

In addition, the WBP has tentatively agreed to share its

computer system with other interested nonrevenue sports

programs. Such users, along with those users within the

WBP, possess minimal computer experience; thus, a system

which is easy to comprehend and to operate would save

significant time and frustration.
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6.1.3 Cap; Sppdy Approach

The case study's primary goal is to satisfy the WBP

system requirements, and the secondary goal is to test the

planning and selection methodology's effectiveness and

practicality in achieving the primary goal. In pursuit of

these goals, the study attempted to follow as closely as

possible the small computer planning and selection

methodology proposed in Chapter 5. However, it became

apparent early in the process that certain user

requirements, budget restrictions, and geographic

constraints would severely limit system options.

Consequently, to satisfy the requirements of this particular

case, the methodology's flexibility was tested.

The author assumed multiple roles in conducting the

study. The primary role was one of consulting or advising

on the methodology's application. The author also

researched the WBP's operations, provided educational

materials and technical information, and performed the

programming for one application.

Beginning with the following section, Section 6.2, the

case study will observe the small computer planning and

selection outline displayed in Table 17 Certain

circumstances, however, justify the liberal application of

some prescribed steps. Explanations of such instances are

provided as needed in the text.
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6.2 QROJECT GROUNDWORK

6.2.1 In-house Pgoject Qiregtor Qesignation

The formal in-house project director for the case study

was head coach, Carol Alfano. Of those within the WBP,

Coach Alfano interacted most with Athletic Association

management and probably had the most influence thereupon.

By virtue of her position, Coach Alfano was acutely

knowledgeable of the WBP's functions and of the

organization's budgetary procedures.

Despite little previous computer experience, the coach

recognized the need to identify future, as well as current,

requirements and to incorporate those requirements into the

planning process. Any initial computer-oriented fears were

quickly dissipated. Coach Alfano was anxious to participate

and was prompt to comprehend computer operations. In short,

Coach Alfano brought to the project a dedicated enthusiasm

which greatly promoted the project's progress.

6.2.2 Brgjggt Team Establishmegt

The case study project team comprised three in-house

members plus the author. As previously stated, the project

director was head coach, Carol Alfano. Other project team

members were assistant coach, Jane Long and academic

advisor, Cheryl Jasper.
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Excluding the author, these team members were the

anticipated primary system users. They were familar with

the WBP's current manual system procedures, and

consequently, could intelligently express their expectations

of the proposed automated system.

6.2.3 §mgll Computer Marke; Suryey

At the case study's inception, the in-house project team

members knew little of small computer software, hardware, or

terminology. However, from speaking with co-workers,

viewing advertisements, and reading articles, they were

aware of many of the potential benefits derivable via small

computer systems. Given the project team's computer

inexperience, the market survey was needed to provide a

brief, educational introduction to small computer systems

and their various utilizations.

As stated in Chapter 5, four steps are suggested to

conduct a small computer market survey. They are: (1)

perform a limited literature review, (2) talk with others

from the sports community, (3) consider the need for

compatibility with existing computer systems in other

departments or divisions within the organization, and (4)

visit local computer stores. These steps were conducted

along with an additional activity which provided hands—on

small computer experience for the project team.
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The majority of the actual literature review was

performed by the author. Periodicals and books were

screened, and the more applicable and informative materials

were given to Coach Alfano for her review. Specifically,

Coach Alfano read a brief and general overview of

microcomputers by Lew Hollerback entitled A 60-Minute ghidd

tc Mictccchhhtdtd, and she read several articles taken from

Scholdstic Qcdch, Athletic Qohtnal, and Jourhal ci Physical

Edhcdtich, Rectedtich, dhd QQQQQ which examplified the

usefulness of computers in various sports environments.

Coach Alfano also was attentive to any computer—aid articles

or advertisements which appeared in the professional

periodicals to which she subscribed, e.g. Basketball

Qoachihg dhd Ttdihihg Aidd, Athletic Qitectory, and

Basketball Bhlldtih.

Recalling from Section 6.1.1, computer systems were in

use within the Athletic Association, and other coaches were

interested in computer assistance for their operations.

Thus, the opportunity to confer with others in the sports

community was readily available. In fact, Virginia Tech

swimming coach Richard Bader and his wife proved quite

helpful in the initial stages of the market survey and of

the requirements assessment. Also, Coach Alfano's regular

contact with coaches outside Virginia Tech afforded her the
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opportunity to ascertain what, if any, computer use was

being employed in other women's basketball programs.

Assistant coach Jane Long, having contacts with the

University of Georgia, was able to obtain a copy of the body

fat calculation program utilized by their women's basketball

squad. This program was later used by the author as a

prototype in the development of a body fat calculation

program for the Virginia Tech Women's Basketball Program.

After inquiring with the various departments in the

Athletic Association, it was discovered that most automated

functions were supported by IBM equipment. Indeed, to date,

most of the university and its students patronize IBM. This

fact is largely attributable to a purchasing agreement

between Virginia Tech and IBM and to IBM's prominent

position in the small computer marketplace.

IBM compatibility, therefore, early became an issue of

significant impact on the case study. In the WBP's

particular environment, being IBM compatible offered an

enhanced possibility of sharing software and hardware. In

addition, assuming that students and co-workers would be

more familiar with IBM supported operating systems and

programming language versions, compatibility would also

enhance the possibility of obtaining resident programming

aid and/or general operating assistance.

g

_,Y_„„________________________________________________________________.....;
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An IBM PC system with a Leading Edge letter-quality

printer, used primarily for sports camp activities, was

located in convenient proximity to the WBP office. Limited

access to this system, in its resident office, was

available. At this early stage in the study, a

determination had not been made as to whether or not a

printer would be included in the WBP's initial purchase or

what type of printer would be needed. Thus, a secure

strategy was to plan for the ability to manually carry a

floppy disk from the WBP's system to the sports camp IBM PC

and to print letters/memos on the letter-quality printer.

Such ability would require close compatibility, one obvious

consideration being that the WBP's system would have to

utilize 5.25-inch floppy disks to facilitate an easy

transition to the IBM PC's disk drives. Also, as a

contingency plan, the IBM PC could be used as a temporary

back-up system.

Having tentatively established the need to be IBM

compatible, arrangements were made to borrow an IBM PC as a

vehicle for the WBP staff to gain experience with a small

computer system. The borrowed PC had 512K memory, a RGB

color monitor, two 5.25-inch floppy disk drives, and an

Epson RX·80, draft quality printer. Borrowed software

included PC—DOS 2.1, IBM Personal Editor, and Microsoft

VisiCalc. Microsoft Basic was resident in ROM.
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During an approximate two-month period, the WBP housed

and used the borrowed PC as a functional tool in the

organization and as an educational tool for the WBP staff.

By far, the most prominent application was word processing

with the IBM Personal Editor software package. Also, the

team's body fat calculation program was developed and

implemented on the IBM PC.

In this particular case, installing a temporary system

proved to be an effective first phase in the process of

introducing a small computer system to the WBP. The

borrowed system allowed the WBP staff to experiment and to

gain confidence at their own pace without the pressures of

full-scale conversion or cost obligations.

To broaden her perception of the small computer market

beyond the IBM PC and its associated software, Coach Alfano,

early in the planning process, made initial visits to local

personal computer stores. At that time, her focus was

primarily on desk top models, such as the Apple MacIntosh,

the Apple Lisa, the IBM PC and PC Jr. During these visits,

Coach Alfano's aim was simply to familiarize herself with

currently available systems in terms of price ranges and

general system capabilities as related to the WBP's

perceived needs.
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In the process, Coach Alfano and the author gathered

brochures, published reviews, and other materials containing

system specifications and price information. This

information was presented to the project team thereby

prompting discussions of pros and cons associated with

various systems. The initial visits to computer stores

helped prepare the project team for an in-depth evaluation

of their data processing needs.

6-2-4 I.nLa..1.1eet' Bi1dset
A computer system was not a budgeted expenditure for the

WBP nor was it anticipated to be one in the near future.

Nonetheless, the project team was convinced that a computer

was a justifiable investment to advance productivity and

efficiency. Therefore, some fund shifting and/or additional

fund raising would be necessary to realize a computer system

purchase.

From conversations with the Athletic Association Business

Manager, from past negotiations with the Athletic

Association, and from information gathered in the initial

market survey, Coach Alfano arrived at a target budget

figure of approximately 2,000 dollars. This budget did not

include funding for a printer or any application software

beyond a word processing package and a file management

package.
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Coach Alfano realized that 2,000 dollars was a modest

budget for computer equipment; however, she felt that her

immediate needs could be met by a system in that price

range. The determined budget limitation, therefore,

narrowed the computer search not only in terms of price but

also in terms of expansibility. This small initial budget

necessitated search for a system which could expand both in

internal memory capacity and in data storage capacity to

meet the WBP's future requirements. 2

The tentative budget was not formally documented for

presentation to management. Coach Alfano had dealt with the

budget process, knew that immediate additional funding was

unlikely, and knew that her most promising avenue to a near-

future acquisition was an informal, compromising approach.

6.2.5 Iegtatiye §ghgQglg Erepagatiog

Like the tentative budget, no formal tentative schedule

was prepared for presentation to management. The project

team did have some ideas concerning the time frame in which

they were working, but a planned schedule was never

documented to guide their efforts or to check their

progress. Management did not require such a document; thus,

there was little incentive to produce one. Rather, the

planning and selection process proceeded in logical order

without noticeable regard to time constraints.
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Project groundwork activities, i.e. discussions and

computer research, began in September, 1984. Once convinced

of the project's potential worth to the WBP, Coach Alfano

wished to proceed as quickly as possible toward computer
system implementation. The official basketall season,

however, was just beginning with practice starting in

October and the season running from late November to early

March. During the basketball season, the project team

anticipated that little time could be devoted to the

computer project. Therefore, a target date for computer

acquisition was determined to lie in late Spring, perhaps

May 1985.

Had a Gantt chart been developed to depict a tentative

project schedule, the author believes that the chart shown
in Figure 8 would be representative. A Gantt chart

displaying the actual time which the project required is

shown in Section 6.7, Figure 9

6-2-6 A22rmzal
No formal written proposal was submitted to the Athletic

Association management. Within the Athletic Association, a

written proposal, as described in Section 5.2.6, was not

standard procedure. All purchases did, however, require the

submission of a purchase requisition which required approval
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by the Assistant Athletic Director. After several informal

conversations with the Assistant Athletic Director, it

became evident that he was not supportive of a near—future

computer acquisition specifically for the WBP. This

jeopardized the project's future, but did not terminate the

project team's efforts.

Coach Alfano eventually found a sympathetic ally in the

Athletic Association Business Manager. The Business Manager

understood the WBP's needs and recognized the positive

impact which a computer system might have on the program.

Consequently, Coach Alfano continued with the project on

verbal approval from the Business Manager who was confident

that satisfactory financial arrangements could be made.

6-3 NE.ELD§ SMN
6-3-1 Be1ieu

As discussed in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, the WBP is a

small organization and its functions were directly

administered by members of the project team. The project

team was acutely familiar with each function, and therefore,

it was not necessary to flowchart or to document in detail

the steps for conducting individual functions. Rather, the

various operational functions were discussed and evaluated

in general terms.
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A detailed list of WBP functions was compiled and divided

into two groups: (1) general business functions, and (2)

sports specific functions. These groupings are not

necessarily distinct. The detailed function list is shown
in Table 36. Note that accounting functions were performed

by the Athletic Association administrative offices, and

therefore do not appear on the list.

After developing the function list in Table 36, the

project team eliminated those functions considered

infeasible candidates for automation. and grouped the

surviving functions into seven broad categories: (1) Body

Fat Percentages From Skinfold Measurements, (2) Budgetary

Control/Forecast, (3) File Management, (4) Mailing List

Management, (5) Statistics Calculation and Report, (6) Word

Processing, and (7) Voucher Preparation. This revised

function list is displayed in Table 37.

The WBP was operating adequately using its manual

methods; consequently, no drastic changes in the general

methods were proposed. There was some disorganization in

the filing system. Conversion to a computer system was
expected to aid that problem. Also, because the WBP

secretary was shared among several other nonrevenue sports

programs, there often were typing delays causing various

output to be overdue. A word processing package was
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TABLE 36

Detailed WBP Function List

I I I
I GENERAL BUSINESS FUNCTIONS I SPORTS SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS II I I
I I I
I Control Equipment Costs I Calculate Body Fat I
I Control On-Campus Visit I Percentages I
I Costs I Compete With Other Schools I
I Control Phone Costs I Conduct Practices I
I Control Postage Costs I Evaluate Recruits I
I Control Recruiting Costs I Make Practice Plans I
I Control Travel Costs I Order Basketball Equipment I
I Control Misc. Admin. I Prepare Game—to-Game Scoringl
I Costs I & Rebounding Reports I
I Forecast Next—Year's I Prepare Individual & Team I
I Budget I Statistics Reports I
I Maintain Academic Info. I Prepare Schedule & Scores I
I Maintain Equip. Inventory I Reports I
I Maintain Game Schedule I Scout Players/Teams I
I Maintain Hotel Room List I Travel I
I Maintain Recruiting Files I II Maintain Team Roster & I I
I Files I I
I Maintain Film Library I II Maintain Mailing List I I
I Prepare Academic Letters I I
I For Professors or Depts. I I
I Prepare Hotel Confirmation I II Letters I I
I Prepare Recruiting Letters I I
I Prepare Scheduling Letters I I
I Prepare Visiting Team I I
I Welcome Letters I I
I Prepare Misc. Letters/Memosl I
I Prepare Vouchers I I
I I IL........................................................J
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TABLE 37

Revised Function List-—Feasible For Automation

V-_—__-_-—_——___———__-_”—°°—__—__°———”""'_”"—"""““_'_'““““7
I Body Fat Percentages From Skinfold Measurements II I
I Budgetary Control/Forecast I
I Equipment I
I On—Campus Visits I
I Phone & Postage I
I Recruiting II Travel I
I Miscellaneous Administrative Expenses II I
I File Management I
I Academic Information (Class Schedules/Grades) I
I Equipment Inventory I
I Film Library I
I Game Schedule I
I Hotel Rooming List I
I Recruiting Files I
I Team Roster/Files II I
I Mailing List Management I
I Alumni/Current Players & Parents I
I High Schools I
I Hotels II Opponents II Recruits I
I Sports Camp Participants II I
I Statistics Calculation & Report I
I Game-by-Game Scoring & Rebounding I
I Individual & Team Statistics I
I Schedule & Scores II I
I Word Processing I
I Academic Letters (to Professors or Departments) I
I Hotel Confirmation Letters I
I Recruiting Letters I
I Scheduling Letters I
I Visiting Team Welcome Letters I
I Practice Plans I
I Miscellaneous II I
I Voucher Preparation IL.............................................._.......J
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expected to grant the WBP more independence in its typing

efforts.

The Athletic Association voiced no complaints concerning

the WBP's manual operations. Hence, no adjustments were
planned to satisfy that governing body.

Statistics reports were being prepared and supplied by

the Virginia Tech Sports Information Office. Consequently,

there was no urgency to automate that function internally.

In fact, statistics reporting was considered a low priority

item in terms of automation.

Conversely, the WBP was quite anxious to automate the

bodyfat calculation function. The University of Georgia

Women's Basketball Program was already utilizing a computer

program to calculate body fat percentages from skinfold

measurements. The WBP, having contacts with the University

of Georgia, wished to use that software as a prototype in

developing its own body fat calculation program.

6.3.2 Eutgre ägggs

Having reviewed present operations, future needs were

addressed in accordance with the three "types of change"

outlined in Section 5.3.2: (1) internally controlled, (2)
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externally controlled, and (3) computer evoked. Internally

controlled changes would be those authorized, imposed, and

governed by the WBP and/or the Athletic Association. The

WBP became a varsity program in 1975 under the part-time

direction and coaching of a professor in the Pychology

Department. From 1975 to 1978, the WBP saw three different

head coaches. The organization was indeed dynamic, but not

growing. In 1979, Carol Alfano became head coach and

initiated an era of growth for the WBP. By the 1984-85

season, the WBP had achieved a fairly stable mode of

operation, one lending itself to computerization. Having

reached this relatively stable and mature condition, drastic

changes in day-to-day operations were not foreseen.

The level of recruiting effort was expected to grow by

about 15 percent per year. This would involve an extended

I list of potential players to evaluate, and perhaps a

computer program to aid in that evaluation process. There

was a plan to increase advertising for the WBP. A computer

system might be employed to print promotional flyers or to

plot posters. There also were plans to promote an increase

in sports camp participation. This would involve extended

mailing and participant files.

Any externally controlled changes would be imposed by the

Metro Conference. These, if any, were not considered

significant.
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Computer evoked changes would be those promoted by the

opportunities available in using a computer system. Aside

from the normal tendency to add more diverse and powerful

programs as computer literacy increases, there was an

expressed interest in using the acquired small computer as a

dumb terminal and linking to the Virginia Tech IBM VM/370

mainframe via modem.

6.3.3 Qagdidatg Appliggtiggg

As defined in Section 5.3.3, a candidate application is a

function or application which might be computerized. Such a

list of functions was compiled as shown in Table 37.

Referring to the list in Table 37 and to the tentative

project schedule shown in Figure 8, a priority ranking was

assigned to each application along with a tentative

implementation date. Table 38 exhibits the WBP's candidate

application list with priority rankings and implementation

dates.
Notice that the tentative implementation dates for the

word processing and body fat calculation applications were

scheduled five months prior to the anticipated computer

acquisition date which was set for May, 1985. This was

possible because these two applications were begun on the

borrowed IBM PC described in Section 6.2.3.
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TABLE 38
Candidate Application Implementation Schedule for the WBP

I I
I Candidate Tentative I
I Bripizisx I..v„>.lementat ' <> ;.Dat<== II I
I 1 Word Processing November, 1984 II I
I 2 Body Fat Calculation December, 1984 II I
I 3 File Management May, 1985 I
I I
I 4 Budgetary Control/ July, 1985 I
I Forecast I
I I
I 5 Mailing List Management August, 1985 I
I I
I 6 Statistics Calculation November, 1985 I
I & Report II I
I 7 Voucher Preparation March, 1986 I
I II I
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6.3.4 Storage, lpppt, and Output Beggirement;

Approximate operating volumes were determined for each

candidate application as prescribed in Section 5.3.5. Table

39 provides a list of storage volume indicators for the

candidate applications given in Table 38.

Limited funding automatically restricted the WBP to a

single—user system. Therefore, no calculations were made to

determine the number of computer terminals needed.

Considering the size of the WBP, the acquired computer

system was expected to output a relatively large number of

printed documents, mostly one—page reports or letters.

Table 40 displays an estimated output volume for each

application in output pages per month. Reported output

volumes assume a nine—month year because the WBP operates at

maximum levels typically only nine months out of the year.

As indicated in Table 40, the WBP estimated an output

volume of 195 pages per month. Referring to the print speed

quide in Table 24, the WBP would require a printer capable

of printing approximately 20 characters per second (cps).

Even in near—letter-quality mode, which would be required

for 33 to 50 percent of the output, 20 cps is not a

restrictive qualification for a printer.
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TABLE 39

WBP Storage Volume Indicators

I I I
I APPLICATION I STORAGE VOLUME INDICATORS I
I I I
I I I
I 1. Word Processing I 20 unique documents, I
I I usually one—page each I

I I I
I 2. Body Fat Calculation I 15 players, I
I I 10 meas./player/year I

I I I
I 3. File Management I 10 file divisions, I
I I 30 records/file/year I
I I except recruiting which is I
I I approx. 400 records/year I

I I I
I 4. Budgetary Control/ I 15 budget categories II Forecast I I
I I I
I 5. Mailing List Management I 2,000 addresses I

I I I
I 6. Statistics Calculation I 15 players/year, I
I I 30 games/year I

I I I
I 7. Voucher Preparation I One document, I
I I 200 records/year I
I I IL........................................................J
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TABLE 40
WBP Output Volume

I I I
I I AVERAGE NUMBER OF I
I APPLICATION I OUTPUT PAGES PER MONTH I
I I I
I I I
I 1. Word Processing I 68 pages/month I

I I I
I 2. Body Fat Calculation I 10 pages/month I

I I I
I 3. File Management I 56 pages/month I

I I I
I 4. Budgetary Control/ I 10 pages/month I
I Forecast I I
I I I
I 5. Mailing List Management I 6 pages/month I

I I I
I 6. Statistics Calculation I 25 pages/month I

‘ I I I
I 7. Voucher Preparation I 20 pages/month I

I I I
I Total Output Volume I 195 pages/month I
I I I
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6.3.5 Regnirement Docnmentation

The project team did not formally draft a requirements
document for the following reasons:

-- The requirements, as defined, were not deemed
extraordinary or unusual.

-— By this time in the planning process, the most unusual
application, the body fat calculation, had been
programmed and implemented by the author on a temporarily
installed IBM PC.

—- The 2,000 dollar budget limitation could be expected to
buy no more than the most rudimentary software packages,
and certainly no customized software. ·

While a requirements document was not written, the

project team, through its efforts to review present

operations, was aware of the applications to be addressed

and recognized some overall requirements for the system.

These overall requirements were as follows:
—— Portability. Coach Alfano required the capability to

work at home, in the office, and on the road.
—- IBM compatibility using 5.25-inch floppy diskettes.

-- Internal memory expansibility to at least 512K.
-— Two 36OK disk drives and the capability to install a hard

disk drive for extended storage.
—- Capability to connect a printer.
-— Capability to connect a modem.
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6.3.6 Professional Qogsgltatiog

The WBP did not hire a consultant or team of consultants

to guide its efforts or to perform any planning and

selection tasks. Rather, the project team and the author,

who acted as a consultant, worked together toward the final

computer system acquisition. Dr. Timothy Greene, from the

Virginia Tech Industrial Engineering Department, also

offered occasional assistance to the project. No

consultation fees were imposed.

6.4As
previously mentioned, a program to calculate body fat

percentages from skinfold measurements was produced in-house

and implemented on a temporarily installed IBM PC. Use of

the body fat program reinforced the suggested requirement

that the acquired system be IBM compatible. This meant that

the software remaining to be developed and/or purchasedq

would necessarily operate in conjunction with MS—DOS, the

favored IBM small computer operating system.

Because the WBP's computer system budget was so small, a

software Request for Proposal (REP), as defined in Section

5.4.2, was not warranted. Instead, the project team read

published software reviews, talked to associates, and
inquired in computer stores. In addition, 62 letters were
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sent to various software vendors inquiring specifically

about sports application software for any sport. Such

software might include programs for scouting, strategy

planning, statistics calculating, or training. Vendor

addresses were taken from periodicals, brochures, and

software manuals.

Response to the 62 mailings was less than expected. Many

of the targeted vendors had terminated business or moved.

Others offered only information on general business

packages, such as accounting and word processing.

Seven positive responses were received, one of which was

for a Radio Shack football scouting program called "Champs."

Responses two and three were for bowling statistics and

management packages marketed by Ensign Software and

DataStrike.

Response number four was for a complete sports management

package called "Sportslog" marketed by Cyndek, Inc.

"Sportslog" would run on a two-disk-drive IBM compatible

system, and from the literature received, appeared to be a

feasible software candidate. However, at $950 per copy,

"Sportslog" was temporarily dismissed due to lack of funds.

Responses five and six were for basketball statistics

programs: "Hoopstat" marketed by Microscout, and "Assistant

Coach" marketed by MicroLab. Both programs required Apple
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systems; thus, program modifications would have been

necessary. "Assistant Coach" was tested by the author, and

it performed as promised. The output, however, was not

flexible enough for the WBP's needs.

Response seven was for a sports statistic package called

"Sports Stats" marketed by TIES. The user could choose from

14 available routines for eight different sports, including

basketball. The price was relatively low, but the program

required an Apple Il or Ile system. Refer to Appendix F for

further system requirement and contact information

concerning these seven software packages.

Because statistics calculation was a relatively low

priority application, no further effort was expended on the

statistics software search. The output required by the WBP

could have been easily derived using an electronic

spreadsheet package, such as Lotus l-2-3. One of the best

sources of information on available basketball-specific

programs was found to be professional periodicals, e.g.

Basketball Qgngnlng nng Training Algg, and Aghletic

Lu„;e<;;¢.rx~
The WBP's computer system budget was becoming an

increasingly apparent limitation. As the software and

hardware evaluation progressed, this budget limitation was

leading the WBP toward serious consideration of a "bundled
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system," a bundled system being one where various software

packages and the computer hardware are marketed as one

complete system. This option would save money, but restrict

the WBP in terms of software choice. Fortunately, the WBP's

requirements were not extraordinarily complex; hence,

bundling was a feasible option.

Most basic word processing packages could adequately

accommodate the WBP's word processing needs. The majority of

output would be one-page documents. A basic file management

package could handle the file keeping and inventory tasks,

and probably would surfice for the mailing list management

application. The budgetary control/forecast and statistics

calculation applications could be accomplished via

electronic spreadsheet.

The body fat calculation program, as written, required

use of the BASIC programming language, which most small

computers can accommodate. The fate of the voucher

preparation application was left undetermined.

6-5The system requirements listed in Section 6.3.5 were

entirely hardware oriented. Those requirements were:

-- Portability.

·- IBM compatibility using 5.25-inch floppy diskettes.
—- Internal memory expansibility to at least 512K.
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Two 360K disk drives and the capability to install a hard
disk drive for extended storage.

-— Capability to connect a printer.

-- Capability to connect a modem.

The requirements listed above, together with the WBP's

geographic location and the budget constraint, severely

narrowed available system options. Initially, four systems

were under consideration: (1) Data General lap model, (2)

Compaq Portable, (3) IBM PC Portable, and (4) Panasonic Sr.

Partner. The Data General system was quickly eliminated

because of price and incompatibility with the stated

requirements. Although the Compaq Portable met the WBP's

requirements, it too was eliminated from consideration

primarily because of price, but also because of vendor

location.

Remaining in contention were the IBM PC Portable and the

Panasonic Sr. Partner. System specifications for these two

systems are given in Table 41.

Both systems were available through the same vendor

located locally. The PC Portable was also available through

the Virginia Tech Communications Network Services (CNS) for

a slightly lesser cost. If bought through CNS, carry—in

maintenance contracts were available via Computer

Maintenance, Incorporated (CMI) for $14.40 per month or via
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TABLE 41

Contending System Specifications

[ Evaluation [ IBM [ Panasonic [
[ Criteria [ PC Portable [ Sr. Partner [I——————————I———————————————I——-———————————[
[Price [ $2,170 [ $2,080 [
[ [($2,107 thru VPI) [ [I————··———·|—————————|———————————I
[Memory [256K expandable [256K expandable [
[ [to 512K [to 512K [|—————··——I————···———··—··—····——|——————·————|
|Microprocessor [16-bit Intel 8088 [16-bit Intel 8088 [I——————————I——————————————I———————-·————I
[Storage [Two 360K disk drives [Two 360K disk drivesl
[ [Can add two external [Can install a 10M [
[ [20M hard disks [internal hard disk [|———·;—···—·—|———————————i——|———————l—··——·|
[Oper. System [MS-DOS 2.10 [MS-DOS 2.10 [[————————|——————··—··———·—Ii—————;·—————l
[Keyboard [83-key,"QWERTY" [83-key, "QWERTY" [
[ |10—digit keypad [10—digit keypad [
[ [10 function keys [10 function keys [I-———i—·—I——————————————·l—-————————————·|
[Monitor [9-inch amber/black [9-inch green/black [
[ [High-resolution [High—reso1ution [
[ [Color/graphics adapt [Color/graphics adapt[I———————I————————————·Ii——————···——·I
[Printer Adapter[0ptional [Parallel port,Built-|
| [ [in thermal printer [I-——-——·——··|——·——·—·——————I—··——;—··—·——I
[Modem Adapter [Optional [RS—232 Serial port [I———-——————I——————·———————l——·———····——··—I
[Maintenance [Carry-in $130/year, [Carry-in $130/year [
[ |VPI EE $13.50/month,[ [
[ [VPI CMI $14.40/month,[ [I—-———·———I————i·—···——·——I—————;····—····|
[Included [BASIC [Wordstar, VisiCalc, [
[Software [ [BASIC, & PES: File, [
[ [ [Report, & Graph [I—————————I———————·—·————|——————·—······|
[Warranty [ 9 month [ 12 month [I————-——I-———————————I-—————————··I
[Documentation [ Adequate [ Adequate [
L._.__....................._.............................4
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the Electrical Engineering (EE) Department for $13.50 per

month.

System specifications for the IBM and Panasonic systems

were quite similar with five notable and significant

exceptions:

1. While two 10M hard disk drives could be added to the IBM

system, they could not be installed internally. This

external connection would make portability with a hard

disk more difficult. A 10M hard disk drive could be

installed internally in the Panasonic, replacing one of

the floppy disk drives.

2. The warranty period for the IBM was nine months versus 12

months for the Panasonic system.

3. In terms of software, the IBM included only BASIC. The

Panasonic was a bundled system including BASIC, the

Wordstar word processing package by MicroPro

International Corporation, the VisiCa1c electronic

spreadsheet package by Visicorp, and a file management

package by Software Publishing Corporation including PES:

Eile, PES: Report, and PES: Graph.

4. The IBM Portable did not come standard with either a

parallel or serial port. To equip the IBM comparably to
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the Panasonic, the WBP would have to spend at least

another $250 for parallel and serial ports. (Prices

vary.)

5. The Panasonic system included a built—in thermal printer

which was imbedded in the top of the computer and

protected by a removable cover. Print speed was

approximately 50 cps on eight-inch thermal paper sold in

small rolls. This feature would provide printing

capability while away from the WBP offices.

Both systems were demonstrated at the vendor site and

both were operated by Coach Alfano. The previously written

body fat calculation program was run on the IBM and the

Panasonic to test compatibility. Both systems executed the

program without error.

Ergonomically, portable computers are not "model

machinery" simply because their monitor screens are so

small. Nonetheless, some portables are more ergonomically

oriented than others. The IBM and Panasonic systems differed

noticably in three areas:

1. The Panasonic keyboard was determined to be more

comfortable than that of the IBM system because of

superior key sculpturing and positioning.

2. Although an amber-on-black screen is reportedly less

fatiquing to view, Coach Alfano preferred the green-on-

black screen provided by the Panasonic system.
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3. The IBM keyboard cord was preferred because it was longer

and did not constantly retract the keyboard as did the

Panasonic cord.

Little time was spent evaluating printers to complement

the choosen computer system. The Virginia Tech swimming

coach had recently purchased a Panasonic 1090 printer to

connect to a Radio Shack lap model system and was pleased

with its performance. Influenced by that purchase, the

project team hastily gave favor to an enhanced model of that

same printer, the Panasonic KX-P1091. The Panasonic KX-

P1091 boasted draft—quality print speed of 120 cps,

proportional speed of 75 cps, and near-letter-quality speed

of 22 cps,

6-6Having
narrowed the competing computer system to two, the

project team then critically evaluated the selection

criteria listed in Table 41. Considering primarily the

amount of money to be saved by acquiring a bundled system,

the tentative choice was made to acquire the Panasonic Sr.

Partner portable system and the Panasonic KX-P1091 printer.
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6.7 QONQLQQING 3EMARK§

Negotiations to purchase the Panasonic Sr. Partner system

were begun in late February, 1985. The WBP was

automatically granted a price reduction due to its

affiliation with Virginia Tech. Attempts were made to

reduce the price further, but no such arrangement was made;

the price remained as initially quoted.

The computer was acquired in March, 1985, two months

ahead of the planned schedule. The system was paid for in

May via funds advanced from the WBP's recruiting budget and

from home game ticket sales receipts. Conversion was begun

immediately. The actual project schedule is presented in

Figure 9.

Given the WBP's hardware requirements, choice of the

Panasonic Sr. Partner was appropriate. However, the

acquired software represented a complete compromise to

enable the WBP to start a computer system on an inadequate

budget. While the acquired software was not the best choice

for the WBP, it did offer a learning opportunity and a
‘ beginning system at a minimal investment.

Because the software investment was small, future

replacement would not constitute a large financial loss;

however, software conversion can be costly in terms of time

and inconvenience. In retrospect, more effort should have
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been made to review and to test general business software

(e.g. word processing, file management, etc.) applicable to

the WBP's needs. Such software is highly utilized in the

WBP's daily operations. Even if more appropriate software

had not been affordable at system purchase time, some

perspective could have been gained relative to applicable

software capabilities and availability. This knowledge

might have allowed some definate upgrade goals to be set.

In the prescribed planning and selection methodology

given in Chapter 5, software selection drove the process.

Conversely, in the case study, hardware selection drove the

process. The reversal in priorities may have been justified

in this case, but in general, software should be the

prevailing factor. Not all of the tedious steps proposed in

the methodology are always necessary; however, those steps

suggested for the software evaluation are more critical than

others in that they guide the user in selecting the most

important part of the system——the software.

l
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Chapter VII

SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 §HMMABX

Small computers have become an integral and respected

part of the business community. Relatively low cost,

compactness, and operational ease have made small computers

the ultimate tool to aid productivity and decision-making.

In general, however, sports organizations have been slow to

seize the numerous opportunities afforded by

computerization. Sports organization personnel, while faced

with many of the same problems and decisions as general

business personnel, are often handicapped by their

comparative lack of computer education and hands-on

experience. Consequently, it has been this thesis' purpose

to provide the sports manager with an accelerated small

computer background and a methodology by which he/she might

select an appropriate small computer system for the

particular organization.

The small computer background is accomplished by pointing

out some potential uses for computers in the sports

environment and by presenting a definitional review of basic

small computer hardware components and software concepts.

Many potential computer uses are synonymous with those of

364
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other businesses. Such uses include accounting, budgeting,

word processing, inventory management, and file management.

Other uses are more sports specific, such as statistics

calculation, movement analysis, scouting, and scheduling. A

list of potential small computer uses is given in Table 1.

Chapter 3 provides a basic review of small computer

hardware components and some criteria by which these

components may be evaluated. Highlighted in Chapter 3 are:

(1) the CPU and internal memory, (2) mass storage devices,

and (3) input/output devices, such as the keyboard, monitor,

and printer. The chapter is very helpful in providing

definations for computer terminology concerning hardware.

A general review of computer software is presented in

Chapter 4. Topics covered include: (l) programming

languages common to small computers, (2) system programs,

such as the operating system, utility programs, and language

interpreters and compilers, and (3) application programs

related to general business operations and sports-specific

operations. Individual software packages are not discussed

except in the case of sports-specific application programs.

To guide the sports manager in search of a small computer

system, Chapter 5 offers a systematic method for small

computer planning and selection. In short, three steps are

emphasized: (1) assess the organization's needs, (2)
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evaluate software to satisfy the defined needs, and (3)

evaluate hardware to accommodate the choosen software. The

proposed methodology is a flexible, iterative procedure

adaptable to the various, unique constraints of individual

organizations and their computing requirements. While this

methodology specifically addresses sports organizations, it

may be generically applied elsewhere. A case study is

provided in Chapter 6 which illustrates use of the small

computer planning and selection methodology in a women's

intercollegiate basketball program.

7.2 QOyCLU§10§§

Based primarily upon situations encountered and knowledge

gained in the course of the case study, documented in

Chapter 6, the following conclusions were assembled:

1. There are many hidden yet critical steps necessary for a

successful small computer acquisition. Therefore, there

is a definite need for a precise, written procedure to

quide the user in planning for and selecting a computer

system.

2. Merely selecting the most expensive, most powerful small

computer available does not guarantee a fit with the

particular organization. Ideally, the user should first

assess the organization's needs, then select software to
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fulfill those defined needs, and then select hardware as

dictated by the choosen software's requirements and by

the user's hardware requirements or preferences,

3. The selected software considered in conjunction with

other system constraints, such as budget, geographic

area, existing computer systems, and management

preferences, will often automatically reduce the set of

candidate hardware configurations to a very manageable

number.

4. Computer technology and software development constitute a

vast and dynamic environment; therefore, the user will

find the computer learning process to be extensive and

on—going.

5. Compared to general business software packages,

relatively few sports-specific software packages are

currently available in the marketplace.

6. While a situation to be avoided, there may be cases in

which system constraints require that hardware selection

dominate software selection. In any case, careful

evaluation should be imposed to choose the most fitting

software from the candidate set of software.

7. The time required to plan for and to select a computer

system will usually exceed the planned schedule. The

case study’s actual schedule did not exceed the tentative
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or planned schedule because system constraints greatly

narrowed the set of candidate systems.

'7-3The author offers the following additional

recommendations for the small computer planning and

selection methodology user:

1. Because of the extensive time needed to thoroughly

evaluate hardware and software products, the user should,

if possible, secure a consultant to locate products and

to perform part of the evaluation activities.

2. The user should realize that the transition from a manual

to an automated environment may require that a more

organized and precise approach be taken in record keeping

activities. Routines will need to be standardized.

3. A definite up—front time investment is required to plan

properly for a computer purchase. The user may need to

start the project groundwork, estimate the time

requirement, and then restart the project during a slack

time or during off—season when time may be devoted more

contiguously.

4. While many of the steps suggested in Chapter 5's planning

and selection methodology may not be necessary for a

particular organization, those steps which are applicable
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should be performed and referenced as the computer

selection is made. Be patient; plan the purchase, and

leave time to re-evaluate the selection as new

information is introduced.

5. Search out potential in-house programmers. Simple

programs for small tasks are often very useful.

6. Investigate the stability and reputation of considered

hardware and software vendors. Small software vendors

are particularly likely to discontinue operations with

little or no notice and with no continued support for

their product(s).

The author offers the following recommendations for

further research on the topics of small computers in sports

and small computer planning and selection:

1. Test the given methodology on other sports organizations

and make modifications as necessary.

2. Investigate use of the methodology for other application

areas, such as farming or agriculture, small industrial

business, or small retail business. d

3. Investigate the possibility of telecommunications

(electronic mail) between sports organizations.

4. Automate the small computer planning and selection

methodology. Create a menu—driven program which queries

the user about the requirements, constraints,
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environment, and hardware/software candidate products.

The program could organize and output the requirements

documentation, calculate the number of terminals needed

and the required printer speed, and compare the finalist _

systems using the ranking technique illustrated in

Section 5.6.

5. Explore the development of sports management software to

aid in determining such matters as best player

combinations against certain opponents or best recruit

combinations to resolve certain problem areas.

6. Consider a plan to create a centralized (by geographic

region) database containing information on high school

athletes which could be accessed, via telecommunications,

by colleges and universities for recruiting purposes.

The database would contain information on all high school

student-athletes in the defined region who wished to be

registered for a specific sport. Accessible information

would include student name and social security number,

high school name and address, coach's name and telephone

number, sport, position, statistics, honors/awards, grade

point average, SAT scores, and other sports participation

for cross-referencing. Using a modem and

telecommunications software package compatible with the

centralized system, colleges could dial up and request

reports according to various selection criteria.
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Publications, 70 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458
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Ney im Commutere Megazime emg Buyer's Guide published
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1845 North Farwell Avenue, Suite 101, Milwaukee, WI 53202
Address subscriptions to: New in Computers Magazine and
Buyer's Guide, Subscription Dept., Suite 101, 1845 North
Farwell Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53202 or call (414) 272-9977
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The Office Magazine of Management, Equipment, Automation
published monthly by Office Publications, Inc., 1600 Summer
Street, Stamford, CT 06904
Address subscriptions to: The Office, POB 1231, Stamford,
CT 06904 ($30)

Rg Week the National Newspaper of IBM Standard
Microcomputing published weekly by Computer Publications
Division, Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., One Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10016
Address subscriptions to: Circulaton Department, PC Week,
One Park Avenue, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10016 or call (212)
503-5408 ($120)

Personal Qomnuring published monthly by Hayden Publishing
Company, Inc., 10 Mulholland Drive, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ
07604
Address subscriptions to: Personal Computing, POB 2941,
Boulder, CO 80321 ($18)

Personal Sofrware published monthly by Hayden Publishing
Company, Inc., 10 Mulholland Drive, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ
07604
Address subscriptions to: Personal Software, POB 2919,
Boulder, CO 80322 ($24)

Eonnlar Qnnnnring published monthly by McGraw—Hill, Inc., 70
Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458
Address subscriptions to: Popular Computing, POB 307,
Martinsville, NJ 08836 ($15)

Sgftware Supermarket Your Guide to Personal Computer
Software published monthly by Amos Press, Inc., 911
Vandemark Road, Sidney, OH 45365
Address subscriptions to: Software Supermarket Magazine,
Box 4404, Sidney, OH 45365 ($18)

*Prices quoted for periodicals are regular yearly
subscription prices.

Bonk;

Bowes, Murray. The Eersgnal Qomnuter Buyer's Guide. New
York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc./Publishers, 1983. ($2.95)
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BoykergBantam 1984 Compiete Source Book pf Persona;
Compuring. New York: R.R. Bowker Company, 1983. ($18.95)

Bradbeer, Robin, Peter DeBono, Peter Laurie. The Beginner's
gnige pp gomputere. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison—Wesley
Publishing Company, 1983. ($10.35)

Plemmons, Patrick and David Myers. Persona; Computer
Puyer's ggige. San Jose, California: VisiCorp, 1984.($12.95)
Webster, Tony. Microeempurer Buyer's guide. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1983. ($19.95)

Webster, Tony. Terminaie ang Printers Buyer's Guide. New
York: McGraw—Hill Book Company, 1984. ($19.95)
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Canning, R.G. and N.C. Leeper. Sd Yog A;e Tninking About A
Snnii Bgsiness Cgmngte;. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983. ($10.95)

Cohen, Jules A. and the Staff of Orbis. How nn
Yog; Bgsiness. Englewood Cliffs, New

Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983. ($9.95)

Curry, Jess W., Jr. and David M. Bonner; How tn Find and Buy
Good Soi;wa;e. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1983. ($9.95)

Kolve, Carolee Nance. How gd Buy and Suryiye You; First
Conngte;. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1983.
($14.95)

Perry, William E. Mig;ggompute; Software Selection Guide.
Wellesley, Massachusetts: QED Information Sciences, Inc.,
1983. ($14.95)

Rinder, Robert M. A E;actigal Guide tn Smaii Comnute;s.
New York: Monarch Press, 1983. ($11.95)
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Eeb. 1, and Apr. 25) by Scholastic Resources Unlimited,
20622 Ottawa Road, Apple Valley, CA 92307, (619) 247-4717
Address subscriptions to: SRU, 20622 Ottawa Road, Apple
Valley, CA 92307 ($6.50)

Athletlc Journal published by Athletic Journal Publishing
Co., 1719 Howard Street, Evanston, IL 60202
Address subscriptions to: Athletic Journal, 1719 Howard
Street, Evanston, IL 60202 ($8)

ENTER the World of Computers and New Technology published 10
times a year by Children's Television Workshop, One Lincoln
Plaza, New York, NY 10023
Address subscriptions to: ENTER, One Disk Drive, POB 2686,
Boulder, CO 80322 ($14.95)

Jogrhal gf Physlgal Dducarloh, Recreatioh and Dance
published monthly except July and August, with November and
December issues combined, by the American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, 1900
Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091
The Journal goes to members of the Alliance. Annual
membership dues are $42 for professional and supportive
members and $22 for undergraduate student members. The
address is the same as above.

Schglastig Coach published 10 times a year by Scholastic
Inc., 730 Broadway, New York, NY 10003
Address subscriptions to: Scholastic Coach, POB 644,
Lundnurst, NJ 07071-9985 ($17.95)

* Quoted prices are regular yearly subscription prices.
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Appendix E

PROGRAM TO CALCULATE WOMEN'S BODY FAT
PERCENTAGES FROM SKINFOLD MEASUREMENTS

100 REM BODY FAT PERCENTAGES FROM SKINFOLD MEASUREMENTS150 TUNE$ = "MB L20 N24 N20 ME"
200 DIM NAMES$(45), AGE%(45), WEIGHT%(45), TRICEPS(45),

ILIAC(45), THIGH(45)
250 ON ERROR GOTO 750
300 REM ACCESSES THE DATA FILE CONTAINING NAME, AGE,

WEIGHT, TRICEPS MEASUREMENT IN MILLIMETERS, ILIAC
MEASUREMENT IN MM, AND THIGH MEASUREMENT IN MM FOR EACH
PLAYER.

350 OPEN "FATDATA" FOR INPUT AS #1
400 REM READS DATA INTO ARRAYS
450 FOR 1% = 1 TO 45
500 IF EOF(1) THEN 650
550 INPUT #1, NAMES$(I%), AGE%(I%), WEIGHT%(I%),

TRICEPS(I%), ILIAC(I%), THIGH(I%)
600 NEXT 1%
650 CLOSE #1
700 STARTZ = 1
750 GOSUB 5000
1000 UP$ = CHR$(72): DOWN$ = CHR$(80)
1050 Q=FRE(0)
1100 V%=3
1150 REM POSITIONS THE ARROW
1200 LOCATE V%,1,0:COLOR 19:PRINT CHR$(205) CHR$(16)

CHR$(29) CHR$(29);: COLOR 6
1250 REM INTERPRETS KEYBOARD RESPONSES
1300 Q$=INKEY$: IF Q$="" THEN 1300
1350 IF MID$(Q$,2,1)=CHR$(81) THEN START%=START%+15: GOTO

750
1400 IF MID$(Q$,2,1)=CHR$(73) THEN START%=START%-15: GOTO

750
1450 IF Q$="Q" OR Q$="q" THEN 00SUB 6000: CLS: SYSTEM1500 IF Q$=“R" OR Q$=":" THEN c0SUE 6000: c0T0 2000
1550 IF Q$=CHR$(13) THEN GOSUB 7000: GOTO 750
1600 IF MID$(Q$,2,1)<>UP$ AND MID$(Q$,2,1)<>DOWN$ THEN PLAY

TUNE$: GOTO 1300
1650 IF MID$(Q$,2,l) = UP$ THEN V%=V%-1
1700 IF MID$(Q$,2,1) = DOWN$ THEN V%=V%+1
1750 IF V%<3 THEN V%=17
1800 IF V%>17 THEN V%=31850 PRINT " ";: GOT0 1200
2000 LPRINT
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2050 LPRINT "BODY FAT PERCENTAGES FROM SKINFOLD
MEASUREMENTS"

2100 LPRINT
2150 LPRINT
2200 REM REOPENS THE DATA FOR THE REPORT
2250 OPEN "FATDATA" FOR INPUT AS #1
2300 FOR I% = 1 TO 45
2350 INPUT #1, NAMES$(I%), AGE%(I%), WEIGHT%(I%),

TRICEPS(I%), ILIAC(I%), THIGH(I%)
2400 IF EOF(1) THEN CLOSE: GOTO 4050
2450 IF NAMFs$(1%) =

“" THEN CLOSE: c0T0 4000
2500 COUNT% = COUNT% + 1
2550 SUMSKINFOLDS = TRICEPS(I%)+ILIAC(I%)+THIGH(I%)
2600 REM BODY DENSITY EQUATION TAKEN FROM JACKSON, 1980
2650 BODYDENSITY = 1.0994921 - .0009929 * SUMSKINFOLDS +

.0000023 * SUMSKINFOLDS 2 - .0001392 * AGE%(I%)
2700 REM BODY FAT EQUATION TAKEN FROM KEYS AND BROZEK, 1953.
2750 BODYFAT = 4.201/BODYDENSITY - 3.813
2800 FATWEIGHT - BODYFAT * WEIGHT%(I%)
2850 FATFREEWEIGHT = WEIGHT%(I%) — FATWEIGHT
2900 WEIGHT14 = FATFREEWEIGHT/.86
2950 WEIGHT16 = FATFREEWEIGHT/.84
3000 WEIGHT18 = FATFREEWEIGHT/.82
3050 SUMBODYFAT = SUMBODYFAT + BODYFAT
3100 SUMTRICEPS = SUMTRICEPS +TRICEPS(I%)
3150 SUMILIAC = SUMILIAC + ILIAC(I%)
3200 SUMTHIGH = SUMTHIGH + THIGH(I%)
3250 BODYFAT = BODYFAT * 100
3300 REM PRINTS REPORT
3350 LPRINT "NAME: ";NAMES$(I%)
3400 LPRINT “TRICEPS (MM): ";TRICEPS(I%)
3450 LPRINT "ILIAC (MM): ";ILIAC(I%)
3500 LPRINT "THIGH (MM): ";THIGH(I%)
3550 LPRINT "WEIGHT (LBS): ";WEIGHT%(I%)
3600 LPRINT "BODY DENSITY: ";BODYDENSITY
3650 LPRINT “**BOOY FAT FFRcFNTAcF: ";BODYFAT
3700 LPRINT "FAT WEIGHT (LBS): ";FATWEIGHT
3750 LPRINT "FAT FREE WEIGHT (LBS): ";FATFREEWEIGHT
3800 LPRINT "WEIGHT AT 14%: ";WEIGHT14
3850 LPRINT "WEIGHT AT 16%: ";WEIGHT16
3900 LPRINT "WEIGHT AT 18%: ";WEIGHT18
3950 LPRINT
4000 NEXT I%
4050 SUMBODYFAT = SUMBODYFAT * 100
4150 REM CALCULATES TEAM AVERAGES
4200 AVEBODYFAT = SUMBODYFAT/COUNT%
4250 AVETRICEPS = SUMTRICEPS/COUNT%
4300 AVEILIAC = SUMILIAC/COUNT%
4350 AVETHIGH = SUMTHIGH/COUNT%
4400 LPRINT
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4450 LPRINT
4500 LPRINT "TEAM°S AVERAGE BODY FAT PERCENTAGE: ";

AVEBODYFAT
4550 LPRINT "TEAM'S AVERAGE TRICEPS MEASUREMENT: ";

AVETRICEPS
4600 LPRINT "TEAM'S AVERAGE ILIAC MEASUREMENT: ";

AVEILIAC
4650 LPRINT "TEAM°S AVERAGE THIGH MEASUREMENT: ";

AVETHIGH
4700 CLS
4750 SYSTEM
5000 REM SCREEN SUBROUTINE
5050 IF STARTZ<1 THEN STARTZ=l
5150 IF STARTZ>30 THEN STARTZ=30
5200 CLS
5250 VZ = 3 ·
5300 LOCATE 1,1: PRINT TAB(6) "NAME" TAB(25) "AOE“ TAB(33)

"WEIGHT" TAB(44) "TRICEPS" TAB(56) "ILIAC" TAB(68)
"THIGH"

5350 LINZ = 3
5400 FOR IZ = STARTZ TO STARTZ + 15
5450 LOCATE LINZ,1: PRINT TAB(4) NAMES$(IZ) TAB(25) AGEZ(IZ)

TAB(34) WEIGHTZ(IZ) TAB(45) TRICEPS(IZ) TAB(56)
ILIAC(IZ) TAB(68) THIGH(IZ)

5500 LINZ = LINZ + 1
5550 NEXT IZ
5600 PRINT
5650 PRINT " USE UP OR DOWN CURSUR TO SELECT PLAYER TO EDIT,

'Q' TO QUIT OR 'R' TO REPORT"
5700 RETURN
6000 REM WRITE ARRAY TO DATA FILE
6050 OPEN "FATDATA" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
6150 FOR IZ = 1 TO 45
6200 WRITE #1, NAMES$(IZ), AGEZ(IZ), WEIGHTZ(IZ),

TRICEPS(I%), ILIAC(I%), THIcH(IZ)
6250 NEXT IZ
6300 CLOSE #16350 RETURN —
7000 REM SUBROUTINE TO ACCEPT INPUT
7050 IZ = VZ + STARTZ - 3
7150 LOCATE 22,2: INPUT "ENTER NAME: ",NAMES$(IZ)
7175 LOCATE 22,16: PRINT SPACE$(55)
7200 LOCATE 22,2: INPUT "ENTER AGE: ",AGEZ(IZ)
7225 LOCATE 22,16: PRINT SPACE$(55)
7250 LOCATE 22,2: INPUT "ENTER WEIGHT: ",wEIOHTZ(I%)
7275 LOCATE 22,16: PRINT SPACE$(55)
7300 LOCATE 22,2: INPUT "ENTER TRICEPS: ",TRICEPS(IZ)
7325 LOCATE 22,16: PRINT SPACE$(55)
7350 LOCATE 22,2: INPUT "ENTER ILIAC: ",ILIAC(IZ)
7375 LOCATE 22,16: PRINT SPACE$(55)
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7400 LOCATE 22,2: INPUT "ENTER THIGH: “,THIGH(I%)
7425 LOCATE 22,16: PRINT SPACE$(55)
7450 RETURN
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Appendix F

SELECTED SPORTS APPLICATION SOFTWARE

Purpose: Sports Organization Management for all Sports
Contact: Cyndek, Inc., 1200 Post Road East,

Westport, CT 06880
(203) 226-8088

Program Name/Price: Standard Log, $950
LOG PLUS, price not available

System Requirements: Custom configuration

Purpose: Bowling Records
Contact: DataStrike, P.O. Box 1148

Franklin Park, IL 60131
(312) 595-6066

Program Name/Price: League Record Keeping System, $395
Yaba League Records, $420
Mailing LIst, $195
League Finance, $125
Income & Expense, $250
League Banking, $75
Locker Rent, $75
Tournament, $250

System Requirements: IBM or Apple

Purpose: Basketball Statistics
Contact: Korney Board Aids, Box 264

Roxton, Texas 75477-0264
(214) 346-3269

Program Name/Price: B-Ball-Stats, $54.95
Teton Basketball Stats, $59.95

System Requirements: B-Ball-Stats requires an Apple II,
II+, or IIe with 3.3 disk drive, Model III TRS 80, or
Model IV TRS 80, or comparable equipment. TRSDOS is
necessary. Teton Basketball Stats requires either an
Apple II/IIe, or an IBMPC.I

Purpose: Bowling Statistics I
Contact: Ensign Software, 7337 Northview, 'Boise, Idaho 83704 I

(208) 378-8086 =
Program Name/Price: League Secretary, $99.95 Q
System Requirements: 128K IBM, 1 disk drive, Any DOS .
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Purpose: Sports statistics for 14 different sports
Contact: TIES, 1925 West County Road B2

St. Paul, MN 55113
(612) 638-2348

Program Name/Price: Sports Stats, $50
System Requirements: 48k Apple Il or lle with

Applesoft BASIC, DOS 3.3

Purpose: Basketball Statistics
Contact: MicroLab, 2699 Skokie Valley Road

Highland Park, IL 60035
(312) 433-7550

Program Name: Assistant Coach
System Requirements: 48K Apple II, II plus, Ile, or lle

Purpose: Basketball Statistics and Football Scouting
Contact: Microscout, 680 Leeanne Avenue

Yaba City, CA 95991
(916) 671-7070

Program Name/Price: HoopStat, $249.95
GridScout, price not available

System Requirements: 48K Apple II plus or Ile, 2 disk
drives, 132 column printer

Purpose: Football Scouting
Contact: Radio Shack

Computer Customer Service #7879
400 Atrium--One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3011

Program Name: Champs
System Requirements: Tandy Model 4, 132 column printer

Purpose: Athletics Management
Contact: Paciolan Systems, Inc.

10349 Los Alamitos Boulevard
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(213) 493-5520

Program Name/Price: Ticketing, $35,000
Support Group, $7,500
Accounting & Budgeting, $25,500
Sports Information, $5,000
Athlete Services, $17,000
Recruiting, $5,000
Summer CAmp, $5,000
Inventory Control, price not available
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Purpose: Football Scouting
Contact: Aristos Company, P.O. Box 724

W. Hartford, CT 06107
(203) 521-0881

Program Name: Sportran
System Requirements: Apple, Tandy, IBM and compatibles

Purpose: Football Scouting
Contact: COMP-U-SPORTS, P.O. Box 1340

Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 663-3257

Program Name/Price: Easy-Scout, $99
System Requirements: Apple, IBM and compatibles

Purpose: Scouting, Statistics, and Personnel strength testing
Contact: Software Associates of North East

P.O. Box 70
North East, PA 16428
(814) 725-9279

Program: Programs available for Football, Basketball
Wrestling, Track, Baseball/Softball, and Volleyball.

Purpose: Strength Training
Contact: B.E. Software, P.O. Box 80577

Lincoln, Nebraska 68501
(402) 466-8877

Program: Separate programs available for
Football, Basketball, Baseball, Wrestling, Hockey,
Racquet Sports, Track & Field, and Volleyball.

Purpose: Football game analysis, Recruiting records,
Medical injury/treatment, Weight training

Contact: MTD Computer Services
8050 Seminole Office Center
Suite 300
Seminole, FL 33542
(813) 398-6633

Program Name: Sports-Pac
System Requirements: IBM and compatibles
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Purpose: Statistics, Strength & Conditioning,
Football Scouting and Training,
Golf Stroke Analysis, Wrestling Performance

Contact: Sports Data Services
P.O. Box 12268
St. Paul, MN 55112
1-800-328-8322 ext. 454

Program: Statistics Programs for Baseball/Softball, Soocer,
Basketball, Volleyball, Ice Hockey, Football, Track,
Cross-Country, Swimming, Wrestling, & Gymnastics.

NOTE: Stated prices may not be current.




